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Front cover:
Photo from 1968, 
showing the first premises of the newly started 
Postiljonen mail order business and retail shop.

Lot # 744 & 745

Parma “Heart Blocks”  

Did you know?

The first stamps of the Duchy of Parma were
issued in 1852 and printed in sheets of 80
stamps. However the printing plate was made
up of groups of 20 stamps (5 x 4) resulting in
small panes with larger margins between the
panes.

The full sheets were normally cut in the larger
margins to separate the panes before the
stamps were sold to the public. Therefore used

examples of so-called gutter pairs with large
margins in between are very rare and the
“heart blocks” with four stamps from the 
centre of the sheets are not even priced in the
Sassone specialized catalogue. It is doubtful if
any used examples exist.

Some unused “heart blocks” have survived and
they are of course very rare.



Featuring:
Iceland, important selection including part 1
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- extraordinary selection
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Early Issues in superb quality

100 years old untouched, nearly complete
All World Collection

The Gummesson Grand Prix D’Honneur
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It is with great honour that we present this 50th
Anniversary Auction catalogue to all our faithful
clients and consignors. Not only are we referring
to the somewhat different catalogue cover picture
but also to the amazing selection of philatelic
items which we have been entrusted with for this
sale. The picture, characteristic of the late 1960s,
actually shows the first Postiljonen office in 1968
which included a small stamp shop with an
appropriate display window. That year was a very
eventful year in world history, but for us the most
important episode was of course the forming of
the Postiljonen company! For more information
about our history, please see pages 300-303.

It is a privilege for us to handle such historic rari-
ties more or less every day. Only when finalizing
this catalogue did we realize e.g. how many First
Day cancelled and 5,5,5 graded Swedish Skilling
Banco and Coat of Arms were included in the
sale, items which are rarely offered by any other
auction company. That is what we in Sweden call
“to be home blind”!

In the fourth part of The Gummesson Collection
there are some really nice beauties as usual, just to
mention one of the many is the wonderful color-
ful 20 penni margin pair in tête-bêche. In the
general auction, on the lower price level we have
to mention the excellent 3 sgr. from Brunswick
with an outstandingly clear and well centered can-
cellation. When it comes to especially beautiful
items in the higher price level we recommend you
to enjoy the spectacular four franking cover from
Sicily, and not least read the amazing story about

the All World collection on the spread page 180-
181. However, the Beauty without competition is
the Swedish “Day & Night Express” prephilatelic
cover from 1828 – a historical gem that not only
philatelists would want to own!

During the “Postiljonen Anniversary Year” 2018
we will, among other events, be the Main
Commercial Partner in the organization of the
binational exhibitionMALMEX 2018. We are
also very proud to have SPINK and PHILA-
SEARCH as co-partners in these happenings. You
will find a lot of more information regarding this
in the beginning as well as in the back of the cata-
logue.

Last but not least, we wish you all welcome to our
viewings as well as to the auction, not to forget
the 50th Anniversary Reception on Thursday
the 15th of March at 18.15, to which all clients
and friends of Postiljonen are most welcome!

POSTILJONEN
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Preface 

Lars-Olow Carlsson       Claes Arnrup
Managing Director          Chairman of the board

Celebrate with us!

This year it´s been 50 years since
Postiljonen AB was founded and
during 2018 we will be celebrating this
fantastic anniversary in a number of different
ways. As you study the catalogue you will find
some of these happenings, for example our
partnership in a number of philatelic events
and an invitation to a reception on March 15.

On page 300-304 there is a short summary
about  the history of the company, we hope that
you will enjoy this walk down memory lane.



Auction THURSDAY 15 MARCH
16.00    ICELAND including part 1 of the “HÖFN” collection ............................. 1 -  307
18.15    50th Anniversary Reception – in our office building, ground floor.
             Everyone is most welcome!

Auction FRIDAY 16 MARCH
12.00    A light lunch will be served!
13.00    DENMARK .............................................................................................. 308 -  401
             FAROE ISLANDS, GREENLAND, DWI................................................ 402 -  508
             NORWAY................................................................................................. 509 -  538
             SCANDINAVIA collections & mixed lots ................................................ 539 -  554
14.00    NON-SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES in alphabetical order................. 555 -  953
             - including “Luxury Spain No.1” (891-910)
             EUROPE & ALL WORLD collections and mixed lots.............................. 954 -  987
             - including All World collection untouched in 100 years

Auction SATURDAY 17 MARCH
10.30    SWEDEN single items............................................................................... 988 - 1259
             SWEDEN sheets & booklets ..................................................................... 1260 - 1289
12.00    SWEDEN collections & mixed lots ........................................................... 1290 - 1362
             LUNCH ca. 12.30 (A light lunch will be served!)
13.30    FINLAND................................................................................................. 1363 - 1414
13.45    The Gummesson Grand Prix d’Honneur Collection of Finland, Part 4 .......... 2001 - 2266

Viewing
In Malmö
At our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9

Monday 12 – Tuesday 13 March
9.00-17.00

Wednesday 14 – Friday 16 March
9.00-18.00

Saturday 17 March
9.00-
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Programme

In Helsinki
At Original Sokos Hotel Vaakuna, Asema-aukio 2

Friday 9 March 12.00-18.00

All items from The Gummesson Collection, with the
exception of extremely expensive ones. Should you 
wish for us to bring a particular expensive rarity, please
contact us beforehand.
In addition we shall also be bringing  all Finnish single
items and chosen lots & collections from the general
auction # 220. Other non-bulky lots can be brought
upon request.
Suomeksi ohjeet Helsingin näytöstä löydät sivulta 15

KJØBENHAVNS PHILATELIST KLUB

Onsdag den 7 marts fra kl. 16.30-19.00 vil der være
specialeftersyn i Knud Mohrs studielokale. Eftersynet
omfatter enkeltobjekter fra Danmark og alle danske
områder incl. Schleswig-Holstein, dog med undtagelse
af usædvanlig værdifulde objekter, samt udvalgte sam-
linger og partier (der kan dog hvis pladshensyn tillader
det medtages objekter efter særlige ønsker). 
Vi tilbyder forfriskninger i løbet af aftenen. 
Adressen er VARTOV, Farvergade 27, opgang B,
København K.
Bemærk! Dette eftersyn er også åbent for kunder, der
ikke er medlem af KPK!

In Stockholm
At Postmuseum, Lilla Nygatan 6

Wednesday 28 February 11.00–18.30

Sweden single items, except for extremely expensive
ones, and chosen lots & collections
(other lots might be brought upon request).

Svenska enkelobjekt, med undantag för mycket dyr-
bara, samt utvalda samlingar och partier
(i mån av utrymme kan andra objekt 
medtagas på begäran).
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Calendar
2018 Postiljonen Anniversary Year
VIEWING
Stockholm 28 February at Postmuseum (Swedish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Copenhagen 7 March at KPK (Danish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Helsinki 9 March Original Sokos Hotel Vaakuna (The Gummesson Collection & Finland)
Malmö 12-17 March at our office

50TH ANNIVERSARY AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 15-17 March 2018

SWEDISH PHILATELIC FEDERATION CONGRESS & STAMP DAYS
Malmö, Sweden 6-8 April 2018. Main Commercial Partner in cooperation with Spink & Philasearch

FIP JUDGING ACADEMY
Malmö, Sweden 10-11 April 2018. Host & Sponsor

NORDIA 2018
Gardabær, Iceland 8-10 June 2018. Stand holder & Sponsor

PRAGA 2018 
Prague, Czech Republic 15-18 August 2018. Participating

MALMEX 2018
Malmö, Sweden 31 August-2 September 2018. 
Main Commercial Partner in cooperation with Spink & Philasearch

INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 21-22 September 2018

FRIMÆRKE, BREV OG POSTKORT MESSE 2018
Copenhagen, Denmark 3-4 November 2018

2019
INTERNATIONAL SPRING AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 29-30 March 2019

STOCKHOLMIA 2019
Stockholm, Sweden 29 May – 2 June 2019. Stand holder

NORDIA 2019
Sarpsborg, Norway 23-25 August 2019. Stand holder

INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden, 27-28 September 2019.

MONACOPHIL 2019
Terrasses de Fontvieille, Monaco December 2019. Stand holder

Conditions of sale see page 318-319

Viewing in Malmö at our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9
The auction will take place in our office building: 

Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor
Tel. +46 40-25 88 50
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FACITstamps & Administration
+46 (0)40 25 88 55

dan.bengtsson@postiljonen.se

Dan Bengtsson

PR, Marketing
+46 (0)40 25 88 51

anna.johnsson@postiljonen.se

Economy & Accounting
+46 (0)40 25 88 57

henrik.wengdahl@postiljonen.se

Chairman of the board,
founder and auctioneer

Managing Director
+46 (0)40 25 88 56

lars-olow.carlsson@postiljonen.se

Philately & Consignments
+46 (0)40 25 88 58

steinar.fridthorsson@postiljonen.se

Anna Johnsson Winqvist Henrik WengdahlSteinar Fridthorsson

Claes Arnrup

Lars-Olow CarlssonThe Postiljonen
team...

Margrét Magnúsdóttir

Administration
+46 (0)40 25 88 52

margret.magnusdottir@postiljonen.se
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Mail Bidders!
We always endeavour to simulate the actual 
auction situation for our mail bidders, you must
however beforehand have determined the maxi-
mum you wish to pay for each lot and we will
ensure that this maximum is not exceeded. 
Your bids must be in Euro and divisible by 10. 
The bidding always starts with the second highest
mail bid plus the next increase (see conditions of
sale sect. 2). The bidding then continues between
the bidders in the audience and the highest mail
bidder.

Avoid missing out on every item you wanted
because of higher bids from others by bidding 
on many items but limit your total purchase to 
an amount of your choice (see bid form “my total
purchase must not exceed:...excl. commission”).
You can for example bid for a sum of € 10000 but
limit your total purchase to € 1000 or any amount
you wish.    

You can also bid on two or several items and add
“or” in between. We will then make sure that you
get only one of these items.

Further, according to your instructions we can for
example also raise your bid on one item if it turns
out that you got another item less expensive than
your highest bid.

Should there be two or more equal mail bids then
the first bid received will buy the lot, so please sub-
mit your bids as early as possible.

To ensure you a safe handling of your bids, we
need them at least 24 hours before the auction
starts.

V.A.T.
Please note that the buyer’s premium 25% includes
Swedish V.A.T.
Buyer’s premium 20% excl. V.A.T. only for:

1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU 
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
 forwarded to us in good time before the
 auction!

MOMS 
Köparprovisionen 25% inkluderar moms för kunder
inom Sverige och EU. Momsregistrerade handlare, 
se ovan.

Import V.A.T.
Lots marked •
Please note that lots marked • in front of the lot 
No. are subject to importation V.A.T. 12% 
will be added to the auction price except for:

1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU 
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
 forwarded to us in good time before the
 auction!

Importskatt tillkommer med 12% på auktionspriset 
på alla objekt markerade med • före objektnumret.
Momsregistrerade handlare utanför Sverige, v.g. 
se punkt 2 ovan.

Financing the auction
Purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to
finance a large part of the total purchase for shorter
or longer periods. Credit or payment arrangements
must be agreed on in good time before the auction.

Currency Euro
This auction is held in Euro.
If there is anything you are wondering about regard-
ing this, don’t hesitate to contact us! 
Denna auktion avhålls i Euro. 
För de svenskar som så önskar kan fakturering ske i
SEK till av oss, på auktionsdagen, fastställd växelkurs. 

Nyhet!
Nu kan du även betala med Swish till Postiljonen AB.
Vårt Swish-nummer är: 1230593988
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Please fill in and send us the form below (or a photocopy) for payment by card.

Invoice No:                               MasterCard/Eurocard q         VISAq

Card number:       

Exp. date:                        CVV2/CVC2                 (3 digit security code)

Name on card: ___________________________________________

Your signature: ___________________________________________

Methods of Payment
Bank Draft
When paying by bank draft in Euro it has to be drawn on a bank in Euroland and if in SEK on a
Swedish bank. Please add €35 to the invoice amount to cover bank charges. 
No private cheques please!

Bank Transfer
Please transfer EURO to:    SEB, Malmö
                                            IBAN: SE92 5000 0000 0590 1821 1265
                                            Bic: ESSESESS
If transfer in SEK:                IBAN: SE47 5000 0000 0551 1100 1247

PlusGiro
Please transfer SEK/EURO to:    PLUSGIROT, Stockholm
                                                   Bic: NDEASESS
                                                   IBAN: SE74 9500 0099 6042 0637 0118

Cash Payment
New EU Directives has led to legislation resulting in stricter bank policies regarding cash depo-
sits. We therefore kindly ask you to, if possible, avoid cash/cheque payments. Please note that
Swedish cheques are considered as cash by the banks!

Credit Card
We accept payment for auction purchases by the following Credit Cards:

A service charge of 2,5% will be added to your invoice total. 
For overseas customers we recommend that you notify your bank before the transaction.

On our website you can also find a secured payment form to use 
for sending your credit card information.
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Välkommen till SFF-dagarna och  
kongress i Malmö 6-8/4 2018

SFF-dagarna stöds av:

Main Commercial Partner

www.skåne�lateli.se

Tänk dig tre dagar fyllda med latelis ska upplevelser. Vi börjar fredagen 
e er lunch med SFF-dagarna som pågår ll lunch på lördag. Kongressen 

startar e er lunch och är klar på söndag förmiddag.  
Sedan åker vi hem inspirerade a  fortsä a fördjupa oss i lateli.

Allt samlat på ett hotell
Vi har bokat större delen av Quality Hotel View 
i Malmö/Hyllie. Det innebär a  handlare, fören-
ingar, workshop och föreläsningar kan besökas 
under hela SSF-dagarna och en del även under 
kongressen.

Boka di  rum redan idag:
Enkelrum 995 kr inkl moms/na . 
Dubbelrum 1.195 kr inkl moms/na . 
Boka gärna redan idag med bokningskod: 
e-post: reserva ons.view@choice.se 
Bokningskod: ”Sveriges Filatelist Förbund”

Handlare
Vi räknar med mellan 10-15 handlare som tar 
med si  material. Passa på a  göra dina fynd. 
Handlarna nns på plats under fredag och lördag. 
Besök gärna handlarna även om du inte deltar i 
kongressen.

Seminarium och workshop
Programmet ger möjlighet ll 8 separata före-
läsningar eller workshops. Vi har redan bokat 
e  antal mycket intressanta föredragshållare. På 
hemsidan nedan kommer mer informa on.

Program Kongress 2018
Lördag 7/4 kl 13 - 17:00, Söndag 8/4 kl 9 - 12:00
Kongress

www.s�.nu

Program SFF-dagarna 2018
Fredag 6/4 kl 13 - 17:00, Lördag 7/4 kl 9-14:00
Vykorstmässa, handlare och seminarium samt 
riksföreningars möten.

Nu med Vykortsmässa
Den tradi onella Vykorts- och frimärksmässan 
som brukar genomföras i mars på Folkets hus på 
Limhamn y as ll SFF-dagarna.

NYHET!Glöm inte!
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Postiljonen AB will celebrate its 50th Anniversary in 2018,
as part of a larger partner agreement, by being the Main
Commercial Partner in the organization of the binational
exhibition MALMEX 2018.

Meet Postiljonen at the bilateral exhibition
MALMEX 2018 in Malmö Sweden,
31 August - 2 September,
with both Swedish and Danish national status.

As usual Facit will have representation at our stand
where their catalogues will be offered for sale.

Promotion at the exhibition and also auction viewing of the
international autumn auction during MALMEX 2018 will be
a great opportunity to get fantastic exposure for your items.
Consign today!
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Welcome!

Meet Postiljonen in Iceland

As usual, Facit will also be
represented in our stand and offer their

catalogues for sale.

We are sponsors and participants at the international stamp
exhibition NORDIA 2018, 8-10 June

in the sport´s hall Ásgardur in Garðabær

We are very happy to present
our challenge trophy ”The Silver Postiljon”.
It will be awarded for the exhibit which
according to the jury is the best, i.e.
”The Nordic Champion”.

The Silver Postiljon
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Nordic Stamp Exhibition in Garðabær,
Iceland, 8-10 June 2018

From June 8th to June 10th,
2018, the Icelandic Philatelic
Federation will host the Nordic
philatelic exhibition that will be
held in the sport´s hall Ásgardur
in Garðabær. We welcome you
all to Iceland in June!

More information on www.nordia2018.is
Postiljonen is proud sponsor of NORDIA 2018
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MALMEX RECEPTION 
31 AUGUST 2018 6.30 P.M. 

FLOOR 53/54 TURNING TORSO  

  

Addressing  

Fellows, Members  

and their Guests 

 
Reception 

Presentation 

Dinner 
Three Course Meal 

 

Price SEK 1,300 pp 

 

RSVP. 31 May 2018 

Jonas Hällström 

jonas@stockholmia2019.se 



 

 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
     

     

  

  

   

   

 
 

 

 
   

 

    

 

    

  

 

The Gummesson Collection, Part 4
at Öresundshuset, Malmö 17 March 2018 at 13.45

Viewing - Näyttö
In Helsinki At Original Sokos Hotel Vaakuna, Asema-aukio 2

Friday 9 March 12.00-18.00

We look forward to seeing you there!
Nähdään Helsingissä!

All items from The Gummesson Collection, except for extremely expensive ones. Should you wish for us to
bring a particular expensive rarity, please contact us beforehand. In addition we shall also be bringing all

Finnish single items and chosen lots & collections from the general auction # 220. Other non-bulky lots can
be brought upon request.

In connection with our special viewing at Original Sokos Hotel Vaakuna you also have the possibility to
hand in consignments for our future international auctions. Or just use this opportunity to meet our philatelic
expert Steinar Fridthorsson for a friendly chat. Managing Director Lars-Olow Carlsson will be there at your

service as well.

Kaikki Gummesson kokoelman kohteet, lukuunottamatta kaikkein kalleimpia harvinaisuuksia, ovat
nähtävissä Helsingissä. Ota yhteyttä etukäteen, jos haluat, että tuomme paikalle erityisesti jonkin tietyn
harvinaisuuden. Lisäksi tuomme yksittäiset Suomi –kohteet sekä osan eristä ja kokoelmista, jotka ovat

mukana juhlahuutokaupassamme numero 220. Voimme ottaa mukaan Helsinkiin myös muitakin kohteita,
ota yhteyttä niin sovitaan asiasta.

Helsingin näyttömme yhteydessä sinulla on mahdollisuus myös jättää kohteita tuleviin kansainvälisiin
huutokauppoihimme.Voit myös käytää tilaisuuden hyväksesi ja tulla tapaamaan asiantuntijaamme Steinar

Fridthorssonia ja keskustella hänen kanssaan filateliasta. Myös toimitusjohtajamme Lars-Olow Carlsson on
paikalla ja valmis auttamaan sinua.
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Editor
Vincent Schouberechts
Kardinaal Sterckxlaan
53
BE-1860 MEISE
BELGIUM

Email Victoria2000@telenet.be
Phone : +32/474.84.84.39

Fakes, Forgeries & Experts Journal
Anniversary issue #20

Will be presented at  PRAGA 2018
Congress hotel Clarion Prague, Czechoslovakia

15-18 August

New Zealand: A Forged Separation Variety
By Bob Odenweller

Do you want to be a member of the FFE
authors? Contact the editor with your idea!

Fa
ke

s 
Fo

rg
er

ie
s 

E
xp

er
ts

Selection of Articles:

The most productive author-experts in the
history of FFE Journal

By Claes Arnrup

Also articles by
Luis Frazao and Eduardo Escalada …

Artist Muse or Deceptive Forgeries?
By Ken Pugh

Belgian Congo: Some now discoveries in
forged overprints and handstamps

By Luc Vander Marken

”Surcharges”
By Jean-François Brun
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Postiljonen has always emphasized the advantages and the importance of collecting philatel-
ic items of the highest quality. We think this is an important step for the development of
modern collecting.

To highlight, and to a certain degree reward what we think is interesting, fun, beautiful and
high quality philately, we are choosing a number of items in our auction catalogues and pre-
sent them with Postiljonen emblems. It should be specially noted that it is not a complete
classification, you will surely find other items that would well deserve extra attention.

This choice of excellence is a subjective opinion, even if done with professional as well as
philatelic skill and experience. It reflects also the emotional influence of an individual eye.

An item of outstanding quality and beauty. A rarity for its
appearance and not necessarily for its value. Suitable in any
collection for private enjoyment as well as for exhibition.

An item of highest excellence in regard to
quality, beauty and rarity. A wonderful addi-
tion to any collection in its area.

“Postiljonen Horses”

Extra scans on the web!

We are now one step closer to our goal to include scans of all our lots
at our website.

At our website www.postiljonen.com you will find all certificates of
the single items, lists, complete scans and selections of collections &
lots that are not included in the printed catalogue! New pictures will
be uploaded continuously until the auction!

We believe we have made a good selection of scans and hope there is
something for everyone.
Look for lots marked with µ, they have something extra for you at
our website.

Please have a look at:

www.postiljonen.com
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We hereby have the pleasure to invite all clients, 
consignors and friends to our

50th Anniversary Reception

15 March 2018 at 18.15

In our office building, 
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor

Welcome!



P 1 � Very well preserved cover, inside dated “Bessastödum 30 Aug 1823”.
Privately forwarded to Copenhagen. 200

2 � Folded parcel letter inside dated “Budenstad September 11, 1838”
sent to Copenhagen with an endorsement for an accompanying par-
cel. Privately carried. VERY FEW PARCEL LETTERS KNOWN. 400

€uro
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P µ 3 � Pre-philatelic official letter with full contents which seems to be dated
Otradalur 18.6 1847 and sent to Ísafjördur. The letter has no postal
notations so therefore it must be considered to have been privately car-
ried. Cert. Svendsen/Eldrup. 200

P 4 � Privately forwarded domestic folded letter with full contents dated
“Saudlauksdal 24 Jun 1847” sent to Ísafjördur. 200

Iceland
Thursday 15 March

16.00 hrs

1 2

3 4

The "HÖFN" Collection of Iceland
We are honored to be able to offer, as part of this auction, large parts of the
"HÖFN"  Collection of Iceland.  This exhibition collection is of early Icelandic
stamps, covers and cancellations. The collection which was built during the
past 35 years includes many fine items especially in the Skilling and Aur-
Periods. The lots from this collection, in this auction, start with the Skilling
issue and continue throughout the different sections. All lots from the
"HÖFN" collection have the name noted in the description.
A future auction will contain more items from the "HÖFN" collection.

Prephilately



P µ 7 DK13 � Excellent strike of Seydisfjördur numeral “237” on Danish 4 sk.
Applied after period of use in Copenhagen by Boegh. The stamp
with a couple of short perfs. Cert. Møller. RARE. 300

P 8 DK24 � Very fine Danish 16 sk. bicoloured with numeral canc. “236” of
Reykjavik. 100

P µ 9 DK29- Three bicoloured Danish øre stamps canc. in Iceland, all perf. 14 x 13 
DK31 � 1/2. 4 øre “AKUREYRI 17.4”, 5 øre “REYKJAVIK 18.7” and 8 øre

“AKUREYRI 10.11”. 100

P µ 6 � Very beautiful official letter from the Bishop of Iceland with full con-
tents, dated 10.11 1873. 100

€uro
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7 8 Ex 9

P 5 � Folded letter with full content dated “Rekvig d. 26
febr. 1855” with charter number “N 779” which is
very rare. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 500

Danish Issues



€uro
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P µ 10 1v2 * Imperf. pair of 2 skilling with watermark and full original gum which is
very scarce. F=11.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 200

P µ 11 1 * Very beautiful 2 skilling in good centering. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. 300

P µ 12 1 � Beautiful 2 skilling canc. with partial Vestmannaeyjar. Only 444 copies
of 2 skilling sold in Vestmannaeyjar. F=19.000. Cert. Grønlund. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. 300

P 13 1 � 2 skilling blue canc. “HJARÐARHOLT 2.4”. Bend in the upper frame
line. 1.600 copies of 2 skilling sold at Hjarðarholt. F=19.000. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. 250

P 14 2F1 (*) Colour proof of 4 sk. in brown colour on thin ungummed paper with
watermark (parts of 4 crowns). F=6.500. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. RARE. 200

P 15 2F1 (*) Colour proof of 4 sk. in yellow colour on thin ungummed paper with
watermark (parts of 4 crowns). F=6.500. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. RARE. 200

P 16 2F1 (*) Colour proof of 4 sk. in green colour on thin ungummed paper with
watermark (parts of 4 crowns). F=6.500. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. RARE. 200

P 17 2F1 (*) Colour proof of 4 sk. in lilac colour on thin ungummed paper with
watermark. Small thin. F=6.500. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. RARE. 100

P 18 2PT (*) 4 skilling proof in issued colour on unwatermarked carton paper in
corner margin pair. UNUSUAL IN MULTIPLES. 100

P 19 2v2 * Imperf. 4 skilling on gummed paper with watermark. F=5.500+. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. 100

P 20 2 * Very fresh and beautiful block of four of 4 sk. The stamps are without
hinge marks other than the very light reinforcements. Ex. “HÖFN”
collection. 150

10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17

18 19 20

Skilling Issues



P 25 3 **/ * Very fresh block of four of 8 sk. The lower left stamp in extremely
good centering and never hinged, the others lightly hinged. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. 400

€uro
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26 27 28

3725

P 21 2 � Extremely fine “DJÚPIVOGUR 8.11” on 4 skilling. Only 915 copies of
4 skilling sold at Djúpivogur. F=9.000. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 200

P µ 22 2 � 4 skilling with very beautiful “HJARDARHOLT 11.6”. F=9.000. Certs
Grönlund & Lasse Nielsen. 200

P µ 23 2 � Danish numeral canc. “1” on 4 skilling perf. 14 x 13 1/2. A fine and flaw-
less copy. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 150

P 24 2 � Undefined foreign barred canc. on a fine copy of 4 skilling. Bid

21 22 23 24

P µ 26 3 � Very beautiful 8 skilling with upright “HJARDARHOLT 21.11”.
Cert. Møller. 250

27 3 � 8 skilling with Danish ship mail canc. “FRA ISLAND”. SCARCE. 100

P µ 28 4 * Very well centered and fresh 16 skilling. F=21.000. Cert. Pollak. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. SUPERB. 300



€uro
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P µ 30 4 � Fine and flawless 16 skilling with Danish three ring numeral canc.
F=22.000. Sign. & cert. Bloch. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 250

P 31 4 � Danish numeral canc. “1” on 16 skilling perf. 14 x 13 1/2. Some small
imperfections. SCARCE. 200

P µ 32 4v3 � Beautiful flawless copy of 16 skilling with an exceptional REYKJAVÍK
cto canc. Cert. Møller. 150

P 33 5PT2 (*) Proof of 3 skilling in black grey colour on carton paper. F=5.000. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. SCARCE. 100

P µ29 4 � A very well centered and beautiful 16 sk. with well
placed “REYKJAVIK 7.7”. Interesting with large
part of two wmks crown. F=35.000.  Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. SUPERB COPY. 1.000

P 34 5 * Extremely well centered and fresh 3 skilling, very lightly hinged.
Watermark parts of two crowns. F=6.000. SUPERB. 100

P 35 5 * Very well centered 3 skilling with slanting “3” with lightly hinged ori-
ginal gum. F=4.200. Bid

P µ 36 5 * Very beautiful strip of three of 3 sk. grey. Very fresh with full origi-
nal gum and very light hinge traces. F=18.000. Cert. Möller. 
SUPERB & SCARCE. 500

P 37 5 * Very beautiful block of four of 3 sk. with the lower two stamps
being of the “leaning 3” type. All stamps in very good centering,
lightly hinged. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 300

30 31 32 33

34 35 36



P 44 7 � 16 skilling perf. 12 1/2 with an extremely fine upright “MIKLA-
HOLT 26.4”. Only 71 copies of 16 sk. sold at Miklaholt. Some insig-
nificant imperfections. EXTREMELY RARE. 300

P 45 7 � 16 skilling perf. 12 1/2 with rare “MIKLIBÆR 12.11”. Only 358 copies
of 16 skilling (both perfs.) sold at Miklibær/Víðimýri/Krossanes.
Small repair. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 100

P 46 7 � Very beautiful “REYKJAVÍK 29.11” (cto) on 16 skilling perf. 12 1/2
with watermark: two half crowns. Bid

€uro
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P µ 42 7v2 * 16 skilling perf. 12 1/2 with large imperf. margin at right. Small repair.
Cert. Debo. RARE. Bid

P 43 7 **/ * Extremely fresh block of four of 16 sk. The lower pair never hinged. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. 250

43

44 45

42

46

P 38 5 � Very well centered 3 skilling canc. “ÍSAFJÖRÐUR 28.8” (cto). Cert.
Grønlund. F=5.000. 100

P 39 6 * Extremely well centered 4 skilling perf. 12 1/2. F=20.000. Ex. “HÖFN”
collection. SUPERB. 300

P µ 40 6 * Unusually beautiful 4 skilling line perf. 12 1/2, lightly hinged.
F=20.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 300

P 41 6 � Fine copy of 4 skilling perf. 12 1/2 (cto). F=6.500. 100

38 39 40 41
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P µ 47 1-5PT + Complete set of all skilling values, 7 different incl. officials, as 
Tj. 1-2PT proofs in the issued colours on white carton paper without water-
(*) mark or gum. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 200

P µ 48 1v2/4v2 Three imperf. stamps in the values of 2, 8 & 16 skilling, all on thin
*/ (*) watermarked paper. F=12.000. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 200

P 50 8c � 5 aur double postal stationery card sent to Denmark with supplemen-
tary franking of 3 aur dull brown orange of 1886 canc. “REYKJAVÍK
10.12.95”. Arrival canc. “KOLDING JB.P.E. 19.12 1 TOG”. The inquiry
card with full message and the reply card still attached. 200

P 51 8dv1 ** Double “3” variety as part of a fresh never hinged block of four of 3 aur
of the pale brown orange printing of 1891. One of the upper stamps
with a tiny adhesion mark. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 200

Ex 47 Ex 48

Ex 49

50 51

Aur Issue perforation 14 x 13 1/2

P µ 49 (*) AUR PROOFS. Cpl. set of 10 proofs on thin paper without water-
mark, 6 values for regular issues as well as 4 for officials. Three certs
enclosed. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 250



P µ 55 9 **/ * Beautiful and fresh block of four of 5 aur blue in a dull shade. The
two lower stamps never hinged, the upper ones very lightly hinged.
The lower stamps each with bent frame corners at left. Cert. Helge
Witt. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. SCARCE BLOCK. 600

P 56 9 � Extremely fine “MIKLIBÆR 5.3” on 5 aur clear blue in good centering.
Some small imperfections. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 100

P µ 57 10P (*) Very interesting proof strip of three on rather thick unwatermarked
paper. Looking from the back the design almost seems to be embos-
sed! Also a pair of 5 aur black prints with cert. Lasse Nielsen. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. RARE. 300

P 58 10b ** Very fresh never hinged block of four of the 1884 printing. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. 200

€uro
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P 52 8v2 � Golden yellow 3 aur in a very beautiful copy canc. “REYKJAVIK 29.11”.
SCARCE STAMP. 100

P 53 9 * Extraordinarily fresh and well centered 5 aur dull blue with bent left
frame line at top and at bottom. F=6.500+. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 150

P 54 9 * Extremely well centered and beautiful 5 aur blue with plate flaw:
upper left frame corner cut off.. F=6.500. SUPERB. 150

52 53 54 56

Ex 57 58



P 59 10b � 5 aur green of 1884 as added franking on 5 aur postal stationery card
sent from “ESKIFJÖRDUR 13.7” to Germany via Edinburgh as per
the chamfered “SHIP LETTER” handstamp on front. 250

P 60 10c � 5 aur yellow green of 1891 as additional franking on 5 aur postal sta-
tionery inquiry card sent to Switzerland canc. “REYKJAVÍK 3.12.94”.
Transit canc. “21 M EDINBURGH DE 9 94” on back and arrival canc.
“BERN 11.XII.94” on front. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 150

€uro
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P µ 61 10c � Cover franked with a strip of four of 5 aur light green of 1891 sent to
Scotland in 1896. Transit canc. Edinburgh and arrival canc. “CASTLE
DOUGLAS” on back. A few toning spots and a torn back flap. Cert.
Grønlund. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 250

P 62 11d * Beautiful block of four of 6 aur grey of 1891. F=9.100. 200

P 63 12PT1 (*) Proof of 10 aur carmine in an imperf. margin block of four without
watermark. VERY RARE IN BLOCKS. Bid

P 64 12c * Very well centered strip of three of 10 aur carmine of the printing of
1889. F=10.500. SUPERB. 150

59 60

61 62

63 64



P µ 69 12d � Pair of 10 aur of printing VII of 1895 on cover sent to Germany. The
stamps canc. “REYKJAVÍK 12.5.97” (B1a), “EDINBURGH MY 18 97”
transit canc. as well as Berlin arrival canc. on back, dated 20.5.97.
One stamp with closed tear. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 300

P µ 70 13a � 16 aur dark brown of printing I of 1876 on a neat little cover sent to
Copenhagen. The stamp canc. “REYKJAVÍK 9.6” (1882), transit canc.
“K. OMB. 7 22.6.82” and arrival canc. the day after. Less than 10 covers
are known with the first printing of which this is definately one of the
finest. Ex. "HÖFN" Collection. UNUSUAL IN THIS QUALITY. 400

€uro
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69

P µ 67 12c � Cover franked with 10 aur carmine of 1889 canc. with vague “MIK-
LIBÆR 15.9” and then again whilst in transit at “SAUDÁRKRÓ-
KUR 12.10”. Arrival canc. “REYKJAVIK 27.10”. Cert. Møller. 300

P µ 68 12c � Beautiful cover sent to Sweden franked with a pair of 10 aur carmine
of printing VI of 1889 canc. “REYKJAVIK 28.9” (type A). Boxed
Edinburgh ship letter handstamp on front, “1 F EDINBURGH OC 23
91” transit on back as well as “STOCKHOLM 1. TUR 27.10 1891”. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. 400

70

P 65 12cv2 (*) Imperf. margin pair of 10 aur carmine with watermark, without gum.
F=11.000 as singles. SCARCE. 250

P µ 66 12cv2 � Imperf. pair of 10 aur of the 1889 printing on piece canc.. “REYKJA-
VIK 31.7.95”. Cert. Grønlund. SCARCE. 400

65 66

67 68



P 72 13d * Perfectly centered 16 aur grey brown with only a hardly visible hinge
mark. Ex. Schnell. VERY UNUSUAL IN SUCH CENTERING. Bid

P 73 13d � 16 aur grey brown of 1891 canc. in Frederikshavn. RARE. Bid

P 74 13 � Very rare Danish oval canc. “C. 11/12 6 3/4 - 7 3/4 E” on 16 aur on
small piece, the stamp with faults. POSSIBLY UNIQUE. Bid

P µ 75 14a � Extremely fine “DJÚPIVOGUR 9.12” on 20 aur pale violet of the 1876
printing in good centering. The stamp with thin spot. Cert. Witschi. 200

P 76 14a � Beautiful 20 aur violet (blurred printing) in strong colour and good
centering canc. “REYKJAVIK 17.6”. 100

€uro
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P 71 13c * 16 aur brown of printing III of 1886 in block of four. F=30.000 as
block. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. UNUSUAL IN THIS QUALITY. 400

P 77 14b ** 20 aur dark violet in a very fresh never hinged block of four with wmk
two half crowns. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. Bid

P µ 78 14a etc. Interesting registered cover sent to the United States franked with 
� eight different stamps perf. 14 x 13 1/2 incl. 20 aur pale violet as well

as 3 and 10 aur officials. The stamps canc. “REYKJAVIK 4.2” (1891).
Transit canc. “EDINBURGH FE 14 91” as well as “”GLASGOW FE
15 91” on back. 400

P 79 15a � 20 aur ultramarine of 1882 with “Rh” ink canc. of Raufarhöfn which is
very unusual on this printing. 150

72 73 74 75 76

77 78 79



P µ80 15c � Exceptionally beautiful cover sent to Norway with
a single 20 aur greenish blue of 1891 canc. “REYK-
JAVÍK 20.10”. Transit canc. “EDINBURGH OC 27
93” and arrival canc. “KRISTIANIA 31.10.1893” on
back. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 750

€uro
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P 81 16 * Exceptionally well centered 40 aur green with a hardly visble hinge
mark. SUPERB. Bid

P 82 16 ** 40 aur green in a very fresh never hinged margin block of four. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. 200

P 83 17b � Very beautiful 40 aur light lilac of the printing of 1886 canc. “KBHVNS
TOLDBODP.E. 4 POST 11.1”. 100

P 84 17cv ** Pair of 40 aur brown lilac of the 1891 printing with inverted and shifted
wmk. Never hinged. RARE. 150

P µ 85 17a-c * All three printings of 40 aur violet perf 14 x 13 1/2 in well centered
and fresh blocks of four, most stamps very lightly hinged. F=28.800
as blocks. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. SCARCE SET. 400

80

81

82

83 84

Ex 85
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Lot # 86 µ
17b �

Extremely beautiful registered cover to France (36 aur rate) franked with 40 aur
light lilac of printing II of 1886 canc. “REYKJAVIK 22.8”, transit canc. “EDIN-
BURGH AU 28 94” & “LONDON 29 AU 94”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. Ex. “HÖFN”
collection. 

VERY FEW COVERS KNOWN WITH 40 AUR
€uro 1.500

Lot # 87 µ
18 **

Complete never hinged sheet of 100 of 50 aur perf. 14 x 13 1/2, unfolded with
margins intact. The sheet consists of 51 stamps with normal frame and 49 with
inverted frame. Some separation. F=240.000 without premium for blocks. 

VERY RARE SHEET
€uro 2.500

Rare Complete Sheet 50 Aur



P 88 18 ** Never hinged corner margin block of four of 50 aur. All but the
lower left stamp with inverted frames. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 200

P 89 18 � Beautiful 50 aur with excellent “REYKJAVIK 2.12.95”. 100

P 90 18 � 50 aur in block of four canc. “ÍSAFJÖRDUR 1.8”. The two left stamps
with normal frame, others with inverted frame. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 100

€uro
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P 91 19 � Exceptionally beautiful 100 aur with perfect “AKUREYRI 21.6”. 100

P 92 19 � 100 aur in a postally used pair canc. “REYKJAVIK 30.11”. The left
stamp with inverted frame and the right stamp with normal frame.
UNUSUAL MULTIPLE. 100

Aur Issue perforation 12 3/4

P 93 20 ** 3 aur orange yellow (small digit) in a very fresh never hinged block of
four in very good centering. F=19.800. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 250

P 94 20 � 3 aur perf. 12 3/4 as additional franking on 5 aur postal stationery card
sent to Denmark canc. “REYKJAVÍK 12.2.99”. Arrival canc. on front.
Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 150

P µ 95 21+24 � Postcard sent to Denmark franked with 3 aur yellow as well as 5 aur
green canc. “AKUREYRI 19.8”. Arrival canc. in Copenhagen on 31.8
1902. Reverse shows a view of Isafjördur. 100

88 89 90

91 92

93 94 95



P 96 22P (*) Three strikes of the center cliché used for the bicoloured 4 Aur
stamp of 1899 in violet colour on small piece of carton paper. 
VERY UNUSUAL. 200

P 97 22 � Pair of 4 aur canc. “REYKJAVÍK 6.1.1900”, the first day of the new local
rate for which the stamp was issued. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 100

€uro
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P 98 22 � Cover with 4 aur canc. “REYKJAVÍK 6.1.1900”, sent
on the first day of the new local rate for which the 4
aur stamps were issued. Ex. "HÖFN" collection.
RARE. 600

P 99 22 � A wonderful 4 aur “LEITH SHIPLETTER AP 3”. SUPERB & SCARCE. Bid

P 100 22 � Very fine 4 aur canc. “FREDERIKSHAVN 15.7.02”. EXTREMELY
RARE. 100

P 101 22 � Pair of 4 aur canc. “Fra Færöerne” straight line handstamp. 100

9796

99 100 101



P µ 102 22 � Pair of 4 aur on postcard sent to Denmark, the stamps canc. “REYKJA-
VIK 17.5.02”. Arrival canc. in Copenhagen on 30.5 1902. The card bears
a picture of the statue of Thorvaldsen in Reykjavik. F=8.000. 150

€uro
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P 103 23 (*) Exceptionally well centered 5 aur blue perf. 12 1/2, without gum. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. Bid

P 104 23 � Fine copy of 5 aur blue perf. 12 1/2 canc. with partial Hjardarholt. Blue
line above the upper frame line. F=6.500. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 100

P 105 24b � 5 aur green of 1897 canc. “HILLSWICK 25 MY 98”. The stamp with
some imperfections. VERY RARE. 100

P 106 24 � Manuscript “S.nes” (presumably Saudanes) on 5 aur green. The stamp
with faults. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. RARE. Bid

P µ 107 24 � 5 aur green on postcard to Germany canc. “REYKJAVIK 19.6.99”.
Arrival canc. “ZITTAU 15.7.99”. The card shows a beautiful coloured
view of Akureyri. Ex. "HÖFN" collection. 100

P 108 24a � 5 aur yellow green of 1896 as additional franking on 5 aur postal sta-
tionery card sent to Nordslesvig canc. “REYKJAVÍK 13.7.91” (error in
the canc., 1 in stead of 7). Arrival canc. “HOOKERUP 21.7 97”. 150

103 104 105 106

107 108



P 109 24b � 5 aur postal stationery card with additional 5 aur green of 1897 sent
from “REYKJAVIK 12.3.02” to Germany via Norwaywith transit canc.
“MANDAL 10.III.02” on the front. Arrival canc. “ VAREL 12.3.02”. 250

P 110 24c � Domestic postcard with beautiful “ÞINGVELLIR” crown canc. in
violet ink on 5 aur dull green. Transit canc. “REYKJAVÍK 21.7.1901”
as well as arrival canc. “ÍSAFJÖRDUR 28.7” on the reverse which
shows an unusual Þingvellir design. RARE. 400

€uro
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P µ 111 24 � Cover franked with four copies of 5 aur green sent to Denmark via
Norway. The stamps canc. “SEYDISFJÖRDUR 31.8”, transit canc.
“BERGEN 7.9.99” as well as “KJOBENHAVN 10.9.99” arrival canc.
on back. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 300

P 112 26 � Strip of three of 10 aur of the 1898 printing on piece canc. “STAVANG-
ER 22.VII.00”. Bid

P µ 113 26 � Postcard sent to England via “TROON A JY 27 02 330” franked with 10
aur canc. “REYKJAVIK 21.7.1902”. 150

P µ 114 26 � Postcard franked with 10 aur canc. “REYKJAVIK 13.6.1901” sent to
Denmark and arrival canc. “KJØBENHAVN  27.6.01”. The postcard
shows a scarce early view of Reykjavik. 100

109 110

111 112

113 114



P 115 28a * Beautiful 20 aur dull ultramarine of printing I of 1896. Extremely fresh
with only a very small almost invisible hinge mark. F=5.000. 
SCARCE STAMP. 100

€uro
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P µ 116 28a � 20 aur dull ultramarine of 1897 on cover sent to England canc.
“20.10.97”. Transit “EDINBURGH OC 27 97” as well as arrival canc.
“TEIGNMOUTH OC 28 97” on back. Cert. Møller. 300

P µ 117 28b � Very fine cover franked with 20 aur dull blue canc. with very beauti-
ful “SAUDÁRKRÓKUR 7.8” (1902), sent to Germany. Edinburgh
transit canc. on back. Ex. "HÖFN" collection. 300

P 118 31 * Very beautiful 50 aur perf. 12 3/4, lightly hinged. F=4.000. SUPERB. 100

P 119 31 * 50 aur perf. 12 3/4 in a fresh copy. F=4.000. Sign. Wahl. 100

P µ 120 31 � 50 aur perf. 12 3/4 properly canc. in Reykjavik in 1901. Facit without
price. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 200

P µ 121 31 � Very fine 50 aur perf. 12 3/4 c.t.o. with partial “AKRANES” crown
canc. F=6.500. 150

115

116 117

118 119 120 121

Ex 122

P µ 122 21N+ ** BERNE REPRINT. Cpl. set of 18 “Originals” (without overprint) in
very fresh never hinged copies, all from pos. 18. Only 104 sets issued.
F=30.000. Sign. & cert. Strandell. SCARCE SET. 500



P µ 123 32 Well centered 3/5 with small “Þrír” overprint perf. 14 x 13 1/2. Light
toning on back of little significance . F=20.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. Ex.
"HÖFN" collection. 300

€uro
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P µ124 33 � Beautiful 3/5 with large “Þrír” perf. 14 x 13 1/2, par-
tial Reykjavík canc. F=35.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 750

P µ 125 34 � Very fresh copy of 3/5 aur with small “Þrír” overprint, used with par-
tial Reykjavik canc. F=5.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 100

P µ 126 34+35C � Very unusual used block of 3/5 aur, the upper pair with small “Þrír”
and the lower pair with large “Þrír” overprint. The block is canc.
“REYKJAVIK 8.12 1902”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY RARE. 500

123

124

125

P µ 127 34 * 3/5 aur with small “Þrír” overprint, lightly hinged. F=6.000. Cert.
Grønlund. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 100

P µ 128 34 � 3/5 aur with small “Þrír” overprint with beautiful “REYKJAVÍK
2.1.97”. Cert. Kaiser. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 150

P µ 129 35 * Well centered 3/5 aur with large “Þrír”. F=8.000. Cert. Grønlund. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. 150

P µ 130 35 � Very fine 3/5 aur with large “Þrír” overprint. F=6.000. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. 100

P 131 35 � Large “Þrír” and “3” on 5 aur with partial Reykjavík canc. F=6.000. 100

126

Þrír Issue

130127 128 129 131



P µ 132 35v2 � 3/5 aur with double “Þrír” overprint properly canc. in Seydisfjördur.
One missing corner perf. Unpriced in Facit. Cert. Grønlund. SCARCE. 150

P µ 133 35 � 3/5 aur with large “Þrír “ on cover canc. “REYKJAVÍK 2.11 97”, second
day. “AKRANES” crown canc. as arrival canc. on back. Cert.
Grønlund. VERY FINE. 150

P µ 134 36 * Extremely well centered 5 aur with small “Þrír” overprint, very light-
ly hinged. F=7.500. Cert. Debo. SUPERB. 150

P µ 135 36 * Very well centered 5 aur with small “Þrír” overprint. F=7.500. Cert.
Grønlund. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 150

€uro
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P 136 36 � Small “Þrír” on 5 aur with partial Reykjavík canc. F=5.000. 100

P µ 137 36-37 � Two copies of 5 aur with “Þrír” overprint, one in large letters and the
other one in small letters. Each stamp on small piece with partial
Reykjavik canc. The latter with cert. Grønlund. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 200

P µ 138 37 * Beautiful 5 aur with large “Þrír” overprint F=9.500. Cert. Grønlund.
Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 200

P µ 139 37 � Very well centered 5 aur with large “Þrír” overprint, used with partial
Isafjördur canc. F=7.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 150

P 140 37 � Beautiful large “Þrír” on 5 aur with partial Reykjavík canc. F=7.000. 150

P µ 141 37 � Folded letter sheet sent as printed matter franked with 5 aur with
“Þrír“ surcharge in large letters canc. “REYKJAVÍK 11.11 97”. Arrival
canc. with “HAFNARFJÖRDUR” crown canc. on back. Cert. Grønlund. 150

Í Gildi Issue
P 142 38b * Beautiful 3 aur pale brown orange of the 1891 printing, perf. 14 x 13

1/2. Plate pos. Overprint plate pos. 18 of setting III. Large part original
gum. F=12.000. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 250

132 133 134 135

136 Ex 137 138 139 140

141 142
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P µ 144 40d * Extremely beautiful 16 aur Í Gildi perf. 14 x 13 1/2 on printing IV of
1891. F=13.000. Certs Svendsen/Eldrup & Møller. SUPERB. 400

P µ 145 40d * Beautiful 16 aur grey brown of printing IV of 1891 with black over-
print. F=13.000. Overprint pos. 21 of setting IV according to Glatt. Cert.
Grønlund. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 300

P µ 146 40d � 16 aur grey brown of the 1891 printing canc. in Ísafjördur. Overprint pla-
te pos. 30 of setting V. F=18.000. Cert. Pollak. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 400

P µ 147 40dv4 * Inverted watermark on 16 aur perf. 14 x 13 1/2 of printing IV of 1891
with I Gildi overprint. F=16.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. FINE. 300

144 145 146 147

Lot # 143 µ
39b *

10 aur red carmine of printing VII of 1895 with black overprint,
overprint plate pos. 20 of setting V. Certs Grønlund & Debo, veri-
fied by Ellis Glatt. F=85.000. 

RARE STAMP

€uro 4.000

10 aur Perforation 14 x 13 1/2



P 149 42a * 40 aur light lilac of printing II of 1886. Overprint plate pos. 12 of setting
VI according to Glatt. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 200

P µ 150 44 � Beautiful small size registered cover to Germany franked with 100 aur
canc. “STYKKISHÓLMUR 9.12” (1903). Transit canc. “REYKJAVIK
15.12.1903”, “EDINBURGH DE 31 03” and “LONDON 1 JAN 04” on
back, finally arrival canc. “Ch.1. 2 I II”. 250

42

Lot # 148 µ
41v (*)

Black overprint on 20 aur greenish blue of printing III of 1891,
regummed. Overprint plate pos. 29 of setting III. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen verified by Ellis Glatt. 

ONLY COPY KNOWN
Provenance: “HÖFN” collection

€uro 5.000

Unique on 1891 Printing

149 150



Lot # 154 µ
46A *

A very fresh 16 aur perf. 14 x 13½ with red overprint. F=65.000.
One of the most difficult Í GILDI stamps. Overprint plate pos. 29
of late setting V according to E. Glatt. Cert. Lars Svendsen.

€uro 2.500

P 151 45b * Very well centered 5 aur green on the printing of 1884 with red over-
print. F=22.000. Overprint plate pos. 11 of early setting IV according
to Glatt. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 500

P µ 152 45c � 5 aur of the 1891 printing used with partial Reykjavík canc.
Overprint plate pos. 18 of setting VI according to Glatt. F=22.000.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 500

P 153 46d * 6 aur grey of the printing of 1891 with red overprint perf. 14 x 13 1/2.
Overprint plate pos. 42 of setting IV according to Glatt. F=18.000. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. 500

€uro
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151 152 153

Red Overprint on 16 Aur
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Lot # 155
47c

Beautiful 20 aur greenish blue of printing III of 1891 with red
overprint. Presumably overprint plate pos. 38 of setting IV.
F=50.000. Certs Bloch & Lasse Nielsen, verified by Ellis Glatt. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection.

€uro 2.000

Lot # 156 µ
47c �

Used 20 aur perf. 14 x 13 1/2 - 20 aur greenish blue of the 1891 prin-
ting with red overprint, overprint plate pos. 18 of setting IV.
Properly used with partial Reykjavik canc. Only three used copies
known. Not priced in Facit. Cert. Møller, verified by Glatt. 

RARE

€uro 3.000



P 157 48 � Small “3” in a fine used copy with partial Ísafjördur canc. One slightly
toned perf. F=4.500. 100

P 158 50v1 ** Inverted overprint on 4 aur in never hinged block of four. F=4.000 for * 
(** not priced). 150

€uro
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P µ159 50v1etc. INVERTED OVERPRINT on 4 aur as part of correct 
� 35 aur franking on registered cover to Germany. The

stamps canc. “STYKKISHÓLMUR 9.12” (1903).
Several transit and arrival canc. Cert. Eldrup. 400

P 160 51 ** 5 aur perf. 12 3/4 with black overprint, the stamp has an underlying
plate variety. F=7.000. 150

P 161 51 * 5 aur perf. 12 3/4 with black overprint in pos. 9, broken digit “3” in
overprint. F=3.000+. Bid

P 162 51v4 ** Very well centered block of four from the middle of the sheet, the
upper pair having a red overprint while the lower pair having a
black overprint. F=14.000 as * (not priced in Facit as **). 
SUPERB & SCARCE. 500

157 158

160 161 162



P 170 62v1 * Inverted overprint on 25 aur in block of four. 100

P µ 171 49N/ BERNE REPRINTS. Cpl. set of 18 different with Í Gildi overprints, 
Tj 25N ** never hinged (a couple of values with very light adhesion marks).

Many of the stamps show the interesting broken “D” in the overprint.
F=14.000. 250

Christian IX

P 163 52 * Perfectly centered 6 aur with black overprint, extremely lightly hinged
with only a hardly visible trace of hinge. 150

P 164 52 * Very fine 6 aur grey perf. 12 3/4. F=6.500. 100

P µ 165 52 * 6 aur with strong offset of overprint on back, lightly hinged. F=6.500+.
UNUSUAL. 150

€uro
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166

167 168

169

170 Ex 171

165163 164

P 166 53 � Postcard franked with 10 aur Í Gildi sent to Belgium canc. “REYKJA-
VÍK 29.8.1903”, transit canc. “KJØBENHAVN 5.9.03” and Belgian
“333” numeral as arrival canc. 200

P 167 60v1 * 6 aur with inverted overprint, Facit without price. SCARCE. 100

P 168 60v2 * 6 aur with double overprint. A seriously undervalued variety. Bid

P 169 60 � 6 aur as additional franking on 8 aur postal stationery card canc. “REYK-
JAVÍK 24.7.1903” sent to Germany. Arrival canc. “ULM 1 AUG 03”. Bid

P 172 64 � Superb “FREDERIKSHAVN 13.2.15” on 4 aur. VERY RARE. 100



P 177 67 � Pair of 10 aur on ship letter to Denmark canc. “EDINBURGH 25 8 JU
07” as well as “PAQUEBOT” handstamp (Hosking 7). Arrival canc. on
back. 100

P 178 69 � Shipmail cover to Denmark franked with 20 aur Christian IX canc.
“KØBENHAVN 12.7.20” as well as “FRA ISLAND”. The letter forwar-
ded with transit and arrival canc. on front as well as back. 100

P 179 70+71+ 25 & 40 aur as well as 1 kr. on registered cover to Germany canc. 
73 � “REYKJAVÍK 25.5.1907”. Transit and arrival canc. on back. 100

P 173 64 � Ship mail postcard with pair of 4 aur canc. “KJØBENHAVN C. 27.6.06”
(Christianshavn). VERY UNUSUAL CANC. ON ICELANDIC MAIL. 200

P µ 174 64 � Postcard sent as ship letter franked with a pair of 4 aur via “KRISTI-
ANSAND S. 14.11.06” (machine roller canc. with 7 straight lines), also
boxed “Paquebot” (Hosking 319). Copenhagen arrival canc. on back. 150

€uro
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178 179

173 174

P 175 64 � Postcard with pair of 4 aur canc. “FRA ISLAND” type I and “KJØ-
BENHAVN 17.6.06”, the datestamp with “K” as well as one star.
Arrival canc. “VEJEN 17.6.06”. Bid

P 176 67 � Strip of three of 10 aur with beautiful “CHRISTIANSSAND S 4.XI.04”.
SUPERB. 100

177

176175

P 180 75 � 5 kr. in strip of 5 used with partial Reykjavík canc. (cto). F=10.000. 150



P 181 DK63 � Postcard sent from Reykjavík dated 17.10 (1907), handed in at ship’s
side. The card canc. “TROON OC 25 07” as well as boxed “SHIP LET-
TER TROON” (Hosking 186). The stamp canc. on arrival in Denmark
by railway canc. “NYBORG-VAMDRUP 27.10.07”. Correct rate for
postcards with Danish ships. 100

P µ 182 76 � Ship letter to England with an unusual franking of twenty copies of 1
Eyr canc. “EDINBURGH 18 JY 26 10”. The letter later re-addressed and
forwarded to another address with further transit and arrival canc. on
both sides. 100

P 183 78+ Only known cover canc. “KRISTIANSUND 2.1.16”, 
80 � sent as ship mail from Akureyri to Copenhagen.

Framed “Paquebot” marking on front not listed by
Hosking. Copenhagen arrival on the reverse. 400

P 184 78+80+ Beautiful ship letter of the second weight class sent to Sweden via 
83 � “KRISTIANSAND S. 6.XI.14” with boxed “Paquebot” (Hosking 319).

Arrival canc. “MALMØ 8.11.14”. 200

Two Kings Issues
€uro
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184

181 182

183

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.



P µ186 79 � Ship mail postcard sent to the Danish West Indies
with two 5 aur stamps first canc. “LEITH AU 12 07”
as well as “PAQUEBOT” (Hosking 182 but without
stop!). “ST. THOMAS 30.8 1907” and “CHRISTIAN-
STED 1.9 1907”. VERY RARE DESTINATION. 400

P µ 187 81 � Very interesting ship letter sent to the Faroe Islands franked with 10
aur canc. “EDINBURGH 22 JU 17 09” as well as a 35mm violet
“PAQUEBOT” not listed by Hosking. Another transit canc. “LEITH
JU 17 09” on back as well as “THORSHAVN 30.6.1909” arrival. The
cover has been marked for postage due on arrival in the Faroe
Islands with “T” handstamp as well as “20” in blue crayon. RARE. 250

P 188 81 � Ship letter with 10 aur canc. “STORNOWAY AU 26 07” as well as
boxed “SHIP LETTER” (Hosking 196). Correct rate for letter placed
in ship’s mailbox. 200

P 189 82 � 15 aur with “KJØBENHAVN C 9.1.20” as well as scarce handwritten
“Paquebot”. UNUSUAL. Bid

P 185 79 � Strip of 5 of 5 aur with handstamp of “MJØLNIR” 1911 in violet ink.
RARE. 100

€uro
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P µ 192 99v1 ** DOUBLE 20 aur overprint on 25 aur, fresh never hinged copy. Not
priced in Facit. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. RARE. 200

P 193 20 aur overprint on 25 aur Christian IX canc. “HOBRO 15.2.22”. 
VERY RARE. Bid

P 194 105 � Very rare “LLANELLI 27 MY 22” (Wales) on 20/25 aur. 
POSSIBLY UNIQUE. 100

Silhouette Issues 

P 195 108+110 Printed matter rate cover with 1 eyr and 4 aur sent to Austria canc. 
� “EDINBURGH 25.6.13” as well as “PAQUEBOT” (Hosking 160). 100

P 196 76+110 � “SHIP LETTER BLYTH NORTH” as transit canc. on a postcard sent
from “REYKJAVIK 20.XII.11” to France. French arrival canc. on front.
SCARCE. 250

P µ 197 121 � 2 krónur surcharge on 25 aur as single franking on registered cover
sent to Denmark canc. “REYKJAVÍK 20.VI.27”. Arrival canc. “NIBE
28.6.27” as well as two official seals inscribed “P”STMEISTARINN Í
REYKJAVÍK” on back. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 200

P µ 190 83+91 � Scarce registered C.O.D. cover sent to Sweden franked with a pair of
16 aur and a strip of three of 1 eyr canc. “REYKJAVIK 22.IX.19”. 
UNUSUAL USAGE. 150

P 191 84 � Ship mail cover franked with 20 aur sent from Ísafjördur to Germany,
endorsed via Leith, canc. “KØBENHAVN 5.11.13” as well as “FRA
ISLAND” type I. 100

Provisional Overprints 

€uro
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P 199 127 � Very early use of 5 aur green Christian X in strip of three on ship letter
to Denmark canc. EDINBURGH 19 19 AP 20” as well as “PAQUEBOT”
(Hosking 7). The 15 aur rate only valid between Jan 1 - June 30 1920”. 100

P 200 128+133 5 aur olive green and 15 aur violet on ship letter to Denmark canc. 
� “EDINBURGH 11 13 DE 25” as well as “PAQUEBOT” (Hosking 160). Bid

P 201 128+169+ Cover to England franked with 35 aur canc. “EDINBURGH 21 AP 30” as
170 � well as 35mm “PAQUEBOT” with angled foot of “Q”, not listed by

Hosking. Bid

P 202 128+171 Very rare cover sent by a crew member of the Danish patrol ship “FYLLA”
� from Reykjavik in 1931, the cover with a pre-printed return address as

well as the rare crowned vessel’s handstamp in violet ink on back. 200

P 203 131 � 10 aur red canc. “REYKJAVIK 13.XII.21” on postcard to Denmark, cir-
cular “T” handstamp applied for postage due. 100

P µ198 122 etc. Fantastic Ahrenberg flight cover altogether franked 
� with 26,05 kr canc. “REYKJAVÍK 9.VI.29”. Flown to

Greenland and then onwards by ship to New York.
All proper handstamps, transit and arrival canc. on
back. Some toning on two stamps. 
RARE COVER, ONLY 65 FLOWN. 1.000

Christian X Issues 

€uro
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P 204 132 � Strip of three of 10 aur green with beautiful “KRISTIANIA 5.XI.23”.
SUPERB. 100

€uro
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P µ 205 135 � Very scarce ship mail cover with 20 aur brown canc. “VEJLE 29.7.24”
as well as boxed “Paquebot” not listed by Hosking. Arrival canc.
“KØBENHAVN 30.7.24” on back, part of back with sender’s name
removed. UNUSUAL. Bid

P 206 142+171 Beautiful parcel card sent as C.O.D. franked with 1 kr. and a pair of 
� 35 aur canc. “REYKJAVIK 4.IV.29”. SCARCE USAGE. 200

P µ 207 142+195 Parcel card sent from “ÍSAFJÖRDUR 9.V.32” to Denmark franked 
� with 1 kr. as well as a block of 20 aur Gullfoss. Transit canc. “REYK-

JAVIK 12.V.32”, “KJØBENHAVN 19.5.32” as well as arrival canc.
“VIBORG 20.6.32”. An “Inconnu” label has been applied but then
crossed out. SCARCE. 250

P 208 151+194+ Very beautiful ship letter sent to Denmark canc. “ABERDEEN 4 17 AU 
195 � 32” as well as boxed “SHIP LETTER” (Hosking 153) 100

P 209 154 ** 40 aur in a fresh well centered never hinged copy. F=9.000. SUPERB. 100

P 210 155 ** Very fresh corner margin block of four of 1 Kr. with production No. 450 G. 100

205 206 207

208 209 210



P µ 211 136/194 Registered card sent to Argentina with Graf Zeppelin on its South 
� America Flight. The card is franked with 2,90 kr. in total in various

stamps canc. “REYKJAVÍK 19.VII.33”, transit canc. “FRIEDRICH-
SHAFEN 5.8.33” and arrival canc. “BUENOS AIRES 10.AGO.33” on
back. 250

P 212 157+172 Foreign freight letter with two copies of 50 aur Landscapes as well as 
� a single 10 kr. Christian X on the reverse. Two of the stamps canc.

“Tollur” and one with “REYKJAVIK 4.XI.32” postal cancellation to
pay the 11 kr. import duty. 200
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P µ 213 159 � EIN KRÓNA on 40 aur surcharge as single franking on domestic
money letter canc. “REYKJAVÍK 30.XI.26”. Two beautiful wax seals
on back “VITAMÁLASTJÓRINN”. Faint center fold of little impor-
tance. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 250

P µ 214 172+160 Cover sent by ship canc. in “EDINBURGH 32 19 JY 33” with “PAQUE-
� BOT” type not registered by Hosking. Later with airmail from Great Britain

to Denmark with “KØBENHAVN LUFTPOST 20.7.33” on back. 100

P 215 162-64 � Zeppelin 1931 in cpl. set of three on registered cover to Denmark canc.
“REYKJAVÍK 30.VI.31”. All proper transit and arrival canc. on back. 100

P 216 � Hungarian Card sent to Iceland with the Iceland Flight of the Graf Zeppelin
in 1931. The stamps canc. “BUDAPEST 31.JUN.22”, transit canc. “FRI-
EDRICHSHAFEN 30.6.31” and arrival canc. “REYKJAVÍK 1.VII.31”.
SCARCE. 150

211 212

213 214

215 216



P µ220 167 ** HÓPFLUG ITALA 10 kr. in an extremely fresh and
beautiful copy. F=28.000+. Cert. Møller & sign. A.
Diena. SUPERB. 1.500

P µ 221 165-67 * Hópflug Ítala in cpl. lightly hinged set of three. F=17.000. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. 300

P µ222 165-67 Beautiful Hópflug set of three, each stamp on a 
� separate small piece canc. “REYKJAVIK 9.VII.33”.

F=45.000. Cert. Svendsen/Eldrup. 1.000

P 217 165 ** HÓPFLUG 1933 1 kr. in perfect centering. F=4.500++. EXCELLENT. 150

P 218 166 **/ * HÓPFLUG 5 kr. in a very fresh copy. Not hinged, but some disturbance
in the gum. 100

P 219 165-66 � Very fine copies of 1 kr. and 5 kr. Hópflug Ítala used with partial
Reykjavik canc. 1 kr. e.g. with sign. Sieger and 5 kr. e.g. with sign.
Bühler. F=19.500. 400

€uro
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P 226 170 � 20 aur on ship letter canc. “FREDRIKSTAD 31.III.26” as well as box-
ed “PAQUEBOT” (Hosking 319). This postmark is only known on
this date on Icelandic stamps. Stamp with imperfections. 
VERY RARE. 200

P 223 169P (*) 10 aur proof in issued colours on carton paper. Faint fold in the margin
only of little importance. Bid

P 224 169 � Cover sent to Denmark franked with two copies of 10 aur canc. “HULL
3 23 AP 30” as well as “PAQUEBOT” (Hosking 46). 100

P 225 170 � Ship letter to Denmark franked with 20 aur with
handwritten “Fra Island” as well as “RANDERS
27.7.28” datestamp alongside. POSSIBLY UNIQUE. 500

Later Issues
€uro
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P µ 232 189-93 * Airmail set of 5 cpl. with “SPECIMEN” overprints. Scarce set, under-
valued in catalogues. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. Bid

P 233 189-93 � 1930 airmail set of five on a registered FDC canc. “REYKJAVIK
1.VI.30” sent to the United States via Copenhagen and then by airmail
from there via Hamburg. Arrival canc. “NEW YORK JUN 18 1930”. 100

P 234 195 � Piece of a ship letter to Denmark with 20 aur canc. “NARVIK 21.III.35”
as well as boxed “Paquebot” handstamp which is not listed by Hosking,
handwritten ship’s name within handstamp, S/S Súdin. VERY RARE. 100

€uro
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P 227 170 � Beautiful ship letter with 20 aur canc. on arrival in “THORSHAVN
1.7.27”. 100

P µ 228 173 etc. Scarce cover sent from “REYKJAVÍK 24.3.30” via Berlin to Copenhagen,
� the last part of the trip by airmail. Transit canc. “BERLIN C 4.4.30 L 2”

and arrival canc. “KØBENHAVN LUFTPOST 4.4.30” on back. Part of
back flap missing (the canc. not affected). Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
VERY UNUSUAL. 100

P 229 178v * DOUBLE PRINT on 20 aur red. Lightly hinged. Only 120 issued 
(1 sheet). F=3.000. SCARCE. Bid

P 230 184v � 1 kr. with “left 1 cut” variety in a fine used copy. F=2.400. 
SCARCE USED. Bid

P µ 231 173-88 � 1930 Parliament set of 16 each on small individual piece with beautiful
Thingvellir canc. F=7.500. 150

227 228

229 230 Ex 231

Ex 232 233 234



P 240 210 � Ship letter franked with two copies of 10 aur canc. “LONDON F.S. M
9.3 1938” paquebot machine canc. (Hosking 74). The cover endorsed
“M.s.Dronning Alexandrine”. SCARCE. 100

P 241 210 � Cover franked with two copies of 10 aur as well as Thorvaldsen 1937
Christmas seal tied “BERGEN 21.XII.37”. Violet Paquebot marking on
front. 150

€uro
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P 235 195 � Cover to Denmark franked with 20 aur canc. “HULL.YORKSHIRE 1 5
AU 36” as well as “PAQUEBOT” (Hosking 46). Bid

P 236 196 � Part of a cover front to Great Britain canc. “KØBENHAVN 14.2.34” as
well as boxed “Paquebot” (Hosking 287). A violet crowned hand
stamp of the patrol ship “HVIDBJØRNEN” has also been applied.
RARE. 100

P 237 196 � Cover to Switzerland with 35 aur canc. “LONDON F.S. PAQUEBOT 17
OC 35”. Early example on Icelandic mail. 100

P µ 238 206-208 Registered postcard carried by Dr. Light on his flight to Scotland canc. 
� “REYKJAVÍK 4.IX.34”, transit canc. “EDINBURGH 6 SP 34” as well as

“BERLIN 8.9.34” arrival canc. The card is signed by Dr. Light, 188
items were carried from Iceland. 100

P µ 239 208-210 Registered cover carried by Thor Solberg on his flight from Iceland to 
� Norway canc. “REYKJAVÍK 8.VIII.35”. Canc. on arrival in “BERGEN

16.VIII.35”. 235 covers with Icelandic franking were flown. 100

235 236 237

238 239
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P µ 242 211 � Censored airmail cover with violet O.A.T. handstamp sent to underco-
ver address in Portugal, franked with 1 kr. Hekla canc. “REYKJAVÍK
6.III.42” and arrival canc. in Lisbon on 27.3.42. 150

P 243 215 � Ship letter to England franked with 35 aur canc. “ESBJERG 8.11.37”
as well as “Paquebot” (Hosking 303). This paquebot mark is only
known on Icelandic stamps from this trip. SCARCE. 200

P 244 227v1 ** Imperforated corner margin pair of 15 aur violet. F=14.000. 200

P 245 228 � Ship mail cover sent to the Faroe Islands and first canc.
“THORSHAVN SPIS FÆRØSK KLIPFISK 11.5.38”. SCARCE. 100

P 246 228 � Postcard to Czechoslovakia franked with 20 aur canc. “GLASGOW 26
JY 38” as well as scarce “dog bone” shaped framed “PAQUEBOT”
(Hosking 167). 150

€uro
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P µ 247 197+228 Airmail cover with violet O.A.T. handstamp sent to Briem’s underco-
� ver address in Portugal with censor tape. The stamps canc. “REYKJA-

VÍK 11.XI.41”, arrival canc. “LISBOA 18.12.41”. The cover has the sen-
der’s name on back, which is scarcely seen on these. 150

P 248 229 � Cover sent England franked with 35 aur canc. “GRIMSBY LINCS 19
NOV 1938” machine canc. as well as framed “GRIMSBY SHIP-LET-
TER” (Hosking 35). SCARCE. 100

P 249 229 � Ship letter with 35 aur canc. “NEW YORK PAQUEBOT 17.12.39”
(Hosking 957). SCARCE. Bid

P µ 250 231 � Cover sent by the Icelandic Ministry of Communications by diplo-
matic pouch to the United States where a U.S. stamp was applied
and the cover sent onwards to the addressee on Nov. 10 1941. Official
letter seal of the Post & Telegraph Ministry as well as an oval hand-
stamp of the N.Y. consulate on back. The stamps with imperfections,
of little importance. ONLY A FEW SUCH COVERS KNOWN. 200
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247 248

249 250

251 252

P 251 231 � Censored cover sent to England from “REYKJAVÍK 11.III.42” hands-
tamped “DAMAGED BY SEA WATER”. SCARCE. 100

P 252 234+246 Airmail cover sent to Switzerland canc. “REYKJAVÍK 20.XI.45”, boxed 
� “O.A.T.” marking in red ink. 150



P µ 257 � Cover canc. “THORSHAVN 7.7.44” sent directly to Iceland and censo-
red by the local official Faroe Islands censor, censor strip applied tied
with violet oval handstamp “SECURITY CONTROL FAROE
ISLANDS”. SCARCE. 150

P µ 258 DK256 � Double censored cover with both German from American censor sent
from Denmark to Iceland. The stamps canc. “NORDBY 13.11.44” and
the cover arrival canc. “REYKJAVÍK 13.2.45”. Bid
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P 253 234+262 “BÍLPÓSTUR” handstamp on parcel card with franking of 21 kr. canc. 
� “AKUREYRI 22.2.46” sent to Denmark with arrival “KØBENHAVN K

15.3.46”. Bílpóstur handstamps are scarce, especially on items going
abroad. 100

P µ 254 256-59 � Interesting registered and censored FDC with cpl. 1940 NYWF over-
print set sent to Sweden. Sent from “REYKJAVIK 11.5.40”, transit canc.
“EDINBURGH 1 DE 40” (seven months later), finally arrival canc.
“NORRBYSTRAND 29.5.41” (over one year after it was posted). 100

P 255 � Red Cross form sent sent to Denmark on 11.10.40, arrival canc. 42.1.41
and returned with handwritten reply on 3.2.41. British censor on the
reverse. Forms that have been returned with reply are rare. 150

P µ 256 267 � 1 kr. green on censored airmail cover canc. “REYKJAVÍK 16.II.42” sent
to undercover address in Portugal with O.A.T. marking applied.
Arrival canc. “LISBOA 19.3.42”. 150

254

255

253

256

257 258
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P 259 � Diplomatic mail from the Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
London to the Belgian consul in Reykjavik, canc. “LONDON 3. APR.
1945”. RARE. 150

P µ 260 � Incoming cover from Great Britain (1949) with rare official re-sealing
strip stating in Icelandic, English and French that the envelope has
been received open or damaged and re-sealed by the post office.
Further pictures on our website. 150

Official Issues 

P 261 Tj. 1 * Fresh unused copy of 4 skilling perf. 14 x 13 1/2 in
good perforation and normal centering for this
stamp. F=75.000. RARE STAMP. 1.500

259 260

262 263 264

P µ 262 Tj. 2v1 ** Never hinged imperf. 8 skilling on watermarked paper. Cert. Møller. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. Not priced in Facit as never hinged. 100

P 263 Tj 2v1+ Imperf. 4 skilling with inverted watermark and original gum (not listed 
3v3 * in Facit as such),  as well as an imperf. 8 skilling with original gum

(with watermark). F=6.600+. SCARCE. 100

P 264 Tj. 2v1 + Very fine imperf. copies of 4 and 8 skilling, both on watermarked 
Tj. 3v2 */ paper, 8 skilling with full gum. Ex. “HÖFN” collection.
(*) 100



P 265 Tj. 3 ** Very fresh never hinged block of four of 4 sk. perf. 12 1/2. F=15.000.
Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 200

P 266 Tj. 3 � Very beautiful 4 skilling with perfect “REYKJAVÍK 14.12” cto canc. Bid

P 267 Tj. 5av2 * Beautiful Imperf. margin example of 5 aur dull brown of the 1878 prin-
ting with full original gum, lightly hinged. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. Bid

P 268 Tj. 9 **/ * Extremely fresh corner margin block of four of 50 aur, never hinged
except for one stamp that has a tiny reinforcement. Ex. “HÖFN” col-
lection. 150

P 269 Tj. 13 ** Exceptionally well centered and fresh 10 aur ultramarine, never
hinged. RARE IN THIS QUALITY. Bid

P 270 Tj. 16a+ Both printings of 5 aur Í Gildi perf. 14 x 13 1/2 in beautiful used 
Tj. 16b � copies. F=3.900. Bid

P µ 271 Tj. 17 � Beautiful 10 aur perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with partial Akranes crown canc.
F=6.500. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 100

P µ 272 Tj. 18av1 The very rare I printing of 16 aur carmine on thin paper with inver-
� ted overprint. This printing is not priced in Facit and it is not even

mentioned with an inverted overprint. Ca 0,2 mm closed tear at
right. Certs Eldrup & Lasse Nielsen. VERY RARE. 300
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P µ 273 217+ Mixed franking of regular and official stamps on an official money
Tj. 58... � letter sent from “BUDARDALUR 4.XII.41”. SCARCE. 200

Stamp Booklets

P µ 274 H5 ** 2 kr. booklet containing 5 copies each of the following stamps: 5 aur
brown, 10 aur green and 25 aur red. The booklet has a circular censor
handstamp on the front cover as it was probably sent abroad contai-
ned within an envelope. Very good quality. F=18.000. Ex. “HÖFN”
collection. SCARCE BOOKLET. 400

P µ 275 H6 ** 2 kr. booklet containing 5 copies each of the following stamps: 5 aur
brown, 10 aur grey (Sigurdsson) and 25 aur red. F=12.000. Ex.
“HÖFN” collection. EXTREMELY FINE QUALITY. 300

Postal Stationery
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274 275

276 277 278

P 276 EB1P � Proof of the frame for the first postal stationery card of 1879 in grey
colour with extra large margins at top as well as bottom. Bid

P µ 277 EB5 � 5 aur postal stationery card sent to Belgium uprated with “small” 3
yellow canc. “REYKJAVIK 17.6.1902”. Arrival canc. “ROULERS 24
JUIN 02”. On the reverse is printed with the logo of the Tourist Society
of Iceland. 100

P 278 EB40 � 25 aur postal stationery card sent to Germany via Norway canc. “BER-
GEN 7.VII.25”. Violet low boxed “Paquebot” handstamp on front. 100



P µ 280 DS42/ Various rouletted documentary revenue stamps on complete loan 
DS48 � document from 1991 incl. a block of eight of the 500 kr. as well as two

copies of 1.000 kr. VERY FEW DOCUMENTS KNOWN WITH THE
ROULETTE ISSUE. 200

P µ 281 DS47- Extremely rare cpl. loan document from 1986 with a single 500 kr., 
DS49 � pair of 1.000 kr. as well as a single 5.000 kr. of the roulette issue.

ONLY THREE OR FOUR DOCUMENTS KNOWN WITH THE
5.000 KR. 300

Revenues

P µ 279 DS38- Complete loan document with a single 1000 kr. Stimpilmerki docu-
DS39 � mentary revenues as well as three copies of the scarce 10.000 kr.

ONLY THREE DOCUMENTS KNOWN WITH THE 10.000 KR. 300

€uro
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281280

Please note!
Lots marked with   have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.comµ



Collections 
µ282 **/ * Very well filled unused collection 1873 - 1970 in an

Estett album. Starting with several fine skilling
stamps incl. some extra imperf. copies, some fine
Aur stamps, nearly cpl. from Christian IX and
onwards incl. all three 1930 Althing sets, Hopflug
(1 kr & 10 kr * with toned gum). Many better **
singles and sets included throughout the collection
so please inspect carefully. 
PLEASE SEE PICTURES ON OUR WEBSITE. 1.000

283 **/ * Fine Leuchtturm album with an unused collection 1930-2013 with
some better lightly hinged and ** sets from the 1930s, some ** earlier
medium priced official stamps. The period from 1944-1996 is more or
less cpl. but some issues are missing from 1997 up to 2013. 300

µ 284 � Well filled used collection 1873 - 1990 in a Leuchtturm album. Starts
with a couple of skilling stamps, then a nice section of Aur, nearly
cpl. from the kings issues onwards incl. all three 1930 Althing sets
etc. (no Hopflug). A couple of Zeppelin covers are also included as
well as some stamps after 1990. 
PLEASE SEE PICTURES ON OUR WEBSITE. 750

285 **/ */ � Collection used 1876-1981 in an album incl. better e.g. Two Kings cpl.,
Frederik VIII 1912 cpl., 1937 Chr X minisheet etc. Further a less well fil-
led unused part from ca 1902 onwards. 250

286 � POSTAL STATIONERY. Collection of unused items neatly arranged by
Facit numbers and Schilling subtype numbers in three albums often
with several copies of each card, mostly cards in the lower price cate-
gories. A total of 371 items, 181 single cards, 108 double cards, 45 prin-
ted matter cards, 6 printed matter cards and 31 aerogrammes. 400

µ 287 � SHIP MAIL. Collection of Copenhagen machine cancellations on
Icelandic stamps mounted on 11 exhibition pages incl. 14
covers/cards in fine quality. ALL ON OUR WEBSITE. 300

µ 288 �/ � SHIP MAIL. Collection of Bergen machine cancellations on Icelandic
stamps 1905 - 1930s incl. 17 covers/cards incl. scarcer canc. types
neatly mounted on exhibition pages. ALL ON OUR WEBSITE. 500

µ 289 �/ � SHIP MAIL. Small collection of single circle Copenhagen postmarks
on Icelandic stamps including 8 fine covers/cards ca 1915 to early
1920s neatly presented on exhibition pages. 
ALL ON OUR WEBSITE. 200

€uro
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N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building 
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor! 



P µ 291 � CROWN CANCELLATIONS. Small selection of 11 different incl. scarce
“MÝRAR” etc. 200

µ 292 */ �/ (*) SKILLING & AUR. Small selection of various stamps of which many
have plate flaws mentioned. Better stamps incl. 4 skilling perf. 12 1/2
* with tiny thin spots (cert. Møller), fine 8 skilling official * etc. All pic-
tured on our website. 400

µ 293 **/ * AUR ISSUE BLOCKS OF FOUR. Small collection consisting of 23
mostly unused blocks incl. several officials. Some in different sha-
des etc. and many with some never hinged stamps. Very high cat.
value. Ex. “HÖFN” collection. ALL ON OUR WEBSITE. 700

µ 294 FOURNIER FORGERIES. Set of 5 different skilling forgeries in
very fine cpl. sheets of 25 with forged Reykjavik canc. without date.
Very fresh set with margins intact, a couple of sheets are severely
misperforated. ALL ON OUR WEBSITE. Bid

€uro
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P µ295 � Selection of 76 Aur issue stamps or multiples with
selected beautiful cancellations arranged by shade.
Many beautiful as well as scarce canc. included.
The shade identification done by a very experien-
ced collector. ALL ON OUR WEBSITE. 1.500

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
µ290 **/ */�/ SKILLING & AUR ISSUES. Very interesting specia-

(*) lized lot on 16 Visir stock pages incl. many proofs,
nice cancellations, varieties etc. Many better stam-
ps included, 5 certs or opinions included. Mixed
quality. 
PLEASE SEE PICTURES ON OUR WEBSITE. 2.000

Ex 291

Ex 295



P µ 296 � AUR STAMPS. Selection of 42 stamps with nice cancellations most-
ly of Antiqua & Lapidar types incl. scarce ones. Arranged by prin-
ting or shade on three Visir stock pages, the printing determination
done by a well known veteran collector. A couple of other items
included as well. 400

µ297 **/ */ � Very interesting remainder lot of mostly Skilling
and Aur stamps incl. proofs and interesting canc.
Also some I Gildi with better incl. varieties, some
later issues incl. 1930 Althing issue items etc.
Quality is mixed, incl. some forged overprints and
reperforated stamps. 7 certs or opinions included.
Ex. “HÖFN” collection. 
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE. 1.000

µ 298 **/ */ � Very interesting lot with various Í Gildi stamps in singles, pairs and
blocks. All either with varieties in the overprints, in the underlying
stamps or in the watermark. Many fine items included and mostly in
flawless quality. All pictured on our website. 500

299 ** Í GILDI SHEETS. Group of 12 cpl. sheets and 6 half sheets of 12 different
stamps incl. 25 aur sheet with mirrored watermark as well as a sheet of
50 aur. Additionally two Hekla sheets 1954 (missing bars and 3 bars). 250

µ 300 **/ � Small lot with 5 kr Christian X official in ** block of 4, 1954 Hafstein set
cpl. in ** blocks of 6 as well as a a used 8 skilling stamp with Danish
numeral “1” with small repair in upper margin (not mentioned in the
cert. by Lasse Nielsen). All on our website. 150

µ 301 **/ */ � Good lot with mostly varieties on stamps from ca 1907-32 incl. officials
with some blocks etc. All pictured on our website. 250

302 ** FACE VALUE. Europa CEPT 2006, 2.000 minisheets.
Facit 160.000. Face value ISK 600.000 (ca Euro 4.800). 1.250

µ 303 � Lot of 15 better covers/cards ca 1902-31 incl. 6 Zeppelin items etc. All
pictured on our website. 400

µ 304 � Group of 12 covers incl. some interesting censored and military
mail, cpl. set Althing Millenary on large registered cover sent from
Reykjavik in 1930 etc. ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE. 200

µ 305 � AUR COVERS. Group of six postcards or additionally franked
postal stationery items sent abroad, all franked with aur stamps
1894-1902. Slightly mixed quality. 250

µ 306 � Lot with ca 65 covers in short collector friendly format ca 1930s-80s, of
which many have small town canc., many are registered, some parcel
cards and seldom seen frankings etc. Bid

€uro
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Unused Denmark 1851 – 1862 * & **
Through debates in various philatelic press, it has been made clear that due to the hard and insoluble gum used
on early Danish stamps during the years 1851 – 1862 (Facit Nos 1-8), light hinges or traces of hinges can
sometimes be removed by using only water. This might not leave any trace of the hinge and might not in any
way change the consistency or structure of the original gum.

Established experts are unified in the opinion that in many cases it is impossible to determine if a stamp
has previously been hinged or not, when showing no marks of any hinge. 

The conclusion we have made regarding our descriptions from now on, for Danish unused stamps Facit Nos
1-8, is as follows:

1. We will no longer use the terms “NH” or “never hinged”.
2. We will still use the signs “*” for hinged stamps with original gum.
3. and “**” for stamps with original gum with no visible trace of hinge(s) and described as such.

We believe that most specialized experts also will use this “modus operandi” for these issues.

At the same time we wish to refer to the Swedish Philatelic Federation’s Expert Advisory Group (Expertrådet).
It has published norms of allowed methods for light cleaning of stamps and covers. These norms have been
adopted also by other Nordic Federations. Reversing of light oxidation, sometimes caused by use of modern
plastic, without leaving any traces is also an allowed method accepted among national and international
experts.

Important Information 
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Covers - Dealer Stock
Lot # 307

�

Fine stock from early to modern with each item in plastic
sleeve, arranged in three retail boxes, ready for sale. The
stock incl. several postcards with Aur stamps, many good
censored items incl. quite many from WWI and even 14
O.A.T. covers from WWII etc. Ca 1250 items in total, marked
retail value is ca DKK 350.000 (ca € 46.000).

MUST BE INSPECTED

€uro 4.000
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Denmark
Friday 16 March

13.00 hrs
Please see also Lots # 630, 635, 929, 994, 1257, 1379

Proof for 2 RBS Ferslew

Lot # 308 µ

A spectacular copy of this rare proof, known in only ca 12 copies
on private hands, all in different positions. Plate I No. 87, type 7
with wide margins and one of the few in absolutely perfect condi-
tion. Most other copies have small thins. Facit 75.000++.  Cert.
Møller. 

EXCELLENT EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 2.500



Lot # 310 µ
1 Iv2 �

A wonderful cover with 2 RBS Feslew plate II, No. 17 type 3 with beautiful
printed contents about a commemorative medal for Hans Christian Ørsted.
Ferslew is rare with numeral canc. and Footpost canc. “FP 17.6 53”. F=65.000.
Cert. Møller. 

VERY FINE & RARE

€uro 2.000
70

Superb Ferslew 2 RBS

Lot # 309 µ
1 I *

An extremely fresh copy 2 RBS plate I No. 51 with very good mar-
gins and hardly visible trace of a hinge. Cert. Møller. 

SUPERB & VERY RARE

€uro 5.000

Late Used Ferslew



P µ312 1 II * An exceptional 2 RBS Thiele plate I, No. 74 type 6
with extreme margins at top and at right, small
parts of original gum. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. 750

P µ 313 1 II � A very beautiful copy 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 83, type 7 with a light
and well placed “1”. Cert. Kaiser & sign. Møller. 250

71

312 313

P µ311 1 Iv2 � Vertical pair of 2 RBS Ferslew plate I Nos 71 + 81,
type 5 + 7 with numeral “1”, which is rare on
Ferslew. Three very good margins and clear at left.
Cert. Møller. VERY RARE ITEM. 1.500

2 RBS Thiele

Bemærk eftersynet i København onsdag den 7 marts 16.30-19.00
i KPK:s studielokale i Vartov, Farvergade 27! Se nærmere side 5.
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Numeral “37” Korsør

Lot # 315 µ
1IIv3 �

An absolutely perfect impression on 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 92,
type 10. Certs Møller & Lasse Nielsen. 

SUPERB & FINEST COPY KNOWN 
OUTSIDE OF COPENHAGEN

€uro 2.500

Foot of “2” Variety **

Lot # 314 µ
1 IIv1 **

An absolutely outstanding 2 RBS plate II No. 52, type 2 “foot of 2
nearly disjoined”. Extremely fresh and without any trace of a
hinge confirmed in three certs, Møller, Vagn Jensen & Lasse
Nielsen. Facit for normal * copy 35.000+++. 

EXCELLENT

€uro 3.000



P 316 1II � Beautiful 2 RBS plate II type 3 in a faultless copy with good margins,
very large on three sides, clear numeral “1”. VERY FINE 300

• P µ 317 1II � 2 RBS plate II, No. 69, type 3 with large margins. The stamp has a small
fold at top caused by crackling of the gum. Certs. Lasse Nielsen &
Bloch. Ex. Gene Scott. 100

318 1IIv1 � Beautiful 2 RBS with “nearly disjoined foot of 2” variety canc. numeral
“1”. One extremely small thin spot on back. 250

P µ319 1IIv2+ LARGE RETOUCH & MUTE CANC. Probably 
V4 � unique combination of varieties on 2 RBS plate I

No. 80, type 6. F=14.000++. Cert. Møller.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM. 500

P µ 320 1 IIv5 � “SUBSTITUTED CLICHÉ 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 18, type 9 in fan-
tastic quality with well placed “1”. Certs Lasse Nielsen & Møller.
SUPERB. 400

€uro
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316 317 318

319 320

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when 
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning 
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!

See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:

www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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Unique Mix Great Britain Denmark

Lot # 321 µ
1 IIv1 �

Spectacular market report dated 17.3 1855 and sent from
London. The British postage paid with a superb strike of
the red 1d. newspaper cancellation. Carried by ship to
Denmark and the local footpost postage paid with the 2
RBS Thiele with the variety “foot of 2 nearly disjoined”,
plate I No. 6, type 2, slightly touched at top left. An ama-
zing item and the only such mixed franking recorded
with 2 RBS. Certs Møller & BPA.

Provenance:
Sten Christensen

Mark Lorentzen, Grand Prix

€uro 15.000



P µ 324 2Ib � A very beautiful 4RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 5. Scarce dull shade.
Cert. Møller. SUPERB. 150

P µ 325 2Ib � BLUE mute canc. on 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 60. Ex. Peer
Lorentzen. Certs Møller & Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB & VERY RARE. 200

P µ 326 2 I * A very fresh 4 RBS Ferslew plate II, No. 8 in strong colour and very
good margins. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. F=7.000. VERY FINE. 200

P µ 327 2I � FERSLEW 12. Very beautiful 4 RBS plate I, No. 37 with unretouched
design. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB. 100

P 328 2 I � Ferslew 4 RBS with double canc., mute and numeral “51”. SCARCE. Bid

P µ 329 2I � Early APRIL LETTER with 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 68 from Soroe
1851 with written date “5/4” in the pmk. Cert. Møller. 
VERY FINE & RARE. 250

P µ 322 2 Ia (*) FERSLEW 11 in a beautiful unused 4 RBS plate II No. 50. Very fresh
in violet brown shade typical for this small issue. F=18.000. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & RARE. 600

P µ 323 2Ia � Ferslew 11 with superb numeral “51” Odense which is very rare on
Ferslew 1. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. ONLY A FEW KNOWN 400

€uro
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322 323

324 325 326 327 328

4 RBS Ferslew



P µ 331 2 III * Very beautiful 4 RBS Thiele II blackish brown plate II, No. 71. Very
good to large margins. F=7.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE. 300

P µ 332 2 IIIA � A fantastic strike of a black mute canc. with large dot (used at
Holstein railway) on 4 RBS Thiele II black brown, plate II. Cert.
Møller. EXCELLENT & SCARCE. 250

P µ 333 2III � BLUE NUMERAL “143” LUNDEN on 4 RBS Thiele II black brown,
plate II. Unrecorded in DAKA and ARGE HB. Cert. Møller. 
VERY FINE & RARE. 500

P µ 334 2 IIIB � A perfect strike of numeral “118” Heiligenhafen on 4 RBS Thiele II, pla-
te I dark red brown. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 100

• P µ 335 2IVa * Fresh 4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown with full margins, plate IV, no.
51, with variety “split left frameline”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. Ex. Gene
Scott. 400

P µ 330 2 I � Beautiful cover to Hamburg 1851 with strip of four of 4 RBS Ferslew
plate II, Nos 76-79. Just slightly touched at top left, otherwise good
to large margins. Light mute canc. tying the strip to the cover and by
pen “via Kiel p Dampschiff”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
VERY FINE & RARE. 500

4 RBS Thiele

€uro
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331 332 333

334 335



P 337 2 IVd � A wonderful cover with 4 RBS olive brown plate IV No. 93 “67” and
“SOROE 5.9 1854”. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT. 100

Skilling Issues 1854-63

P µ 338 3 � Very beautiful local footpost letter 1856 with single 2 sk. and full con-
tents. 100

P 336 2 IVa � A spectacular cover with 4 RBS Thiele III yellow
brown plate IV pos. 31 with complete sheet margin.
Ex. J. Schmidt-Andersen. 
EXCELLENT & VERY RARE. 1.000

€uro
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P µ339 5 **/ * A fantastic block of four of 8 sk. 1857 with very
good margins all around. Very light hinge traces
and the two lower stamps without any traces. Cert.
Møller. SUPERB. 1.500



P 343 10 � Very beautiful 16 sk. roulette “4” AALBORG. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 200

P 344 10 � Beautiful 16 skilling rouletted used with an upright numeral “1”.
F=11.000. 150

P µ 345 10 � Beautiful cover to Sweden with single 16 sk. roulette in strong
colour. Light archive fold through the stamp. F=45.000. Cert. Møller. 500

€uro
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P 340 7 P Plate proof 4 sk. wavy lines in red brown in block of eight on thin
paper without wmk and gum, blue burelage Ib. B&N No. 7-PP(2a).
SCARCE. 300

P 341 7h � ICEPOST letter from Copenhagen to Rønne franked with 4 skilling 5th
printing (1862). Noted “4” in red crayon for Swedish overland trans-
portation. The stamp slightly close. RARE. 100

P µ 342 8 � NEWSPAPER, a complete Berlingske Tidende 7.7 1862 sent in wrap-
per with a wide margin 8 sk. green “1”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
SUPERB & SCARCE. 200

343 344 345

341 342
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P µ 347 12b � A wonderful shipmail printed matter to Sweden with Swedish
railway canc. “SÖDRA STBANAN 16.11 1867” . Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT. 250

Experimental Cancellation “1”

Lot # 346 µ
11 �

A spectacular footpost cover 1871 with 2 sk. VI printing with this
extremely rare canc. with four rings of which the two inner are dot-
ted. The first copy of this canc. was discovered as late as 1960 by M.
Bruun-Pedersen. ONLY 2 COPIES RECORDED. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 

SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance: Knud Mohr, Grand Prix

€uro 5.000

Large Oval Type



P µ349 27 ** A spectacular copy 48 sk. in strong colour and per-
fect centering  as well as perforation. Extremely rare
in this quality. F=15.000+. Cert. Møller. 
EXCELLENT. 600

P µ 350 33+55 � Very beautiful parcel cover sent to Finland franked with 16 øre bicolou-
red as well as eight copies of 20 øre Coat of Arms (all perf. 14 x 13 1/2)
canc. “KJØBENHAVN 13.8” (1895). The cover endorsed “via Sverige”,
transit and arrival canc. on back. Bid

P 351 51 � SMALL CORNER FIGURES on 10 öre in a very fresh and nicely canc.
copy. Two parts of wmk crown. F=6.500. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 150

P µ348 19 � Line perforate 16 skilling on a very beautiful insu-
red cover with 5 beautiful seals on back. Opened
out for exhibiting. Very few covers known with this
stamp. Ex. Christian Andersen. Certs Witt & Debo.
VERY FINE & RARE. 1.250

Later Issues

€uro
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P 354 P Proof in black Christian IX in an unissued denomination, 5 øre in a
block of four. Printed from the unissued plate made from DIE C on
thick ivory paper without wmk and gum. B&N No. 64/68-U (68a).
RARE. 200

P µ355 120 etc. Very beautiful value parcel letter for 300.000 Kr. fran-
� ked with strip of three 5 kr. Post Office Building

(1912) as well as  5, 10 and 25 øre Christian X all with
perfin “L”, the stamps canc. “AALBORG 16.6.15”.
Arrival canc. “ESBJERG 17.6.15”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 400

P µ 356 121 � Beautiful parcel cover franked with pair of 5 Kr. Post Office
Building (1915) canc. “KJØBENHAVN 29.4.16” sent to Fredericia.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 300

P µ 352 49+122+ Value parcel cover franked with 80/8 øre, 80/12 øre and 35/32 øre 
123 � canc. “HOLBÆK 12.10.15” sent to Vig. Cert. Svendsen. SCARCE. 200

P µ 353 51+54 � 10 ØRE with SMALL FIGURES in pair with large figures as additio-
nal franking on registered 4 øre postal stationery envelope canc
“SLAGELSE 15.12.93”. The stamps are pos. A97-98, the normal
stamp at right with missing corner perf. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 600

€uro
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P µ 359 227a+ CARAVEL. Very interesting trio of strips with paper joints. 15 øre 
232a+ red type II in margin strip of five, 25 øre brown type I in strip of 
234a ** three and 30 øre blue type I in strip of four. 150

P 360 238v2 ** 4 øre overprint on 25 øre blue Caravel of 1934 with overprint in blind
print (printed without ink). Clearly visible from the back. Facit = *.
SCARCE. 100

P 361 328 P Black die proof for 1947 J. C. Jacobsen issue made by engraver Henri
Cheffer. Noted in pencil “Etat (2)”. RARE. 100

P 362 Pf 10 ** POSTFÆRGE 1 kr. in a beautiful corner block of four with margin No.
“NO 84-H. AFA DKK 16.000. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 250

P 357 (*) Single impression of the type 2 working die proof of the center cliché
for the Christian X issue, in blue colour without ink filled corners.
Benfield/Nørdam No. 131/167-WPD(3b). RARE. Bid

P µ 358 163+259... Bicoloured 5 Kr. Christian X  as part of 6,60 Kr. franking on parcel card 
� sent to Italy canc. “KØBENHAVN 13.3.35”. Transit canc. “MUEN-

CHEN 15 MƒR 35” and arrival canc. in Italy on 18.3.35. THE 5 KR. IS
SCARCE ON CORRECTLY USED COVERS. 150

€uro
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Ex 359 360

357

362361



P µ 365 � Official cover from the Swedish & Norwegian consulate on
Bornholm, sent to Sweden directly by boat to “CIMBRITSHAMN 3.2
1836” (arc canc. type 2). Consulate wax seal on back. 
VERY RARE POSTAL ROUTE. 200

P 366 � Very scarce postcard sent from Bornholm dated “Sandvig 1.8 1939” to
Sweden by boat directly to “SIMRISHAMN 1.8 39”. Mail sent directly to
Sweden is scarce. 100

P 367 � Consular letter dated in “Rønne 17 Juli 1846” sent to Stockholm with
full contents. Endorsed  “Pr Helsingborg” with boxed “OBETALT FR
DANNEMRK H BORG 25 JULI 46” on front, consular cachet on reverse. 100

P 363 � Cover sent to count Gustav Otto Stenbock (1614-85), Governor of
Bornholm 1658-60. VERY RARE. 150

P µ 364 � Official cover sent from Bornholm by the Swedish and Norwegian
consulate to Stockholm. The cover has gone directly to Sweden from
Bornholm as it is canc. “CARLSHAMN 4.1 1835” (arc canc. type 2).
Consulate wax seal on back. VERY RARE. 200

€uro
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Bornholm



P 368 SE54 � Fantastic cover sent from Sweden 21.7 1909 to a captain on Bornholm.
The letter has chased the captain around the island with cancellations
being applied at every stop on both sides. 100

P µ 369 SE52 � Very interesting postcard sent from “MALMÖ 10.6.05” to a student on
board the school ship “George Stage” in Helsinki, Finland. The card
has gone via Stockholm to “HELSINKI 13.06.05”, as the ship was not
there the card was delivered to the Danish consulate (noted 13.VI.06)
which then eventually sent it to Copenhagen later to be forwarded to
“RØNNE 17.6.05”. 100

€uro
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P 370 � Registered Swedish P.S. official cover canc. “MISTERHULT 15.12
1888” sent to Bornholm. Transit canc. “OMB 4 17.12 88” of Copenhagen
and “ALLINGE 18.12” transit canc. on back as well as an official Post
Office seal. Bid

Slesvig 1920

368 369

P µ 371 Tj. 2 / Registered official cover sent to Sweden franked with various official 
Tj. 14 � stamps incl. 75 pf. up to 10 mark canc. “FLENSBURG 14.6 20”. Arrival

canc. “GÖTEBORG 17.6.20” on back. F=22.500 as used stamps. 600



P µ372 **/ �/ � A fantastic collection more or less complete up to
2010 in two thick and elegant Leuchtturm albums.
Starting with a few prephilatelic covers and one
footpost as well as a superb cover 4 RBS Thiele III
nut brown with cert. The early section of stamps is
specialized incl. very fine 2 RBS Ferslew & Thiele
with certs, 4 RBS in different printings, 1870 all
values line perf., 16 sk. with cert., 8 øre wmk III
1902 (cert.), Provisional 35/32 øre in the rare yellow
green shade etc. Up to ca 1950 all used incl. many
covers. From 1953 all unused ** and some covers.
Also a small section DWI (not complete). A VERY
UNUSUAL OFFER. Please inspect! 2.000

µ373 �/ � Remainder collection 2 RBS FERSLEW & THIELE
on two pages. Two beautiful Ferslew and two with
small faults, further 5 nice Thiele and one cover. Six
certificates. PLEASE INSPECT. 2.000

µ 374 */ � Very clean mostly * collection 1851 - 1962 in an old album incl. fine
sections of Greenland (e.g. Befriet cpl. **), DWI (nearly cpl. incl. 14
cents) and Faroe Islands (e.g. 2/5 øre *). Mostly good quality. Very
high cat. value. Please see sample pictures on our website. 700

375 **/ * Clean unused collection ca 1920 - 2001 in a Leuchtturm album. Very
well filled up to ca 1936 mostly lightly hinged, then cpl . ** 1937-2001
apart from a couple of stamps. 300

376 **/ */ � Collection in an album 1851 - 1962 incl. useful back of the book sec-
tions as well as Greenland, DWI, Slesvig  etc. F=47.800 according to the
consignor, however some mixed quality in the early part. 150

377 � Used collection 1851 - 1955 in an old album incl. back of the book cate-
gories. Mixed quality, please inspect. 150

€uro
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P µ379 THORVALDSEN 1938. A fantastic collection of
essays and proofs made by various artists including
original artworks, photographic studies etc. The
key item is a unique proof (fold) of the final engra-
ving of the stamp made by Johs Britze. From the
Grand Prix collection of Dr. William Benfield as
exhibited. More than 125 items. Please inspect. 1.000

µ 380 �/ � CARAVEL. Small selection of items with 4/25 øre overprint variety
where the “4” has “nose cut off” (Facit No. 238, AFA No. 221x). Three
covers, incl. one to Czechoslovakia and a postcard to Iceland as well as
two used singles. 100

µ 381 � CARAVEL COVERS. Very interesting selection of 27 covers from the
1930-40s. Most of the covers are sent by airmail to the United States
during WWII but also some sent to Argentina and Mexico with hig-
her frankings in diff. combinations. Large variety of interesting
items incl. high frankings, WWII sent via Portugal, many censored
items, uprated stationery wrapper to the US, “Rutebilbrev” etc. 
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE. 250

382 **/ �/ � POSTAL FERRY. Specialized collection of 30 øre orange and 40 øre
blue. Emphasis is on various overprint varieties and flaws. Includes
many cpl. ** and used sheets, blocks, singles, franked freight letters
etc. 150

µ378 � STAR CANCELLATIONS. Fine collection of ca. 650
cancellations arranged in alphabetical order on
Visir stock pages. Extremely good variety with
many beautiful strikes. 
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE. 400
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Ex 379

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.



P µ383 � 4 RBS in stock album. Ca 165 copies more or less all
with good margins and without faults. Incl. beauti-
ful cancellations, a few multiples and one piece.
Please inspect. 1.000

384 � Album containing an interesting accumulation of both varieties and
nice cancellations from 4 RBS through to modern stamps. 150

385 **/ */ � Three albums, the first one a Leuchtturm containing a ** collection
1904 - 1979 very well filled from the 1930s onwards, the other two con-
taining various used older duplicates in mixed quality as well as **
duplicates from Greenland and the Faroe Islands. 200

P µ 386 � Accumulation of beautiful cancellations mostly bicoloured øre up to
early 2000s with a wide variety of cancellation types incl. numeral
canc., star canc., removed star canc., bridge canc. etc. Probably well
over 1500 strikes as well as ca 500 stamps from Greenland with
superb canc. 1950s up to ca 2000. Please see sample pictures on our
website. 750

387 */ � Three old circulation booklets (unpicked) 1851 - 1940s incl. many
medium and better priced stamps e.g. a fine looking 2 RBS Thiele, two
copies 48 skilling etc. Also sections of DWI and Greenland. Very high
cat. value. 500

388 ** Dealer stock modern stamps mostly ** in 4 stockbooks, with AFA Nos.
AFA DKK 74.000. 400

389 */ � Accumulation of mostly used stamps in quantities arranged on Visir
stock pages in four albums from 1851-1930s incl. some good stamps,
varieties and cancellations. 300

µ 390 AIRMAIL issue 1934. Lot with two different photografic models by
Johannes Britze and 12 by Peder Pedersen, mounted on sheets with
the artist’s signature and private mark. VERY INTERESTING. Ex.
Benfield. 400

391 ** CARAVEL ISSUE. Three sheet folders with various mostly different
cpl. sheets of Caravel stamps incl. some with surcharges and Postal
Ferry overprints. 150

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
€uro
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392 � CARAVEL ISSUE, UNUSED STATIONERY. Specialized collection
1926-43 incl. single cards, reply cards and lettercards in the 15 and 20
øre values. The approx. 330 cards are contained on Visir stock pages,
every card having notations about production No. as well as varieties
according to the Olof Pedersen and Ringström catalogues. 800

393 ** FACE VALUE. Large carton containing a stock of
year sets from 1969 up to 1980 and the occasional
one after that, stock of presentation folders and
special issue booklets ca 1990 up to ca 2005, stock-
book with a stock of ** minisheets up to ca 2005 as
well as various other folders etc. Total face value is
ca DKK 24.300. 750

394 **/ */ � Carton containing various stockbooks and a sorting box (kartotek)
with mint and used stamps of most periods incl. face value from the
1980s-90s. 200

µ 395 **/ � Interesting lot with e.g. five covers, three with bicoloured øre (incl.
one beautiful registered and one money letter) and two franked
with large airmails. Also various mostly ** medium priced stamps
and blocks, ca 1905-20s with high cat. value. All available on our
website. 250

µ396 ** BOOKLETS - DEALER STOCK. Neatly organized
stock sorted in 9 boxes (kartoteker) in a large car-
ton, up to ca 2005. Total AFA cat. value is DKK
359.525. Please see detailed list on our website. 1.500

µ397 CINDERELLA - Exhibition labels etc ca 1910 -
1940s. Album with ca 200 different ones followed
by a large number of blocks, sheets, part of sheets
etc. Very interesting incl. unusal ones and in good
quality. Please inspect! 750

398 PICTURE POSTCARDS. Two retail boxes (kartoteker) with older
type cards. The first box contains cards sorted by thematic or area
with each card in individual plastic sleeve, incl. a few interesting
ones from e.g. Iceland. The other box contains unsorted cards of
which some are in individual plastic sleeves. 150

399 � POSTAL STATIONERY. Two boxes with mostly old postal stationery
incl. many with additional franking. Probably around 1.000 items,
good variety. Please inspect. Bid

400 � COVERS. Interesting accumulation of an estimated
ca 1.800 items in various boxes and albums from
early to mid 1900s mostly in a very good variety
with plenty of medium priced and interesting
items. A large part of the items is contained in indi-
vidual plastic sleeves. PLEASE INSPECT. 1.000
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Covers - Dealer Stock

Lot # 401
�

Very extensive and well organized stock of ca
4.150 items ready for retail sale. The stock is
housed in 10 retail boxes, all items in individual
sleeves priced according to a lettering system
with price groups A-Z. The stock starts with a
section of prephilately, then various skilling
issues, very good section of bicoloured øre
with many beautiful parcel covers, good kings
issues, different canc. types, postage due, air-
mail, censor, postal ferry etc. (most main cate-
gories of Danish philately are quite well repre-
sented). The total marked retail price is ca
DKK 610.000 (ca € 82.000). 

PLEASE INSPECT

€uro 10.000



P 402 � Small local letter with full content dated Thorshavn 14.12 1846.
SUPERB. 100

P 403 � Small local letter with full content dated 3 Sept 1855. SUPERB. 100

P 404 � Censored cover with 10 øre Christian X “TRANGISVAAG 23.4 1918”
to Denmark and readdressed. 100

P 405 � Very beautiful censored cover with 10 øre Christian X to Denmark
“KLAKSVIG 25.4 1918”. SUPERB & SCARCE. Bid

P 406 � Beautiful cover with 20 øre Christian X with star canc. “SANDE-
VAAG”. 100

P 407 � Exceptional Christmas postcard 1930 with 10 øre without star “MYG-
GENÆS”. SUPERB 100

P 408 � Exceptional shipletter with 5 & 10 øre “TRANGISVAAG 12.10 33” to
Denmark. On back violet “Inspektionsskibet Nordstjernen” with
crown. SUPERB & SCARCE. 150

P 409 � Cover addressed to Faroe Islands with 15 øre Caravel. Meant to be sent
by the ship Islands Falk, but rejected due to cancelled mail exchange
with violet “Postudvekslingen indstillet. Retur Afsenderen”. Bid

Faroe Islands
Postal History

Please see also Lots # 187, 245, 257
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P 410 � Beautiful cover 1941 with Christian X 20 öre canc. without star “SAN-
DEVAAG”. On back canc. by local censor “OPENED BY MILITARY
CENSOR”. SUPERB & SCARCE. 100

P 411 � Red Cross formular from Denmark 26.2 1941 to Faroe Islands with
Swiss transit 5.3 1941. Wowern No. 2b. 100

P 412 � Beautiful cover to Vaag with Christian X 20 öre canc. without star
“MIDVAAG”. On back local censor mark “OPENED BY MILITARY
CENSOR”. SCARCE. 150

P 413 � Beautiful censored cover with Christian X 10 öre in pair canc. without
star “SØRVAAG” and on back local censor mark “OPENED BY MILI-
TARY CENSOR. SCARCE. 100

P 414 � Beautiful cover to Denmark 1946 with Christian X 20 öre canc. without
star “SOLMUNDEFJORD”. SUPERB & SCARCE. 100

Stamp Issues
P 415 3 � Beautiful cover with 2/5 together with 5 øre with star canc. “SAND

and “THORSHAVN 20.1 19” and the same under the provisional
stamp, which has been applied in Thorshavn upon arrival. Sign.
Møller. SCARCE. 150
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410 411 412

413 414 415

416 417
P 416 3 � Very beautiful cover with 2/5 together with 5 øre “THORSHAVN 19.1

19”. SUPERB. 100

P 417 5 � Exceptional cover with 20/5 øre canc. without star “ANDEFJORD”.
EXCELLENT & SCARCE. 100

P µ 418 8 **/ � Two pairs of 60 øre on 6 øre, one very beautifully used “THORSHAVN
26.7.41” and the other one fresh never hinged with sheet margin at top.
F=7.800. SUPERB. 100

Ex 418



Collections & Accumulations
419 ** Very clean complete ** collection 1975 - 2013 incl. minisheets and fran-

king labels in a Leuchtturm album. Further ** copies of the first two
values in the 1940-41 provisional set. 100

µ 420 **/ � Very clean complete collection 1919 - 2006 in a very fine Leuchtturm
album. The 1919 provisional (cert. Grønlund) and the 1940-41 provi-
sionals are used, thereafter cpl. **. 150

421 ** Cpl. ** collection 1975 - 2000 in an extremely beautiful SAFE Dual
album. 100

422 �/ � CANCELLATIONS. Remainder collection of different canc. types
mostly on Danish stamps 1930s-50s on 60 exhibition pages incl. a lar-
ge number of beautiful strikes, mostly on piece. Also three stock-
books with an accumulation of canc. from the same period, mostly
good strikes. 300

423 �/ � Very interesting accumulation of covers from 1940s
onwards incl. many franked with provisionals,
covers canc. with removed star type canc., large
variety of later bridge type canc., many parcel cards,
various old invoices and freight letters, freight
stamps etc. 
CAREFUL INSPECTION RECOMMENDED. 750
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Covers - Dealer Stock
Lot # 424

�
Exciting stock of an estimated ca 2.500 items in 5 retail boxes
with extremely good variety, each item placed in an indivi-
dual plastic sleeve and priced according to a lettering system
with price groups A-Z. The stock includes e.g. censored mail
from both world wars, items with provisional issues, diffe-
rent canc. types incl. a large number of older with and with -
out star, wide variety of more modern cds canc., large num-
ber of parcel cards/letters, Franco Betalt on pieces as well as
entire covers, ship mail, military mail etc. Also included
(valued but not individually priced, included in the total
value) are e.g. 27 “skydsbrev” covers and a large number of
red cross formulars. The total marked retail price is ca DKK
443.000 (ca € 59.500). 

THOROUGH INSPECTION RECOMMENDED

€uro 6.000



P µ 425 Letter with full content dated “Julianehaab 9 Aug. 1849” sent by the
Danish Colonial Officer for Greenland and explorer of Greenlandic
fauna Carl Holbøll, to his daughter Ludviga. 100

P µ 426 � MacMillan Aerial Arctic Expedition Polar Mail 1925 card from the
first leg written on June 10. The card canc. “BOSTON JUN 11 1925”
and sent to Philadelphia. SCARCE. 300

P µ 427 � MacMillan Arctic Expedition cover canc. “ELMIRA N.Y. JUN 18”
addressed to Capt. MacMillan, North Pole, via S.S. Bowdon to Etah
from Wiscasset, Maine, via Seaplane from Etah. Blue cachet on back
“MacMILLAN NAVY POLAR FLIGHT EXPEDITION ETAH
NORTH GREENLAND AUG 1 1925”. RARE. 300

Greenland
Postal History
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426 427

P 428 � RAWSON-MACMILLAN FIELD MUSEUM EXPE-
DITION 1926. Newfoundland postal stationery
card written in “Sukkertoppen, Greenland July 25th.
by Paul J. McGee chief operator of the expedition,
the card canc. in Newfoundland on September 1st.
EXTREMELY RARE. 1.000
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P µ 429 � MacGregor Arctic Expedition 1937-38 postcard canc. “REINDEER
POINT GREENLAND MARCH 27 1938” addressed to New Jersey. Bid

P 430 � Beautiful censor cover 1941 from Copenhagen to “Greenland (via
Lissabon-New York) with 20 øre Caravel. German & American censor.
To Sukkertoppen where it was readdressed to Julianehaab. 100

Parcel Post

P 431 P1 * Beautiful 1 øre in very good centering with an almost invisible hinge
mark. F=8.500. SUPERB. 150

429 430

431

432 433

434

P µ 432 P 2IIB ** Well centered 5 øre in II printing imperf. at left, natural gum bend.
Variety in frame above T (Wowern Ci). F=20.000. Cert. Witschi.
SUPERB. 400

P µ 433 2IIC1 ** Very fresh 5 øre light red brown of printing II. F=20.000. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. SUPERB. 400

P 434 P2IID * Very fine corner cut copy of 5 øre of printing II with a nearly invisible
hinge mark. F=8.000 150
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P µ 436 P3I ** Extremely fresh never hinged 10 øre blue of printing I. F=28.000.
Certs Lasse Nielsen & Kaiser. SUPERB. 500

P 437 P3II D+ Very beautiful and well centered pair 10 öre from the lower left 
B � corner of the sheet, imperf. at left and bottom, pos. 21+22. Crosswise

cancelled. SUPERB & SCARCE. 300

P 438 4I C+B ** A very fresh pair of 1 öre 1st printing in pos. 19-20, imperforate at
right. F=12.000+. 300

P 439 P4IB+ Beautiful parcel card to Egedesminde franked with 
P5II+ 1 øre of printing I with straight edge at right, 2 øre 
P8IB � of printing II as well as 15 øre of printing I with straight

edge at left canc. with crowned three line canc. “STY-
RELSEN AF KOLONIERNA I GRÖNLAND”. 600

P 435 2I � Very beautiful parcel card with pair of 5 øre in first printing, clear
and well placed “GRØNLANDS STYRELSE” with crown. 
SUPERB & SCARCE. 500

436 437 438
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P 443 P7 � Single 10 öre Thiele II on parcel card sent to Frederikshaab with crow-
ned line canc. Vertical center fold well away from stamp of little
importance. 150

P µ 444 P7IIIv2 ** Beautiful 10 øre greenish blue of printing III of Thiele II with
imperf. margin at left. The stamp is very fresh never hinged, only a
tiny piece of hinge in the margin at far left. Unpriced in Facit.
Opinion Møller. 400

P µ 445 P8IC1 ** Very fresh 15 øre violet of printing I. F=9.500. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 200

P 446 P8III ** Very fine never hinged 15 øre violet of printing III. F=11.000. 200

P 447 P9IC1 ** Perfectly centered 20 øre Thiele II of printing I. F=7.000+. 
EXCELLENT. 200

P µ 440 P5IC1 Extremely beautiful and fresh 2 øre yellow of printing I in very good
centering. F=13.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 
UNUSUAL IN THIS QUALITY. 250

P µ 441 P5II ** Very fine never hinged 2 øre yellow on greyish yellow paper. F=9.500.
Cert. Møller. 200

P 442 P5IIIv * Beautiful 2 øre yellow of printing III with wide imperf margin at bot-
tom. Lightly hinged with tiny thin spot. Not priced in Facit. 250

440 441 442

444 445 446 447
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P 450 6+8 � Scarce canc. “KANGERDLUGSSUAK 14.8.50” on philatelic card add-
ressed to Denmark. Bid

P 451 1/9 � Cover sent to the United States canc. “GODTHAAB 27.7.1944” with
censor strip as well as Base Army Examiner 1205 handstamp. Bid

P µ 452 7-9+17 � Postally carried cover sent to Sweden franked with e.g. 2 kr. America
issue canc. “SCORESBYSUND 29.8.1949”, arrival canc. “ABRAHAMS-
BERG 10.9 49” on back. 100

P µ 453 10+18 � Block of four of 1 øre and a single 5 kr. on registered cover sent to
Denmark canc. “JULIANEHAAB 14.3.1949”. “KOLONIEN JULIANE-
HAAB” shield canc. on back. 100

P µ 448 P10 ** Very well centered 70 øre violet Thiele II. F=9.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
SUPERB. 200

P µ 449 P10b ** Never hinged 70 øre violet Thiele II on white paper. F=7.500. Cert. Møller. 150

Later Issues

448 449

450 451

452 453

454
P 454 14+15 � Cover to Sweden, sent registered with margin pairs of 15 and 30 øre

canc. “ANGMAGSSALIK 28.7.1947” 100

P 455 17 � Registered express cover franked with 2 kr. canc. “FÆRINGERHAV-
NEN 20.5.48” with appropriate registration label, sent to Copenhagen. 100

455
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P µ 456 10-18S ** Specimen overprint and security punch holes on a complete set
America issue 1945. Cert. Møller for blocks of four. SCARCE. 400

P µ 457 10-18 ** American issue 1945 cpl. (9) in blocks of four, all from a top corner.
F=12.000++. SUPERB. 250

P 458 10-18 � First day cover in small format with cpl. set canc. “JULIANEHAAB
1.2.1945”. Very scarce in this format. 100

P µ 461 4+5+7+ Inverted overprint on 15 øre as part of franking on registered cover 
23v1 � sent to Denmark canc. “SDR. STRØMFJORD 19.9.1955”. Cert.

Grønlund. VERY RARE. 300

P 462 24+27 � Danmark Befriet 30 øre and 5 kr. on registered cover to Denmark canc.
“IVIGTUT 4.11.1948”. 150

P 459 22v2 ** 10 øre with wrong overprint colour (red), never hinged. F=6.000.
SUPERB. 100

P µ 460 22v2-27v2 Very fresh set of 6 with wrong overprint colours. Sign. Debo. F=19.500. 
** SUPERB. 300

Ex 457 458

459 460

461 462



P µ 465 19-27 ** “DANMARK BEFRIET” cpl. (9) with corner margins from upper
right corner. Opinion Møller. 250

P µ 466 19-27 ** Danmark Befriet in a very fresh never hinged cpl. set of 9. F=10.000. 200

P µ 467 19-27 ** “DANMARK BEFRIET”  1945 cpl. (9) in blocks of four. SUPERB. 750
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P 463 25v2 ** Well centered 1 kr. with the scarce blue overprint in block of four.
F=10.800+. SUPERB. 250

P 464 27v2 ** Very beautiful and well centered corner block of four of 5 kr. with the
scarce red overprint. the gum somewhat brownish. F=10.800+. 200

463 464

Ex 465 Ex 466

Ex 467



100

P µ 469 281v ** Inverted overprint 4,25/0,25 kr. green. F=9.000. Statement Jakobsen &
Cert. Møller. 200

P 470 281v � Domestic cover with inverted overprint 4,25/0,25 kr. canc. “3952 ILU-
LISSAT 19.02.1996”. ONLY A FEW COVERS KNOWN. 300

469

Corner Blocks of Twenty

Lot # 468 µ
19-27 **

“DANMARK BEFRIET” cpl. (9) in blocks with full sheet corner
margins. One 15 øre with a small crease. F=200.000+.

€uro 3.000

470
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P 471 480v ** Imperf. sheet margin block of four of 7,50 Kr. Paul-Emile Victor stamp
from 2007. RARE. 250

P 472 T2 � Interesting cover franked with a corner margin pair of 15 øre Thule
stamps canc. “THULE 7.7 1937” addressed to Copenhagen via the
Thule Office in Copenhagen. Bid

P 473 T1/T5+ Cover franked with 10, 15, 30 and 45 øre Thule stamps canc. “THULE 
DK267 � 14.8.1936” sent to Denmark. Three Danish 5 øre stamps applied for

postage within Denmark canc. in Copenhagen 24.9 1936. Some light
toning. Bid

Collections & Accumulations
µ 474 **/ */ � PAKKE PORTO. Collection of 55 stamps on Leuchtturm pages incl.

some better ones on thick paper as well as several with very beauti-
ful cancellations. All pictured on our website. 400

µ 475 **/ */ � Almost complete collection 1915-1996 on Schaubek album pages
incl. 14 Parcel Post stamps, DANMARK BEFRIET cpl. (15) used with
all overprint colours, later with good minisheets and booklets.
Please inspect. 500

µ 476 **/ * Collection 1905 - 1983 in an album incl. 27 Pakkeporto stamps e.g. F.
Nos 3 * (small thin), P4-P18 * (mostly very lightly hinged) etc. Mostly
** from 1938 except the American issue which is * (no DK Befriet).
PLEASE SEE SAMPLE PICTURES ON OUR WEB. 300

477 ** Very clean mint never hinged collection in two beautiful SAFE Dual
albums. Starts with  6 diff. Pakkeporto, then cpl. 1938 - 2007 incl.
American issue, Danmark Befriet in normal colours as well as all
minisheets, inverted 4,25 kr overprint on 25 øre Margarethe is also
included (cert. Møller). Self adhesive stamps as cpl. booklets. 700

478 ** Fine Leuchtturm album containing an entirely ** collection starting
with 9 diff. Pakke Porto stamps, then cpl. 1938 up to ca 1995 (no
Befriet), after that there seems to be on average one issue missing eve-
ry year up to 2013 (mostly self-adhesive Christmas stamps). 250

µ 479 **/ */ � Fine lot with 8 different Pakke porto stamps e.g. F. No. 1 in a fresh and
extremely lightly hinged copy, No. 2 lightly hinged (some gum
toning), No. 3 (with thin) as well as a very fresh extremely lightly
hinged cpl. set of Danmark Befriet. All on our website. 250

471 472 473



481 ** Accumulation of Christmas seals in sheets in large quantities in seve-
ral thick sheet folders, also some Denmark etc. Bid

482 **/ */ � Large carton containing a large number of stockbooks and some
albums with various stock remainders and collections up to 2005.
Also some stockbooks with Faroe Islands up to 1980s. 300

483 ** Official year sets cpl. 1977 - 2013 plus some additional duplicates up to
1994. Total face value is ca DKK 6.850. Bid

484 ** Lot with 450 ** copies of 4 kr + 50 øre Blue Cross Anniversary stamp
from 1991 F. No. 220 as well as a few other sheets from Greenland and
Denmark. F=29.500. 150

485 ** EUROPA 2006 26,50 kr. Large lot of 5.000 stamps in
complete sheets. FACE VALUE DKK 132.500. 1.000

µ 486 � SAVING BOOKS from 1950, one full of 25 øre blue saving stamps
(144 copies) and another almost full of 1 kr. (109 copies, whereof ca
20 defective). The stamps nicely canc. “Kolonien Upernavik” and
“Udstedet Niakornat” respectively. Very high DAKA cat. value. 200

487 � GREENLAND & FAROE ISLANDS. Four boxes with modern com-
mercial covers, mostly C.D.S.  incl. many from small places.
Probably around 5.000 items. Please inspect! 300

488 � Very interesting stock of covers and cards arranged by post offices incl.
many small ones. Many parcel cards. Please inspect. 200

489 � COVER ACCUMULATION. Large quantity of
covers and cards in 6 retail boxes and a couple of
albums in two large cartons. Most items are in col-
lector friendly format, mostly with cds canc. both
philatelic and non-philatelic, incl. a number of bet-
ter items. PLEASE INSPECT CAREFULLY. 750

102

Pakke-Porto Stock
Lot # 480

**/ */ �
Large dealer stock of ca 700 stamps in very good variety, mostly on
stock cards and in some albums and stockbooks. The stock inclu-
des e.g. several copies of each of F. Nos 1-3 etc. A large part of the
stock is used and includes good sections of different canc. incl.
many beautiful ones. Also some American issue and Danmark
Befriet sets and partial sets. Extremely high cat. value. 

MUST BE INSPECTED

€uro 4.000



P µ493 2 � Very beautiful cover with 3 cents plate II No. 9 tied
by mute canc. and at side “ST THOMAS 8.7 1870”.
Very good margins all around, small worm holes in
the cover, far away from the stamp. F=35.000. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & RARE. 1.000

Danish West Indies
Please see also Lot #186

103

491 492
P µ 491 � Cover dated “St. Croix 30.1 1811”, sent by private ship to New York via

Philadelphia with red “SHIP” and “PHI 4 MR”. 14 1/2 cents due
noted. Illustrated in DWI mails vol. 1 p. 5-41. Bid

P 492 1b � An extraordinarily fresh copy of 3 cents carmine with yellow gum and
with a perfect strike of mute 5-ring canc. Bid

Covers - Dealer Stock
Lot # 490

�
Well sorted stock mostly 1930s to modern with each item in plastic
sleeve, arranged in five retail boxes, ready for retail sale. Included are
e.g. some saving stamps books from the 1950s, many better covers
1930s-50s incl. some censored, military mail etc. Ca 1800 items in
total, marked retail value is ca DKK 270.000 (ca € 36.300).

€uro 4.000



P 497 6+8 � Postal stationery envelope 3 cents uprated with 3 cents (6th pr.) and 5
cents (6th pr.) perf. 14 x 13 1/2 sent to Germany by a crew member of the
steamer Allemania. The stamps canc. “ ST. THOMAS 14.7 1895”, arrival
canc. “CASSEL 2.8.95” on front. 100

P 498 10 � Pair of 10 cents (7th pr.) perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with inverted frame on a small
piece with ink canc. “2.XI.99” and straight line hand stamp of the stea-
mer “ALEMANIA” in violet ink. Bid

P 499 11a ** Well centered 12 cents of the first printing, never hinged and very fresh.
F=7.500. SUPERB. 150
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497 498 499

P 500 13a * 50 cents deep violet in perfectly centered corner margin block of
four with Hagemann hand stamp, pos. 81-92. F=15.200+. SUPERB. 250

P 494 4 ** 4 cents blue ultramarine in a very fresh never hinged margin copy.
F=5.000. 100

P 495 5i � Beautiful 2 c. postcard sent locally with a 1 c. IX printing “CHRISTI-
ANSTED 2.11 1898”. Bid

P µ 496 6+7 � Uprated 3 cents postal stationery envelope with 3 cents (7th pr.) and 4
cents (2nd pr.) both perf. 14 x 13 1/2 canc. “ST. THOMAS 5.2 1895”.
The cover sent to Colon, Panama. Arrival canc. on back. 100

494 495 496
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P 501 19 � Postcard provisional 1 on 3 cents with additional 1 c. Coat of Arms
franking and sent to Denmark “ST THOMAS 20.5 1902”. SUPERB. 100

P 502 28a � Extremely beautiful copy of “2 CENTS 1895” on 50 cents with perfect
“ST. THOMAS 29.2 1896”. SUPERB. Bid

P µ 503 38-40 ** St. Thomas Harbour set of three in ** blocks of three, all stamps in very
good centering. F=11.200. SUPERB. 200

P µ 504 41-48 ** Frederik VIII cpl. set of 8 in never hinged blocks of four, mostly in
superb centering. F=8.000. 150

P 505 � Censored cover to Denmark canc. ST THOMAS 1918 with a 5 c US
stamp. British censor and Copenhagen arr. pmk on back 4.5 18. SCARCE. 100

Mixed Lots & Accumulations

P µ 506 **/ */ �/ � Very interesting lot with beautiful stamps and blocks of four incl.
four copies of 4 cents quadrants (1 **, 2 * & 1 used), some beautiful
canc., many bisects on piece as well as two covers etc. All pictured on
our website. 500

µ 507 ** Three diff. stamps perf. 12 3/4 in never hinged part sheets. 1 cent (F.
No 14) in block of 24, 3 cents (F. No. 15) in block of 20, 8/10 cents sur-
charge (F. No 27) in block of 30. F=19.200 without counting pearls
flaws and possible varieties. 250

µ 508 � Small group of six items incl. e.g. one from 1913 with tied Christmas
seal etc. ALL ON OUR WEBSITE. 200

501 502 503

504 505

Ex 506



P 509 1 � Very beautiful 4 sk. with numeral “8” AASNÆS. Facit R 4. SUPERB. 250

P µ 510 1 � A very rare numeral “13” AREMARK well placed and very clear on
4 sk. Facit R 6. Cert. Aune. 600

P µ 511 1 � Very fresh 4 sk. with a clear “44” in blue Christianssund. Acc. to cert.
1981 Moldenhauer states “the only copy registered with blue 44”.
VERY FINE & UNIQUE. 400

€uro
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509 510 511

512 513

Norway
4 Skilling 1855

Please see also Lots # 591-93, 1061, 1083

P 512 1 � Very beautiful 4 sk. with an excellent canc. “329” VADSÿ. R 3. 200

P 513 1 � A super ship canc “DAMPSKIBET BERGEN 20.6 1856”, clear but small
margin at right. SCARCE. 300

P µ514 1 � A clear and perfect print of the rare “LS” canc. from
Vaagen, a small thin spot in the margin only at
lower left. Cert. Aune. RARE & BEAUTIFUL. 1.500



Cracked Plate in Pair

€uro
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515
P µ515 1 � Beautiful 4 sk. with a superb manuscript canc.

“Hougs 1/4”. Ex. Amundsen & “Per Fossum”,
Grand Prix. Cert. from our “Per Fossum” sale 1990,
lot No. 2031. Certs Moldenhauer & RPS. RARE. 750

P µ 516 1 � Very beautiful manuscript “ÿstraat” on 4 sk. in pos B 6 primary. Cert.
Aune. SUPERB & RARE. 500

516

Lot # 517 µ
1v6 �

Very beautiful vertical pair in pos. D16/26 with the variety in the
top stamp, Well placed light grid canc. and very good margins all
around. Rare in multiples and even more so in a vertical unit.
Certs Aune & Lasse Nielsen. 

SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 2.000



P 518 2 � A fantastic printed matter to Sweden with 2 sk. Oscar I “BERGEN
29.7 1867”. SUPERB. 500

P 519 2 � Oscar I 2 sk. with a wonderful “169”. 100

P 520 3 � An exceptional 3 sk. Oscar I with a perfect “189”. EXCELLENT. Bid

Lot # 521 µ
5 �

A fantastic cover with 8 sk. from Mandal 1857 by mistake rated
and sent to Christianstad in Sweden (arr. pmk on back). Returned
and sent again from Mandal almost a month later, now correctly to
Christinestad in Finland and taxed for the full rate to Finland
“Løsen 29 3/4 kopek” and transit Stockholm pmk. Cert. Aune. 

SUPERB & UNIQUE

€uro 4.000

€uro
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519 520

Oscar I

Postal Confusion

518



Lot # 522 µ
3-5 �

An exceptional cover with 3, 4 and 8 Sk., the latter in a strip of
three + single. All nicely canc. “25” and at side blue “BERGEN
12.11 1857”. A few worn perfs due to the placement of no impor-
tance. Norgeskatalogen NOK 45.000. Cert. E. Diena. 

SUPERB & VERY RARE

€uro 2.500

P 523 6 � A spectacular pair 2 sk. 1863 “EGERSUND 7.4 1867”: SUPERB. 100

P 524 � SPITSBERGEN local stamp 10 øre together with 10 øre posthorn from
“VIRGO BAY” 100

P 525 RM2v � “Som uindløst” imperforate on a very beautiful piece with a perfectly
placed “CHRISTIANIA 25 VII 85”, normally CTO. F=7.000+. 200

109

523 524 525

Superb 59 Skilling Cover to Italy

Later Issues



Collections
µ526 **/ */ � Very clean collection in an album 1855 - 1961, com-

plete according to the KA-BE album pages incl.
officials, postage dues and returned-letter stamps.
The collection includes e.g. three copies of 4 sk.
1855 used, Oscar and later skilling in different sha-
des used, 12 øre unshaded posthorn used, 50 øre V-
overprint with watermark cert. Snarvold (nearly
invisible hinge mark) etc. PLEASE SEE SAMPLE
PICTURES ON OUR WEBSITE. 800

527 **/ * Very clean unused collection 1909 - 2001 in a Leuchtturm album, nearly
cpl. in the period. Majority of the stamps are ** but some lightly hinged
noted in between. Please inspect. 300

528 */ � Collection 1855 - 1978 quite well filled in an album with e.g. most skil-
ling stamps in reasonable quality. Mostly used but some * as well
(mainly in the modern part). F=36.000 according to the consignor. 200

529 ** Very clean mostly ** collection in a Leuchtturm album. The collection
is very well filled 1910-92 being nearly cpl. ** ca 1930 onwards. Some
used skillings in the beginning. Facit cat. value is ca 40.000 according
to the consignor. 400

µ 530 � Extensive collection used 1855-1986 in a nice Schaubek album with
pockets. Almost complete incl. skilling stamps, a nice 12 ˆre olive
green, North Cape 1930 etc, some excellent canc. here and there and
in the latest years. Please inspect. 300

531 � Collection mostly used 1855 - 1978 in a Leuchtturm album. Very well
filled and often with two or even several copies of each stamp.
Includes e.g. 25 skilling stamps. Mixed quality. Please inspect. 300

€uro
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Ex 532

P µ 532 � Beautiful little collection of ca 200 stamps canc. with various types of
“T” postage due cancellations, mostly 1920s-30s incl. many beautiful
strikes. 200

533 Collection 1877-1985 in an album quite complete from 1890s. Earlier
mostly used and from around 1960 **. High cat. value. 200

µ534 � CANCELLATIONS. Collection various cancella-
tions, mixed quality but many unusual and rare
canc. e.g. No. 1 with many manuscript incl. nume-
rals 8, 130, 242, 320 & N.Land, Cancellation nume-
rals 4 (R4), 241 (RR) etc., blue Sandøsund &
Lindesnaes. Further a great variation of canc. on
various old issues incl. superb, manuscript, ship,
foreign etc. Please inspect. 1.000



Mixed Lots & Accumulations
535 **/ */ � Large carton with a large duplicate stock from estate

in many albums. Unused */** and used separately,
also superb cancellations. Mostly cheaper stamps,
but some medium and better. Please inspect! 750

µ 536 � Ca 35 covers and cards from prephilately up to 1945 incl. interesting
items. Bid

537 � Postal stationery, ca 60 items mainly used incl. many sent abroad, e.g.
4 from the 1920s to Bulgaria with additional franking. 100

538 � COVERS - DEALER STOCK. Four retail boxes con-
taining an estimated ca 1.500-1.800 items, over half
are in individual plastic sleeves marked with retail
prices in Danish Krone. Mostly material from after
1900 in very good variety incl. a large number of
censored items etc. Very high total retail value.
PLEASE INSPECT. 1.500

Mixed Scandinavian Lots
539 ** Three very fine SAFE Dual albums of which two contain a ** collec-

tion of Iceland 1902-1987 incl. many good stamps and sets in the early
part and then cpl. 1938-87. The last album containing a ** collection
of Greenland 1916-87 with e.g. 9 diff. Pakkeporto, American issue
set without opt., Faroe Islands with e.g. ** 1940-41 provisionals cpl.
** with cert. Lasse Nielsen, Åland with e.g. some prephilatelic letters
etc. 9 certs included. 600

540 **/ * Carton from an estate with quite well filled collections up to ca 1990
of Norway, Denmark, Iceland and Finland in Schaubek albums. The
modern period most often **. 600

541 * Old collection ca 1850s - 1950s put up on small sheets of paper with
sections of Sweden, Norway, Iceland, Finland and even the
Netherlands. Many medium priced classic stamps present such as
Norwegian skillings etc. mixed quality. 300

542 */ � Old Facit album containing a quite well filled used section of Sweden
1880s-1954 as well as less well filled sections of the other Nordic
countries. F=42.000 according to the consignor. 200

543 ** Two fine Leuchtturm albums, the first with a ** collection of the Faroe
Islands cpl. 1975-2003 and then not quite cpl. 2004-2012. The second
album contains a ** collection of Åland 1984-2013 with the occasional
issue missing. 150

544 **/ */ � Two albums, one containing a collection of Norway 1877-1960, the
other one containing a collection of Finland ca 1885-1995 with a mostly
** modern part. 150

545 **/ * An album containing a * collection of Finland 1917 - 1950s as well as a
stockbook with various **/* stamps and sets ca 1920s - 1970s from
Finland and Iceland. 100

546 **/ */ �/ Carton containing ** collections in albums e.g. Iceland with some 

€uro
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� medium priced stamps in the early part and then cpl. 1944-97, Finland
1889-1997 nearly cpl. ca 1930 up to 1997, Åland cpl. 1984-97, Greenland
nearly cpl. ca 1960-97, Faroe Islands 1975-97 seemingly cpl. two times.
Also some FDCs in bundles. 500

µ 547 **/ */ �/ � Interesting mixed lot with e.g. a * cpl. set Slesvig 1920 with CIS over-
prints (pfennig values regummed), Iceland 1930 Parliament cpl.
used set apart from the triangle stamp (some values with toning),
Sweden with e.g. Landstorm I cpl. set on cover to Denmark, Postal
Congress 1924 cpl. ** set etc. 200

µ 548 **/ � Small lot with Greenland 70 øre A&L Pakkeporto in ** block of 10, 30
øre Frederik IX in ** block of 24. Also Denmark 2 øre wavy lines with
inverted wmk (F. No 77vm) in ** block of 20 and 15 & 25 øre airmail
stamps on airmail cover to Czechoslovakia. 150

549 **/ */ � Carton containing basic collections of e.g. used Sweden 1858-1980s
incl. some BC/CB pairs, sections of Finland, Norway Greenland and
Faroe Islands mostly unused up to 1980s incl. medium priced sets.
Also a small bundle of old covers. 150

550 Very interesting mixed lot with e.g. old savings stamps from
Greenland in ** sheets and part sheets (also some used on piece),
group of used Danish advertising pairs, stockbook with old
Icelandic canc., various better Scandinavian stamps and sets incl.
several American issue from Greenland, better old canc. from the
Faroe Islands etc. 500

551 ** Box containing various ** sets, minisheets and booklets from a sub-
scription (1990s-2000s) from Greenland, Faroe Islands, Finland and
Åland. 150

552 ** Large carton mostly containing various ** material. Included is e.g. a
collection of Greenland 1938-94 in a SAFE Dual album cpl. except
Danmark Befriet, various booklets and booklet panes from
Greenland, year sets up to ca year 2000 from Greenland, Iceland,
Faroe Islands and Åland etc. 400

553 **/ � Two cartons containing a substantial dealer stock
of year sets, booklets and minisheets from Iceland,
Greenland and the Faroe Islands up to ca 2003.
Everything seems to be ** except some minisheets
from Greenland. PLEASE INSPECT. 1.000

µ 554 � Mixed lot with over 100 covers and cards mostly ca 1930 up to late
1940s incl. better Iceland such as 1941 Jochumsson overprint FDC and
1931 Zeppelin cover, some censored registered Swedish FDC’s sent to
the US etc. Bid

€uro
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Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when 
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning 
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!

See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:

www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se



P 555 3+5 � Beautiful double rate cover 1856 to Sardinia  with 3 kr. and three
copies 9 kr. “TRIESTE 6.4”, all with full - large margins. Sign.
Ferchenbauer. VERY FINE & RARE. 600

Non-Scandinavian Countries
14.00 hrs

Austria

€uro
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P 556 4Y � Beautiful cover franked with a vertical pair of 6 Kreuzer, of which
one has a part of an Andreas cross in the margin canc. “CLAUSEN-
BURG 3.8”, sent to Herrmanstadt. 500

P 557 5X � Strip of four of 9 Kreuzer (type III) with very good to large margins as
well as a large part of an adjoining stamp on part of a cover front canc.
“ERLAU 11.11” sent to Nagy Kalloba, Hungary. 300

µ558 **/ */ � Very extensive collection 1850-1966 in a Leuchtturm
album, early part specialized and mostly used, later
mostly */**. Incl. many medium and better singles
and stamps incl. Wipa used on granite paper, Hitler
provisonals and many other good sets. High cat.
value. 1.500

557556



P µ 561 28 � ESTONIA. ELWA local issue “Eesti Post”, German Occupation, 1941
Exhibition in Moscow 30 k. lightly canc. with two perfs in lower
margin somewhat short. Mi=3.500. Cert. Krischke and sign.
Eichenthal & Keiler. 400

P µ 562 107B- LATVIA. 300th Anniv. of Libau imperf. set of five cpl. on registered
111B � cover canc. “LIEPAJA 8.VII.25”, arrival canc. “PRIEKULE 10.7.25” on

back. Some faint folds of little importance away from stamps. Michel
cat. value as loose stamps € 1.300. SCARCE COVER. 200

€uro
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µ 559 � Selection of Classic stamps with beautiful cancellations, much from
the first issue but later stamps include e.g. two copies of 50 kr. Franz
Josef 1867 (small imperfections) etc. All pictured on our website. 200

Lombary & Venetia

P µ560 6 I � The very rare mute canc. of Riva on a newspaper
“Giornale di Trentino” of 20.2 1851 franked with 6
kr. Mercurius type 1 (Sass. # 1), full - large margins.
This rare canc. is listed on newspaper stamps with
13 punti in Sassone. Certs. Enzo Diena & Raybaudi.
VERY FINE EXHIBTION RARITY. 1.250

Baltic States

561 562



P 567 1 � An extremely dark black print on 30 reis, a small irregular preprinting
fold visible from back only. Mi=800+. 200

P 568 1 � A beautiful 30 reis in a rather dark colour. Mi=800. 200

P 569 1 � Very beautiful 30 reis with a light Porto Alegre canc. Mi=800. 200

P 570 1 � Beautiful 30 reis with part of straight line canc. “ITABIRA”. 200

€uro
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µ563 **/ */ � Very clean accumulation of Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania 1918 - 1941 arranged on small stock cards
in two large albums as well as a stockbook. The
overall quality is very high with majority of unu-
sed stamps being never hinged. Many interested
items included such as varieties of all sorts, beauti-
ful cancellations etc. 
ALL PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE. 750

Belgium
Please see also Lot # 259

• P µ 564 129-42 * Red Cross 1918 cpl. set of of 14 in fine quality. 5 c. with small thin.
Mi=1.100. 150

µ 565 */ � Extensive collection 1849-1960 in a Schaubek album. Early part
somewhat specialized and mostly used, a bit mixed quality, later
part almost complete. Containing many medium and better singles
and sets. Please inspect 500

566 **/ */ � Collection 1850 - 1992 in two Davo albums quite well filled up to ca
1965. Mostly used up to ca 1910. Also included is an envelope with
some covers and minisheets. 200

Brazil

Ex 564

567 568 569 570

Please note!
Lots marked with   have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.comµ



P 577 3 � Beautiful 90 reis with shield canc. Mi=2.700. VERY FINE. 400

P 578 3 � Very beautiful 90 reis round canc. “PORTO ALEGRE” with large
margins. Interesting pre-printing fold at top, causing a break in the
frame line. Mi=2.700. VERY FINE. 500

P 579 3 � Beautfiul copy of 90 reis with light side canc. Mi=2.700. VERY FINE. 400

Bulgaria
µ 580 � Very fine old used collection 1879-1918 with many better stamps and

beautiful cancellations. 300

€uro
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P 575 1 � A fresh pair 30 reis in worn printing, clear to large margins.
Mi=1.600++ as singles. 400

P 576 3 � Dark black print on 90 reis with very good margins all around,
lightly canc. A preprinting fold around top frame line. Mi=2.700+. 
VERY FINE & SCARCE. 500

P 571 1 � Very beautiful 30 reis worn printing with very large margin at left
“CORREO GERAL DA CORTE 2.12 1844”. VERY FINE. 200

P 572 1 � A very fresh and clean 30 reis with a light corner canc. Mi=800. 200

P 573 1 � Beautiful 30 reis with very big margins at top and at right, 150

P 574 1 � A fresh 30 reis on thin white paper. Mi=800. 150

572 573 574

575

571

576

577 579578



P µ 582 � Cover 1933 sent by Sven Hedin to his sister in Sweden. Bid

µ 583 **/ */ � Collection 1949 - 1960s mostly used in a Schaubek album with some
better sets used. Also a thick stockbook with various Chinese areas
and some Japan etc. mostly used. Majority of the pages are pictured
on our website. 300

µ 584 Collection on ca 40 pages, old and new stamps incl. PRC three values
used from the Mao texts 1967. Please inspect. Bid

585 ** HONG KONG & MACAU. Collection 1999-2013 in 5 stockbooks, sets
and a lot of minisheets and sheetlets. Very high cat. and face value.
Please inspect. 250

µ 586 **/ �/ (*) Old stockbook with a few hundred, mostly used stamps up to ca 1970,
of which a part is from during the Cultural Revolution. 
ALL SCANNED ON OUR WEBSITE. Bid

µ 587 � More than 30 covers and cards in a small album. All sent to Sweden,
mostly around 1930 from a correspondence between two friends
with the intersresting contents included. Mostly franked with values
from the 1923 definitive issue, but also some earlier, some picture
postcards and one cover with 10 c. 1928. Please inspect. 200

Croatia

€uro
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Chile
µ 581 ** Carton containing a large quantity of ** commemorative stamps mostly

from the 1960s in sheets. Many good thematics such as aeroplanes and
ships. Quantities seem to be mostly around 1.000 pcs of each stamp. Total
weight is over 8 kilograms. Please see overview pictures on our website. 200

China
Please see also Lot # 1259

Ex 588

P µ588 ** DALMATIA provisional local issue for Split 1944,
prepaired but not issued complete (17) incl. stamps
printed in only 213 copies. Further two values with
double printing on 3,50/30 and 3,50/1,25 (Sass. # 11A
& 14a). All never hinged in very good condition
and all with certs. Zrinjscak. 1.800



P µ 590 14A � Postage due letter to Norway 1854 with 20 c. type I with clear to very
large margins “1” and due mark “9”. RARE. 200

P 591 14A � PERCÉS EN LIGNE. Beautiful cover to Norway 1861 with single
imperf. 20 c. and a strip of four + single rouletted. 
VERY SCARCE MIX. 200

µ589 ** PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC. Collection provisional issues
never hinged on cards; Bosnia 1-20 & I-XIII, Croatia
1-24 & P1-6, Montenegro 1-11 & P1-2, Serbia 1-10 &
P1 and Slovenia 1-46 & I. Two certs. Incl. stamps
issued as few as 100 copies. Very good quality.
Please see pictures on our website. 2.000

France
Numbers According to Yvert & Tellier

P 592 14A+ A wonderful cover to Norway 1860 with 2 x 20 & 80 c., each with a 
17A � beautiful “676”. All with full margins. SUPERB. 200

P 593 16+17A Beautiful letter to Norway 1856 with 40 & 80 c. with enormous margins, 
� 80 c. with a crease along top frame line due to the placement. 100

€uro
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590 591

592 593

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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P 594 17B � Very beautiful double rate cover to Norway 1862 with 80 c. in single
+ pair “DS2”, two stamps cut at bottom. VERY FINE & RARE. 250

Lot # 595 µ
14+16+17 �

A very beautiful double rate cover to Naples with 20, 40 and 3 x 80 c.
with nice romb dot canc. with “K” in the centre, at side “PARIS 28
SEPT 60” and red framed “E Franca” from Naples. Full to large
margins, just one side of 40 c. touching. Cert. Enzo Diena. 

VERY FINE & RARE

€uro 1.000



P µ 597 23 � A wonderful shipletter from Marseille to Madrid with 40 c. Empire.
Canc, in Barcelona with beautiful “wagon wheel” numeral “2” and at
side “ADMON DE CAMBIO 3 Ctos BARCELONA”. On back arr. pmk
“MADRID 17 OCT 63”. Cert. Graus. SUPERB & SCARCE. 150

P 598 23 � Beautiful shipletter 1864 from Marseille to Alicante with 40 c. Empire.
Canc. in Barcelona with a beautiful grill numeral “2” and at side
“ADMON DE CAMBIO 3 Ctos BARCELONA”. Arr. pmk on back.
VERY FINE & SCARCE. 100
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597 598

Insured Letter to Italy

Lot # 596
21-23 �

An exceptional insured envelope 1863 to Calcio in Italy with two
copies 20 c. and 10 + 40 c. with super canc. “14” and manuscript
“Con £ 100”. On back 5 seals and many transit pmks, tear in enve-
lope at right, not touching the stamps. Sign. Calves & A. Diena. 

SUPERB & RARE

€uro 1.500



Lot # 601 µ
32 �

A wonderful cover with full content franked with 80 c. and an
excellent star canc. “2” and at side “PARIS R. ST LAZARE 1 NOV.
70”. No arr. pmk. Cert. Brun & sign. Miro. 

EXCELLENT

€uro 2.500

Ballon Montés
€uro
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Ballon “Le Fulton” to Russia

599 600

P 599 29 � BALLON MONTÉS - LES ETATS UNIS. Very beautiful cover with
20 c. light star canc “1” and at side “PARIS 5e 28 SEPT 70”. Arr. pmk
on back. Y=765. SUPERB 300

P 600 37 � BALLON MONTÉS - LE LAVOISIER, Very beautiful and rare cover
with red cancellation “PARIS SC 21.DEC 70”. Yvert from 1.000.
SUPERB & RARE. 600



P 603 156 ** An exceptional complete sheet of 25 copies Red
Cross 1918. Extremely fresh on front as well as on
back. Yvert 7.500, however as the majority of stam-
ps are perfectly centered and others very well cen-
tered the Yvert value as singles should be closer to
11.250. EXCELLENT ITEM. 1.500

€uro
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P µ 602 34 etc. � The never issued 10/10 c. dull brown on cover from “GARE-DE-NAR-
BONNE 19 OCT 94” sent to Switzerland, arrival canc. on back. The
address has been cut out and replaced. Cert. J. F. Brun. 
VERY RARE ON COVER. Bid

Later Issues

P 604 BF 3 ** 1937 Pexip minisheet in very fine mint never hinged quality. Y=650. 150



Collections & Lots
µ 605 */ � Collection 1849-1960 in a Schaubek album early stamps mostly used

in mixed quality incl. expensive stamps, e.g. 5 fr. Napoleon with
minor faults, some nice copies Bordeaux etc. Later section almost
complete. Please inspect. 300

µ606 ** IMPERFORATE collection 1949-91 incl. many good
sets. Also some colour proofs not counted in the
value.Yvert 2014 more than 8.000. Never hinged and
good quality. All can be viewed on our website. 750

607 ** Lot 1999-2006 much in minisheets, sheetlets, booklets etc. Good vari-
ation. Face value € 1.550. 500

µ 608 � Three beautiful letters to Norway 1860-61 with 1,20 fr. franking
imperf. From exhibition collection, nicely described. 250

609 ** FRENCH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY. Beautiful ** collection in two
SAFE Dual albums cpl. 1955-2009. Very high cat. value. 600

French Colonies
Numbers According to Yvert & Tellier

€uro
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P 610 2f+a ** GUADELOUPE. A wonderful margin pair 25 on 35 c. with two diffe-
rent varieties: large “G” and large “2”  in pos. 40 & 50 respectively.
SUPERB & VERY RARE. 200

P 611 2 ** GUADELOUPE. An exceptional corner block of four of 25 on 35 c. One
hinge remnant high up in the margin only. SUPERB. 150

µ 612 **/ * OLYMPIC GAMES in Paris 1924. Grand Liban & Syria, the two diffe-
rent cpl sets of each, colony. Two sets **. Yvert ca 700. 100

613 **/ */ �/ MADAGASKAR. Very interesting old collection 1889 - 1946. in a 
� thick album including many covers and cards. THE ENTIRE COL-

LECTION IS PICTURED ON OUR WEBSITE. 2.000

614 * MAURITANIA. Well filled unused collection 1906 - 1969 in an old
Yvert album. Bid

610 611



P 615 5 � REUNION. An exceptional front of envelope to Italy with 40 c. in a
block of four & a pair with blue romb canc and at side “REUNION
ST Paul 4 SEPT 65”. Also part of the back incl. arr. pmk, folded out
for exhibiting. Some faults, probaby unique usage. 600

616 **/ */ � SYRIA. Collection in an album containing ca 700 stamps up to ca 1960s
with little duplication. 100

617 **/ */ � TUNISIA. Collection 1888 - 1980s mostly unused * in an album except
some early issues which are used. 100

618 **/ */ � Collection of various colonies and areas in three albums incl. a large
number of early overprinted stamps. 400

619 **/ * Interesting collection former French colonies on stock pages, mostly
from the 1950s and 1960s, large part **. Incl. many medium and better
sets and high values. E.g. French Antarctic Territory, Cameroon, New
Caledonia, Senegal, Tchad and many others. 100

German States
Bavaria

€uro
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• P 620 38a ** 5 pf. bluish green Coat of Arms 1876 in a beautiful lower corner mar-
gin block of four. Mi=1.300. 200

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building 
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor! 



P 621 1y * Beautiful strip of three of 3 sgr. with three different
types. Extremely rare with the full watermark lily
on the two left stamps andwmk vertical lines on the
two right stamps. One pinhole of little importance.
Ex. Burrus & Salm. SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM. 1.500

€uro
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Bremen

P 622 4 **/ * Very beautiful corner block of four of 5 sgr., one small brown spot on
one stamp. Bid

Brunswick

P 623 3 � An absolutely perfect copy of 3 sgr. 1852 with blue “HARZBURG
30.8”. EXCELLENT. 150

P 624 5 � Very beautiful 4 pf. 1856 with an excellent canc. “8”. Mi=400+.
SUPERB. 100

P 625 15A � A wonderful 2 sgr. line perf. 16 1864, perfect centering and canc.
“47”. Mi=420++. EXCELLENT. 150

P 626 16A � Very beautiful 3 sgr. line perf. 16 1864 “BLANKENBURG 12 MAR
1866”. Mi=650+. SUPERB. 150

623 624 625 626



P 630 Postal proclamation by Christian VI from 1734
regarding postage rates in Denmark and
Schleswig-Holstein, 700 notations on 29 pages. 200

Oldenburg
€uro
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P µ 627 2III � A fantastic copy 1/30 th. with a perfect postage due pmk “2 2/5” from
Abbehausen. Opinion Brettl. EXCELLENT & RARE. 500

Prussia

P 628 15+18+ A very beautiful little letter to Italy 1865 with 6 pf. and 3 pf. together 
19 � with two copies 3 sgr, roulette “COLN BAHNHOF 26.8” in a scarce

three colour franking. Sign. Raybaudi. SUPERB. 400

µ 629 � Old collection 1850-67 on Behrens album page. Complete including also
a few colour varieties. Mixed quality as usual. High catalogue value. 200

Schleswig-Holstein
Postal History
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Schleswig-Holstein Issues

Essay Black on Green

Lot # 631µ
1 E 

A very beautiful essay in black with green frame without value, larger than the
issued stamp. Small thin on back of no importance. Described in the handbook
by Hugo Krötsch 1897 as No. 9, he states that most of the listed essays are uni-
que and some are known in two copies. Cert. Møller. 

EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 2.000

Rare Bornhøved Numeral 5

Lot # 632 µ
1a �

A fantastic impression of numeral 5 on 1 sch. blue. Only one other
is known. Clear margin at lower right and otherwise large mar-
gins. Certs Jakubek & Møller. 

SUPERB EXHIBTION RARITY
Provenance: Carl Aage Møller

€uro 5.000
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One of Two Known Numeral 17

Lot # 633 µ
2b �

A spectacular 2 sch. in the rare dark rose red shade with
a fantastic impression of the extremely rare numeral
“17” KELLINGENHUSEN. Only recorded in one other
example, also on a 2 sch. A beautiful stamp with full
margins all around, with one thin spot. Michel for just a
used stamp 13.000. Cert. Møller. 

EXHIBITION RARITY

Provenance: 
Carl Aage Møller

€uro 2.500
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Earliest First Issue Usage

Lot # 634µ
1+2 �

A spectacular cover front with the two first stamps
togeth er, each with an excellent numeral “18” KIEL.
Very good margins, 2 sch. just touching at one point.
Side canc. “KIEL 25.11, with all probability from the
first rate period 15.11-31.12 1850, making it the earliest
known usage and unique for its quality. Cert. Møller,
sign. Dr. A. Werner & Bartels.

EXCELLENT EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 40.000
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Exceptional Mixed Franking

Lot # 635 µ
7+DK13 �

Fantastic shipletter from Kiel to Nakskov with 1 1/4 sch.
paying the postage in Holstein mixed with a Danish 4
sk. for the postage in Denmark with a few slightly short
perfs at right. This was at the time the only way for the
sender to pay for a letter all the way. Canc. in transit with
Korsör railway pmk 18.10 1864. A remarkable item and
one of the finest mixed frankings known with Holstein
and Danish stamps. Cert. Møller. 

VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY

Provenance: 
Jacob Engel

Mark Lorentzen

€uro 10.000
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Danish Period

Wrapper Franked 4 x 1/2 Schilling

Lot # 636 µ
19 �

A wonderful readdressed wrapper with two pairs of Holstein ½ sch. green paying
the 4th domestic rate “RENDSBURG 13.2 66”. Minor imperfections of no impor-
tance. Cert. Møller & sign. Pfenninger.

VERY FINE & RARE
€uro 1.500

Ferslew 4 RBS with Unique
“Insurrection Canc”. No. “8” (Kiel)

Lot # 637 µ
DK 2I �

Insurrection canc. are normally know on Thiele printings, in a few cases
Ferslew is known with “34” from Rendsburg. Two copies of Thiele with No. 18
are recorded. This outstanding Ferslew was discovered in 1995. Certs Vagn
Jensen, Lasse Nielsen & Møller. 

EXCELLENT EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance: Carl Aage Møller

€uro 5.000



P µ 638 DK2IVa Very rare numeral canc. “159” Schenefeld on small piece with 4 RBS 
� Thiele III yellow brown with framed “L.P. No. 3”. this number is unpri-

ced in Facit. Cert. Møller. FINE, SLIGHTLY AGED. 150

€uro
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P µ639 DK2 MUTE CANC. on 4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown 
IVa � on a very beautiful printed matter dated in

Glasgow and sent from “BAHNHOF ALTONA” to
Randers in Denmark. Very rare as the mute canc.
was used for a few months only in 1854. Cert.
Møller. SUPERB. 
Provenance: 
Carl Aage Møller 750

P µ 640 DK7 � Rare numeral canc. “162” with curved foot of “2” RÖM on 4 skilling
brown. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE. Bid



Collections
µ 642 � Old collection 1864-66 on Behrens album page. From Mi=3 onwards

complete. Mixed quality as usual. High catalogue value 200

Mixed German States Collections
643 */ �/ (*) Accumulation of German states arranged by Michel no. on ca 85

stock cards. Many medium priced stamps included but as quality is
mixed inspection is recommended. Extremely high cat. value. 400

133

Lot # 641 µ
DK 9 �

Very rare Danish type “HAMBURG 27.2” (1864) with letters KDPA removed on
a printed market report from United Kingdom to Nakskov in Denmark.
Franked with 4 sk. roulette with numeral “2” Hamburg. The letters in the post-
mark were removed on February 23 and the use of Danish stamps was permit-
ted only until the 28th, making this combination possible only for 8 days! Ex.
Gene Scott. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 

ONLY A FEW SUCH COVERS RECORDED

€uro 1.000

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when 
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning 
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!

See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:

www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se



P 645 Bl. 3 (*) Very fine 1935 Ostropa minisheet with gum removed. Mi=1.200. 200

Collections & Lots
646 **/ */ � Almost complete collection 1872-1945 in a Davo album incl. many

expensive items, e.g. nine minisheets like Nothilfe 1933 **, OSTROPA
1935 with small faults, good officials etc. The early issue in mixed
quality. Very high cat.value. Please inspect. 500

647 **/ � Very clean collection in three very fine SAFE Dual albums. The first
album containing a fairly well filled mostly used part 1872-1932, the
second album containing ** Third Reich 1933-45 with many medium
priced sets and minisheets and the third album containing ** WWII
occupations 1939-45 e.g. Generalgouvernement and Bohemia &
Moravia cpl. **. 400
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German Reich

Very Rare Watermark Variety

Lot # 644 µ
96B IIaW ** 

Germania 1915 3 Mark slate-gray “War Painting” with the very
rare watermark rings. One of the rarest stamps during the
Germania period. Exceptional mint never hinged copy with sheet
margin with cross at right, hinged in margin only. Cert. Bühler
and Jäschke. 

SUPERB

€uro 2.000



P µ648 **/ */ Very extensive collection of German Private Local 
�/ (*) Post stamps up to ca 1900 (Deutsche Privat post -

marken). The collection consists of over 2.500 stamps in
extremely good variety. Extremely high cat. value. The
entire collection is pictured on our website. 1.500

649 � Album containing various cards, small collectible pictures etc. showing
views etc. from Third Reich Germany incl. much propaganda. Bid

µ 650 � HINDENBURG BUNDLES. More than 40.000 stamps in various
denominations of of the Hindenburg set from an old estate.  Mostly
in bundles of 100 and many in old envelopes of 10 bundles of the
same value. Mainly from the later issue and wmk, good variation
incl. also higher values with 6 bundles 100 pf. We opened one bund-
le, the stamps are mostly in good quality and 9 copies with superb
canc. can be viewed on our website. Other bundles may not be ope-
ned. 250

WWII Occupations
µ 651 ** GERMAN OCCUPATIONS OF LJUBLJANA (LAIBACH) complete

never hinged in very good quality on card. 800

µ 652 ** GERMAN OCCUPATION OF SERBIA complete collection on cards,
never hinged and in good quality. 800

Saar

€uro
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P 653 Bl. 2 � 1948 “Hochwasser” flood relief airmail minisheet used with correct
canc. “METTLACH 15.12.48” on small card. Mi=2.400. 400

Ex 648

Please note!
Lots marked with   have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.comµ



654 **/ */ � SAAR. Clean accumulation 1920-34 arranged by Michel no. on close
to a hundred stock cards including many better stamps and sets.
Total Michel cat. value is ca € 14.500 according to the consignor. 600

Allied Occupations

€uro
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P 655 Bl. 2t ** 1945 Christmas minisheet in very fresh never hinged quality.
Mi=1.800. 300

German Federal Republic

P µ 656 MHB BOOKLET PANE SHEET. Heuss 1960 complete sheet with 20 book-
5YII ** let panes of 10 of various denominations with sideways wmk 4Y.

Mi=2.200. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 250

µ 657 ** Very fresh cpl. ** collection 1949 - 2000 in two Leuchtturm albums.
Michel cat. value is ca € 7.700. 500

658 **/ * Almost complete collection 1949-2005 in three Leuchtturm albums
(of some reason 1995 is missing). Mostly ** incl. most of the
Posthorn set. Very high cat. value. 600

659 * Collection incl. Berlin 1948-1970 on large Yvert album pages. More or
less complete incl. Posthorn (90 pf. **), Berlin red and black overprint
and other expensive sets. At the end also some zones. Good quality
and high cat. value. 400

660 � Collection on loose Schaubek album pages. Used part starting with
some American & British Zone 1945-49, the Bund well filled 1945-77
(mostly with neat corner canc.). Also a less well filled **/* part Bund
1948-78, 1978-96 largely cpl. ** in envelopes from subscription. Total
Michel cat. value is over € 5.000. 250

µ 661 ** Interesting printed folder with better never hinged better sets from
Bizone 1948 (Mi. Nos 73/100II), Bund 1949-52 incl. Posthorn set (Mi.
Nos. 111-148) as well as Berlin 1951-52 (Mi. Nos. 75-79, 87). Mi=3.887. 300

Ex 656



662 **/ */ � Duplicate stock in 5 albums and one stockbook, mostly ** , but also
some used incl nice canc. Further one album with some pages
German Reich with superb and excellent canc. Please inspect! 250

µ 663 � Album with ca 60 covers and cards, large part sent to Sweden. Many
franked with good early stamps. Please inspect! 250

Berlin
µ 664 **/ * Almost complete colletion 1948-1990 except the first minisheet in a

Leuchtturm album. Some very light hinge traces on some early issu-
es and Buildings 1949 used, mostly ** incl. the red BERLIN over-
print. High cat. value. 400

665 ** Collection in a Leuchtturm album 1948 - 1991, mixed unused and used
1948-49 but 1950-91 cpl. with nearly every single stamp **. Total
Michel cat. value is over € 4.000. 250

666 � Nearly cpl. used collection 1948 - 1990 in a Shaubek album. 200

667 **/ */ � Collection on loose Schaubek album pages. Well filled used part 1948-79
(mostly with neat corner canc.). Then a less well filled **/* part 1948-76,
1977-90 cpl. ** except for three inexpensive stamps plus some duplica-
tes. Total Michel cat. value is ca € 3.500 according to the consignor. 200

German Democratic Republic
µ 668 **/ */ � Predominantly used collection in two Davo albums starting with

Soviet Zone 1948 and then German Democratic Republic up to 1990.
Nearly cpl. incl. all better sets and minisheets, also some extra covers.
Michel cat. value is stated to be over € 5.000. 
PLEASE SEE SAMPLE PICTURES. 400

Mixed German Collections & Lots
669 **/ */ � Extensive collection in a Philos album starting with small sections of

Thurn & Taxis and NDP followed by a very extensive section German
Reich, later part mostly *. Further the zones and from ca 1952 Bund &
Berlin almost complete to 1977 with later years ‘’’. Good basic collection. 250

µ 670 **/ * Thick stockbook containing a duplicated range of stamps and sets
from various German areas up to 1950, the most interesting part
being various ** better sets from the Third Reich issued during the
1930s. Very high cat. value. 400

671 **/ */ � Album containing a very nice mixture of interesting areas such as
Danzig, Memel, Bohemia & Moravia (incl. 2 cpl. used sets of Mi. Nos
1-19), Generalgouvernement, Serbia as well as various post-WWII
local issues etc. Total Michel cat. value is over € 7.000 according to the
consignor. 400

µ 672 **/ */ � Small stock arranged on stock cards in two cassettes containing a
section of used Reich 1870s-1940s. Then mostly */** WWI occupa-
tions, Saar, Danzig, Memel etc. as well as a mostly ** section of
Generalgouvernement and Bohemia & Moravia. Total Michel cat.
value stated to be over € 18.000. 400

673 **/ */ � Two folders containing a mixture of older German areas on album
pages incl. some interesting sections. Please inspect. 100

674 */ �/ � Two albums with various mostly used lower priced duplicates from
Reich onwards (some nice canc. noted) as well as a small folder with
covers from various periods, most of which sent to Sweden. Bid

€uro

137



Great Britain
Numbers According to Stanley Gibbons

Please see also Lots # 321, 813, 831, 993, 1096, 1364

138

Irish Domestic 10-fold Cover

Lot # 675 µ
5 �

An exceptional cover 1840 from Dublin to Cork in
Ireland with a beautiful strip of five of 2 d. plate I. Tied
by red Maltese crosses and arr. pmk “CORK DE 3 1840”
on back. Clear to very good margins all around, the right
stamp with small faults. Unique Irish usage as strip.
Cert. MacDonell. 

VERY RARE EXHIBITION ITEM

€uro 3.000

321
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High Franking to Australia

• Lot # 676 µ
�

A spectacular shipletter 1855 “per Mindora” to
Australia with 12 copies of 1 sh. die 2 including a
block of six and two vertical strips of three,
almost full margins on all. Blocks are very rare on
cover. Repairs on the cover, not affecting the
stamps. Arr. pmk Victoria shipletter on back.
Cert. RPS. 

IMPORTANT MULTIPLE FRANKING

€uro 25.000



P 677 59 � Beautiful 6 d. Embossed with well placed “906” WOBURN with clear
to good margins all around. SG £ 1.000. 150

P 678 183 � A wonderful 10 shilling ultramarine 1883, well cen-
tered and perfect “TENBURY NO 30 89”. 
EXCELLENT. 300

P µ 679 697var+ 4 d. Robin stamp of 1966 with red colour omitted on small cover 
698e � canc. in Sheffield in 1966 (a couple of folds well away from stamp).

Also a similar cover with an uncancelled 4 d. Blue Tit from the same
set with a 2 mm shift in the green colour (slight soiling). Both covers
with certs RPS. 200

Collections & Lots
680 **/ */ � Two albums, the first one containing a collection of Great Britain 1850s

up to 1970s and the second containing various classic Great Britain
and some later Commonwealth incl. better stamps. 200

681 � Small box with 1 penny reds, a small booklet containing plate numbers
71-225 nearly cpl. and 12 bundles of presumably 100 stamps each (of
which one with imperfs). Very mixed quality so inspection is advised. Bid

British Commonwealth
Numbers According to Stanley Gibbons

€uro
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P µ 682 1 QUEENSLAND. An outstanding copy 1d. carmine rose with an
excellent numeral “74” CALLANDOON. SG £ 800+. Cert. BPA &
sign. A. Diena. SUPERB. 400

P 683 1 � QUEENSLAND. A beautiful pair 1 d. carmine rose with clear numeral
15 with small faults. SG as singles £ 1.600. Bid

P µ 684 � TASMANIA. Cover with full interesting content dated 3.9 1833 sent from
Hobart Town via Adelaide to Edinburgh, Scotland. On the reverse red
boxed “INDIA LETTER DEAL” as well as arrival canc. “JAN 8 1834”. 100

677 678 679

682 683 684



P µ 685 � TASMANIA. Very interesting cover sent to London but then forwar-
ded to Salem, Massachusetts, USA with red datestamp “HOBART
TOWN 17 MAY 1847”. Postage 4 d. and in London 17 d., in London a
Maltese “PAID L.S. 18 AU 1847” has been applied as well as a red
“LONDON SEP 3”. Two ship name endorsements crossed out. 150

P 686 � TASMANIA. Domestic cover canc. “LAUNCESTON 7 JA 1850” sent to
Campbell Town, postage noted 4 d. Bid

€uro
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P µ 687 � TASMANIA. Entire with full contents sent to Salisbury, England with
red “GENERAL POST OFFICE HOBART TOWN JY 21 1850”. 4 d. for
the sender and 9 d. for the receiver. Arrival canc. “SALISBURY DE 18
1850” on back. 100

P µ 688 � TASMANIA. Envelope sent to Scotland from “LAUNCESTON 22 JY
1851”. Rated 4 d. and 8 d. paid by the receiver. London transit on
December 29th 1851 an arrival canc. “PITTENWEEM DE 30 1851” on
back. 100

P 689 � TASMANIA. Cover sent from Hobart Town to Campbell Town with
red cowned “FREE” handstamp of Hobart Town on front as well as
dated boxed “CAMP TOWN 5. June 53”. 100

P µ 690 � TASMANIA. 4 d. blue tied on cover to Sydney. Red “PRE-PAID MR 18
1857” on front and “SHIP LETTER SYDNEY MR 24 1857” arrival on
back. The stamp slightly cut into at right. 150

685 686

687 688

689 690



P 691 � TASMANIA. Cover sent to London franked with 6 d. (cut into) tied
with dumb obliterator, red General Post Office mark of “HOBART
TOWN 23 MR 1864”. arrival canc. “LONDON PAID MY 20 64”. 100

692 � TASMANIA. Collection of ca 140 covers and cards
starting with prephilatelic items from the 1820s-50s
incl. several ship letters to England etc. Then later
items franked with various issues incl. a few postal
stationery items. Included with the collection is a
wealth of study information incl. “Tasmanian
Postal Acts and Regulations” in seven volumes by
A. E. Orchard. 1.500

µ 693 � TASMANIA. Collection of various mostly used stamps 1850s to early
1900s on a few stock pages. Also some NSW on pages. Mixed quality. 100

€uro
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P 694 5 � CANADA. Exceptional 3 c. wove paper with perfect ring canc.
SUPERB. 100

P µ 695 18 � CANADA. A wonderful 3 d. red on machine made paper with a per-
fect grid canc. Very scarce in this quality. Certs Brandon & Green
Foundation. EXCELLENT. 250

694 695

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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Newfoundland
Superb 1 Shilling 1857

Lot # 696 µ
9 �

A wonderful copy 1 sh. scarlet-vermillion with light and
well placed ten bar canc., very good even margins all
around. A very difficult stamp to find in good condition.
SG £ 9.000+. Certs Gratton & Calves, signed A. Diena as
well. 

SUPERB & RARE

€uro 4.000



P µ697 10 NEWFOUNDLAND. Extremely fresh 2 d. orange-
vermillion with bottom sheet margin. Cert. Green
Foundation. EXCELLENT. 500

€uro
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P 698 2 � NEW BRUNSWICK. Very beautiful 3 d. with a well placed and light
grid numeral “23” Richibucto, clear to very good margins all around.
SUPERB. 150

P µ 699 6 � NOVA SCOTIA. Beautiful 6 d. in the scarce deep green shade with
light and well placed grid canc. Good to large margins. Certs Bolaffi
& BPA. SUPERB. 400
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Suez Canal Company Full Sheet

Lot # 700 µ
**

A beautiful sheet of 120 stamps of 20 c. blue incl. many
varieties. Two vertical folds in through the margins and
one with some splitting and reinforcement. More than
100 stamps ** and more or less all in good condition.
Michel as * single stamps 14.400++. Not many complete
sheets still existing. Cert. Ceremuga.

€uro 3.000



€uro
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P µ702 108 ** GIBRALTAR. Very beautiful £ 5 with margin, per-
fectly centered. Cert. Raybaudi. EXCELLENT. 1.000

703 308 � INDIA Gandhi 10 r. 1948 in block of four. SG £ 560+. 150

701 **/ */ � EGYPT. Interesting accumulation of various Egyptian stamps, sets and
minisheets on stock sheets in an album, on stock cards, in glassines etc.
The larger part is older material removed from a number of different
old collections, needs sorting. 250

P 704 � INDIA. Incoming cover from Ireland franked with 1 scilling canc. 27
January 1942 with both Irish as well as British censor markings as well
as red oval O.A.T. handstamp (onward air transmission). Multiple Indian
transit and arrival handstamps from April 1942 on back. 100

µ705 INDIA. Stockbook with mostly old duplicates incl.
much first issue. Also many 4 r. with a few four
margin copies, but mostly cut to shape. Interesting
study material incl. many notes about plates, pos.
canc. etc. Some pages on our website. Please
inspect. 600

µ 706 � INDIA. Classic covers, interesting lot of more than 25 covers incl.
many first issue 1 and 2 annas. Please inspect. 300

• µ 707 � INDIA. Lot of ca 125 different postal stationery items with “SPECI-
MEN” overprints. Mostly aerogrammes as well as single and double
cards but also some registered letters noted. Please see pictures on our
website. 150
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Mauritius

Post Office Stocken Reprints 1912

Lot # 708 µ
The two famous Mauritius values 1d. and 2d. POST OFFICE in full printing sheets,
orange and blue. Printed in 1912 with the original plate found at that time. The plate
itself was sold  at auction recently for € 1.320.000. Certs Royal Philatelic Society.

SUPERB
€uro 1.000

Strip of Four 1d on Shipletter

Lot # 709
24 �

A spectacular cover 1860 to France with full contents bearing a beautiful verti-
cal strip of four 1d red-brown with large margins all around incl. sheet margins
at top and bottom, pos. 3/6/9/12. Nicely tied by grid canc. and a red French arri-
val “PAYS ETR. V. SUEZ - MARSEILLE 2 FEV 60”. On back “G P O MAURITI-
US JA 7 1860”. Sign. A. Diena & Holcombe. 

SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY

Provenance: Maurice Burrus

€uro 4.000



€uro
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P 716 � Very beautiful shipletter to Paris 1880 with the scarce British mail
“JACMEL UNPAID C OC 25 80”, due marking “16” as well as canc. “T
1-10”. Arr. pmk on back. Ex. Sabattini. SUPERB. 200

P 710 1 (*) SARAWAK  3 cents in a well centered block of four pos 61-62/71-72,
with varieties in pos. 61 “white dot above T in CENTS” & pos. 71 “fra-
melines missing in top left corner”, a few bends. SCARCE. 100

µ 711 1 (*) SARAWAK, the first stamp 3 cents in five copies with varieties, pos. 81,
85, 91. 96 & 100. Please see pictures and descriptions on our website. 100

712 ** B.A.T., FALKLAND ISLANDS & TERRITORIES.
Beautiful ** collection in 5 SAFE Dual albums.
Falkland Island cpl. 1953-2009, Falkland Is. Dep.
cpl. 1944-56, South Georgia and Sandwich Is. cpl.
1963-2009 as well as British Antarctic Territory cpl.
1963-2009. Also a stockbook containing various
extra minisheets etc. Very high cat. value and
album cost. 750

713 ** CHANNEL IS. & IRELAND. Box with official year sets, 6 diff. from
Guernsey up to 2000, 16 diff. from Jersey 1986-2005 as well as year
books from Ireland 1989-90 & 1999. Mi=1.845 according to the vendor. Bid

714 * Collection of various British Commonwealth countries and areas from
classic stamps onward to the 1940s on home made album pages in two
binders. Please inspect. 300

Greece
µ 715 **/ */ � Olympic Games 1896-1906 lot of 14 different stamps incl. high values,

e.g. 10 dr. 1896 * with Grønlund cert. and 1 on 5 dr. 1900 **. High cat.
value. 200

Haiti



P 717 � FORWARDING AGENT. Very beautiful cover to New York 1863 with
blue “FORWARDED BY HUBBARD & STEENCKEN PORT AU
PRINCE”, some folds. SCARCE. Ex  Sabattini. 200

€uro
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Unique Rebellion Cover

Lot # 718 µ
�

Large triple rate cover 1889 from Cap Haitien to St Thomas,
Danish West Indies with three strikes of the rare Cap Haitien rebel-
lion marking, each one indicating 15 cents postage. 
ONE OF THE GREAT POSTAL HISTORY ITEMS FROM HAITI

Provenance: 
Tomas Bjäringer
Bruno Sabattini

€uro 2.500



P µ 719 2+4+5 P Proofs in black for the first issue, 2 c. in pair, 5 c. single and 7 c. in a ver-
tical margin pair. SCARCE. 150

€uro

150

P µ720 5+9 � MIXED FRANKING. Very beautiful cover to Paris
with 7 c. first issue mixed with 3 c. perforate from
second issue “PORT AU PRINCE 18 DEC 84”.
Small tear in envelope only. Ex. Sabattini. Cert.
Moorhouse. VERY RARE. 1.000

P µ721 5+28+ MIXED FRANKING on shipletter with late usage 
29 � of 7 c. first issue together with Palm issue 1893 1 &

2 c. paying the rate to France with Ligne F paquebot
canc. Ex. Sabattini. Cert. Moorhouse. 
SUPERB & VERY RARE. 1.500

Ex 719



P 722 10 P Proof in black of 5 c. perforate 11½ in margin block of four, imperforate
horizontally. SCARCE. 150

P 723 10 � Very beautiful cover to London with 5 c. in a strip of four in II prin-
ting paying double rate “PORT AU PRINCE 25 AOUT 83”. Ex.
Sabattini. VERY FINE & RARE. 400

€uro
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P µ724 10 � POSTAGE DUE COVER to France 1886 with 5 c.
perf. in pair. Treated as underpaid with triangular
“T” and French postag due stamps 10 & 40 c. Ex.
Sabattini. Cert. Moorhouse. VERY RARE. 1.500

P µ 725 � Two covers from the 1890s, the first one franked with five copies of 2
cents sent to the US, the second one franked with two copies of 1 cent
sent locally. 150

722 723

Ex 725



P 728 1 I ** An extremely fresh gutter block of nine of 5 c. green as usually bent in
the gutter. A very small hinge remnant far out in the full sheet margin.
Very good margins with the cutting lines visible all around. Pos. 62
(the centre stamp) with variety “horizontal crack in the middle of the
stamp”. Sass. as 3 gutter pairs * (hinged) 1.500+++.SUPERB & RARE. 400

P 729 3 II ** A fantastic corner block of four 15 c. with only one hinge in the upper
margin. Large margin with all dividing lines clearly visible, Sign. Colla.
EXCELLENT. 200

P 730 3 II ** An exceptional gutter block of eight of 15 c., as usually bent in the
gutter. Large margins with most dividing lines visible. The upper
left stamp with variety “frame line missing at top and at right”. Sass.
as 4 gutter pairs * (hinged) Euro 4.000+++. SUPERB & RARE. 600

P 731 4 ** A wonderful corner block of nine 25 c. Large margins with all dividing
lines clearly visible. A natural gum bend in two of the top stamps. One
hinge far down in the margin only. Sass. as single * (hinged) copies
Euro 3.150+++. SUPERB & SCARCE. 300

Hungary
726 ** Two small presentation books with mostly imperforate sets 1960-61 incl.

Mi. Nos 1718-25 and minisheets (Kleinbogen) Birds 1961 Nos 1765-68 &
1783-86. Michel ca 1.000. Gift from the exhibition in Budapest 1961. 100

Iran
727 � Collection from early issues onwards to ca 1970s housed in a stockbook. 100

Italian States
Modena

€uro
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728 729

730 731



P 732 4 ** A fantastic gutter block of nine, very large margins
with all dividing lines clearly visible. As usually
bent between the gutters. Sass. as 3 gutter pairs *
(hinged) Euro 6.300+++. 
EXCELLENT & VERY RARE. 1.000

€uro
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P 733 6 ** A very fresh and beautiful corner block of four of 1 lire with all the cut-
ting lines visible. Hinge remnants in margin only, barely touching the
corner stamp. Sign. Raybaudi. SUPERB. 100

P 734 6 ** Extremely fresh gutter block of eight of 1 lire, large margins with all the
dividing lines visible. As usual bent in the gutter. Variety “larger dot”
in pos. 126 in the double sheet (Sass. No. 11a). Sass. as 2 gutter pairs *
(hinged) Euro 650+++. EXCELLENT & SCARCE. 200

734733

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building 
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor! 



P 738 I. 5 ** Province of Naples 5 gr. red in a complete sheet of 50
(in Michel considered as the first issue of Italy). As
always with the outer margins cut close in spaces. Just
a few copies with hinge marks. Photo of the back on
our website. Very fresh and good quality. Sassone No.
21 Euro 20.000 ++ just as single * stamps! VERY RARE. 1.500

€uro
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P µ 735 Z 2P Proof for the Newspaper stamp 1853 9c. in a complete pane of 60
copies on horizontally ribbed paper. A quarter of a full printing sheet
of 240 copies with gutters between the quarters. Very rare as such.
Some brown spots. The whole left raw has a vertical pre-printing
fold. Sass. # P 34 = 12.000. Cert. Bottacchi. 500

Naples

P µ 736 1 � A wonderful copy of ½ grana bright carmine plate II (Sass. # 2a “car-
mino vivo” = 1.100+) with perfectly placed arc. canc. “Annulato”
(“svolazo”). Cert. Avi. EXCELLENT. 200

P 737 3 � Exceptional copy 2 gr. in the scarce shade “vivo carmino” Sass. No. 5
f with a very beautiful strike of the rare canc. “PRIGNANO 30 APR.
1861”. Sign. Sassone. SUPERB. 200

736 737
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Papal States

Lot # 739 µ
1+2 �

An exceptional cover with ½ baj. together with a 1 baj.
bisect with a beautiful and light postmark tying both of
them to the cover. This combination is listed in Sassone
without price and is possibly unique. Certs Sorani,
Raybaudi, Scheller & Avi.

SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 12.500

One Bajocco Bisect



P 741 1 ** A fantastic corner pair of 5 c. with large margin. The right stamp
with a plate error: thin white line from the arms in the centre of the
circle going diagonally up at left. SUPERB & RARE. 300

P 742 1 ** Beautiful vertical gutter pair of 5 c. as usually bent in the gutter.
Sassone as * Euro 1.200++. 250

P 743 1 ** Very fresh and beautiful gutter block of four of 5 c. Sass. as 2 horizontal
gutter pairs * (hinged) 1.500+++. SUPERB. 250

P 740 1 * Exceptional margin copy 5 c. with 4,5 cm margin. 100

€uro
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742 743

Parma
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Heart Blocks of Four

Lot # 744 µ
1 **

A spectacular block of four of 5 centimes with gutters in a cross from the
centre of the sheet. Exceptional quality with very large margins all
around and never hinged. Usual bends in the gutter. Sassone for * Euro
8.500+++. Cert. Avi. 

EXCELLENT EXHIBTION RARITY

€uro 2.500

Lot 745 µ
2 **

Exceptional block of four of 10 centimes with gutters in a cross from the
centre of the sheet. A few very small stains of no importance, extremely
fresh. Very large margins all around considering the small spacing in
the sheet. Sass. for * Euro 8.500+++. Cert. Avi. 

SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 2.000



P µ 748 13 � An extremely rare ship canc. “ALEXANDRIA d’EGITTO” on 40 c.
red printing 1861 (Sass. # 16Da). Canc. upon arrival, extremely rare
on Sardinian stamps. Sass. R 3, the highest rarity degree. Cert.
Bottacchi. SUPERB. 200

P 746 2 ** An exceptional vertical gutter block of six  with
very good margins, as usually bent in the gutter.
Sass. as 3 pairs * Euro 3.600+++. SUPERB & RARE. 600

€uro
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P 747 2 ** Beautiful gutter block of six of 10 c. as usually bent in the gutter. A few
very light brownish spots. Sass. as 3 horizontal gutter pairs * (hinged)
Euro 2.250+++. 250

Sardinia



Lot # 749 µ
3

Beautiful platings of 200 stamps 2 grana, mostly used copies incl.
with sheet margins, shades, superb copies etc. Also two strips of
three. In general good quality. Can be viewed on our website.
Sassone minimum as singles 44.000+++. 

RARE & ATTRACTIVE

€uro 2.500

Sicily

P 750 3 � Very beautiful pair of 2 gr. blue with a light and well placed canc.
SUPERB. Bid

P 751 4 * Very fresh 5 gr. vermillion plate I pos. 57. Sass. # 10 = 1.500. Sign. A.
Diena & Fiechi. VERY FINE. 150

P µ 752 4 � Beautiful 5 gr. vermillion plate I. Sass. # 10a = 6.000. Cert. Enzo
Diena. VERY FINE. 400

P 753 6 � Beautiful 20 gr. with light canc. Sass. # 13 = 1.500. Sign. A. Diena. 
VERY FINE. 150

159

Platings 2 Grana Plate I & III

750 751 752 753
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Superb 50 Grana Cover

Lot # 754 µ
2+4+5+7 �

Very beautiful cover to Sardinia with an absolu-
tely perfect 50 grana with very good margins all
around together with 1, 5 & 10 gr. All in good con-
dition and nice pmks leaving the King’s portrait
free. At side an excellent “MESSINA 23.1 60”.
Sass. Nos 5d, 10, 12 & 14 incl. the rare light ver-
million plate I of 5 grana! Pictured in the
MonacoPhil Rarity Catalogue 2006 on page 113.
Several expert signatures incl. Alberto Bolaffi
with his note “50 grana eccezionale” at bottom
right. Cert. Enzo Diena. 
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SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 40.000

Spectacular Four Colour Franking



P 756 11 � Very beautiful shipletter 1862 to Marseille with 40 c. of the first issue
of the Italian Kingdom (Sass. # 3). Very rare canc. with the French
small numeral “1896” upon arrival. 300

P 757 11 � An exceptional shipletter to Cette in France with 40 c. in the scarce
shade rose (Sass. 3d) 1862 of the first issue of the Italian Kingdom.
Endorsed “par Vapeur voie Marseille” and the stamp canc. with
French large  numeral  “2240” in transit in Marseille. 
VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 400

P 758 � Cover from Alexandria to Livorno 1863 with blue “ALEXANDRIEN
28.5” and red rectangular “PIROSCAFI POSTALI AUSTRIACI”.
Due mark “7” ( 70 c.) and red “N.A.” (non addebitato=not charged).
VERY SCARCE & BEAUTIFUL. 500

P µ 759 129 ** Interesting 20 cent Vittorio Emanuele III of 1917 misperf. with
displaced set-off on front (Sassone No. 109). Cert. Raybaudi. RARE. 300

P µ 760 55+56I � POST OFFICE IN TIENTSIN. Used copies of 40 cents on 1 Lire as well
as 2 Dollari on 5 Lire (type I). Mi=600. Certs Gustav G. Gordon. 100

µ 755 � Nice little collection of first and second issue incl. shades, cancella-
tions etc. on three album pages. Especially interesting 6 cr. with
many shades. Very clean and fresh, a total of 39 stamps. Please
inspect. 400

Italian Kingdom

€uro
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756 757

758 759 Ex 760
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Largest Multiple of 
the First Postage Due Stamp

Lot # 761 µ
P 1d **/ *

Issued January 1st 1863 - Francesco Matraire engraving.
A fantastic block of 24 of the 10 c. in the scarcer ocher
shade (Sass. # 1a). Extremely fresh and fine block of a
stamp that unused is mostly found without gum. Michel
just as * single stamps 48.000. The majority of stamps
never hinged, some normal gum bends and a few small
closed tears.  Pictured in the MonacoPhil 2015 Rarity
Catalogue page 108 and in the same for New York 2016,
page 97. Cert. Sorani and an older one from Raybaudi as
an uneven block of 27, before it was reduced to 24.

UNIQUE EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 25.000



µ766 ** LJUBLJANA Italian occupation 1941-43 complete
never hinged (83 stamps) incl. stamps issued as few
as 100 copies. Four certificates by Caffaz. Sass. ca
24.000. Very good quality. Please see our website. 3.000

µ 762 */ � Extensive collection 1861 - ca 1960 in a Schaubek album incl. many
medium and better singles and sets, also a page Papal States,
Further, two albums incl. Vatican,San Marino and Italian Colonies. 500

Italian Offices & Colonies
763 **/ */ � FOREIGN POST OFFICES. Collection including never hinged mint

and fine used issues. Also some fine blocks of four. About 180 stamps. 100

µ 764 ** TRISTE ZONE B complete never hinged in very good quality. Sass.
4.900. Please see our website. 800

€uro
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Ljubljana, Slovenia Hand Overprint

Lot # 765 µ
A1

Very beautiful parcel card with 0,25 din. hand overprint together
with an Italian 1,25 l. stamp in pair. Sass. 18.000. Only 100 copies
of this stamp issued! Cert. Petric. 

VERY RARE

€uro 3.000



P µ773 2-3 � A spectacular cover from Dutch Indies with printed
text dated “Samarang 31th December 1855”. Mailed
from “AMERSFOORT 29.1 1857” to Sardinia, Italy
with an exceptional franking of a top margin pair of
15 c., slightly cut at bottom and a wide margin 10 c.
with two excellent canc. Mistakingly taxed “7” (70
c.) which has been crossed out as the rate paid is
correct. Sign. E. Diena. 
BEAUTIFUL POSTAL HISTORY RARITY. 750

µ 767 ** Eritrea 1924 - 1934. Very fine MNH stamp lot (61) including good
stamps like definitive issue 1928-1929 perforation 11 (Mi. 39-41 C),
1926 definitive set 75 c - 2,50 lire, 1930 National Militia set etc. Very
good quality. Please inspect. 500

µ 768 ** SOMALIA 1926 - 1934 Very fine MNH stamp lot (51) including valu-
able items like 1926-7 definitive set with the rare 75 c stamp and 1 -
10 lire high values etc. Very good quality. Please inspect. 400

µ 769 ** TRIPOLITANIA 1925 - 1935. Very fine MNH stamp lot (75) including
good items. Very good quality. Please inspect. 200

Japan
770 ** Extensive lot in sheets, part sheets and sheetlets ca 1975 - 1990, mostly

different. Yvert acc. to list over 5.000. Good quality. 500

Monaco
771 **/ * Extensive collection 1885-1982 in a stockbook with many good sing-

les, sets and minisheets. Yvert ca 7.300. Please inspect. 500

µ 772 ** Two blocks ** 5 c. blue 1891 in block of 20 and 1.75 fr. carmine 1937 in
block of 15. Yvert 2.890. 100

Netherlands

€uro
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P µ 774 6 � Very beautiful cover 1866 to Dunkerque in France with two copies 15
c. nicely canc. “FRANCO”. Cert. Vlemming. 100

775 � Clean used collection 1852 - 1962 in an old album, well filled except the
most expensive stamps (simplified early part when it comes to diff.
perfs). Also some colonies. Mi=2.700 according to the consignor. 150

µ 776 **/ */ � 1925-1933 coil stamps Michel no 164 A/B, 19-5 B, 201-4 A/B, 229-232
A/B, 236-9 A/B, 268-271 A/B, Child welfare sets, some also as coil
pairs. Interesting lot. Mi=560. 100

Dutch Indies

€uro
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P 777 1 (*) A very fresh and beautiful unused copy 10 c. 1864. VERY FINE. Bid

P 778 1 � Very beautiful 10 c. “BANDOENG 27.9 1867”. SUPERB. 100

P 779 1 � Beautiful 10 c. “BATAVIA 8.7 1866” (small size). SUPERB. Bid

P 780 1 � Well placed canc. “CHERIBON 2.6 1868” (small size) on 10 c. SUPERB. Bid

P 781 1 � A wonderful copy with large margins all around “MADIOEN 25.7
1867”. EXCELLENT. 100

P 782 1 � Very beautiful canc “PEKALONGAN” on 10 c. Bid

P 783 1 � Beautiful 10 c. with  well placed “SALATIGA”. Bid

P 784 1 � Very beautiful 10 c. “SOERAKARTA 3.8 1868”. SUPERB. Bid

777 778 779 780 781

782 783 784 785



P 785 1 � Very beautiful canc. “TAGAL” on 10 c. Bid

P 786 1 � An exceptional strip of three 10 c. 1864 “FRANCO”, pos. 72-74.
SUPERB & SCARCE. 200

P µ 787 1 � Nice lot of ten copies 10 c. 1864 with clear and nice different town
canc. Ambarawa, Bandjermasin, Batavia (large size), Cheribon (large
size), Makasser, Padang, Pematang, Probolinggo, Samarang &
Soerabaja. Some small faults. 250

P 788 2 � A wonderful 10 c. 1868 “BUITENZORG 7.3 1870”. SUPERB. 150

789 � DUTCH INDIES. Duplicate lot 1870 onwards in two stockbooks incl.
postage due. Many stamps, much cheaper ones. 200

Peru

€uro
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P µ 790 2 * Very beautiful 2 r. with margins all around. Yvert 2.700. Cert. APS.
VERY FINE. 500

P 791 7II � Very beautiful 1 p. 1858 with scarce blue canc. “CHICL” Chiclayo. Bid

Poland

P 792 1a � Very beautiful piece with 1860 10 kopek blue/rose with ideal railway
postmark “KIBARTY 21.12”. SUPERB. 200

P 793 1a � Exceptional piece with 10 kopek blue/rose  with ideal cancellation of
six concentric squares + “1” (curved foot) from WARSAW. SUPERB. 200

786 Ex 787 788

790 791

792 793



P 794 1a � 1860 10 kopek blue/rose on small piece with ideal cancellation of
four concentric circles + “1” from WARSAW. SUPERB 200

P 795 1b � Very beautiful 10 kopek dark blue/rose with ideal cancellation of
four concentric circles + “89” from ZOLKIEWKA. SUPERB. 200

€uro
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795794

Lot # 796
1a �

A wonderful little cover with 10 kopek blue/rose from WARSAW
to ST PETERSBURG. Cancelled with ideal railway postmark
“DP” (in four concentric circles) of Warsaw with additional
“EKSPEDYCYA DWORZEC PRAGA 9/10”. 

SUPERB

€uro 1.000



P 798 1b � Very beautiful small cover with 10 kopek dark
blue/rose from WARSAW to ODESSA. Cancelled
with ideal postmark “1” (in four concentric circles)
of Warsaw with additional “WARSCHAVA 7/8”.
VERY FINE 800

• µ 799 (*) WARSAW REBELLION 1944. Unissued local set of 10 with violet over-
print “POCZTA POLOWA 1-VIII-1944 WARZAWA” sign. Krawczyk.
Regretfully the stamps have become stuck to a stock card (previously
never hinged) so they must be regarded as without gum, one stamp
with 1 mm tear. Please see pictures on our website. Bid

P 797 1b � Exceptional cover with 10 kopek dark blue/rose
from WARSAW to ST PETERSBURG. Cancelled
with ideal postmark “1” (in four concentric squares
and with curved foot) of Warsaw with additional
“EKSPEDYCYA DWORZEC PRAGA 25/1”. Several
signatures. SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM. 1.000

€uro
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Collections
µ 800 � Very fine small old collection 1860-1915 starting with a SUPERB #1. 200

€uro
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Postal History 1856-1915

Lot # 801 µ
�/ �

Exceptional collection of Poland and Russian stamps
used in Poland 1856-1915. Starting with six stampless
covers, four to France and one to Finland and Russian 10
kopek stationery from “KRASNISTAN” to Finland. Five
Poland number 1 used and four on covers. Russian stam-
ps used in Poland starting with 5 used copies of Mi. 5
and one Mi.6. Total selection of 31 covers with many
multi-colour frankings sent abroad, postage due, shifted
center and registered sample without value 1914 among
others. Rarely offered with such contents, 55 stamps and
42 covers. All available on our website.

€uro 5.000



P µ802 1b * A very fresh and beautiful 5 reis reddish brown
type I of Queen Maria. Mi=4.200. Cert. Inexfip.
VERY FINE & SCARCE. 1.000

€uro
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P 803 1 � A wonderful 5 reis with large even margins and well placed blue
“75” VILLA DA CONDE. SUPERB. 300

P µ804 3 � A wonderful 50 reis with very large and well balan-
ced margins all around and an excellent numeral
“1”. Cert. Inexfip. EXCELLENT. 400

P 805 3 � Queen Maria 50 reis with superb numeral “1”. Mi=1.300. VERY FINE. 200

P 806 33 � King Luis I 1867 beautiful 240 reis with light canc. Mi=600. Sign. A.
Diena. 100

803 804

805 806

Portugal



P µ 811 ** Collection of 11 diff. better early minisheets 1940-49 in very fine mint
never hinged quality. Mi. Nos Bl. 1-4, 8-14. Mi=3.240. 
ALL ON OUR WEBSITE. 400

µ 812 */ � 1853-1898 good collection. Several valuable stamps, partly mixed qua-
lity. Including Mi. 7-8, 9 a+b, 12-16, 21-24, 33, 66-77, 96-108 including
vareties (perforations/colours). 200

P 807 238Ax ** Ceres 30 c. brown perf. 15 x 14 on normal paper in block of four. Perfect
centering, two stamps with each one minimal natural point in the
gum. EXCELLENT & SCARCE. 150

P 808 Bl. 1 ** 1940 Portuguese Legion minisheet, very fine mint never hinged with
usual minor natural gum bends. Mi=900. 150

P 809 Bl. 1 � Very fine used 1940 Portuguese Legion minisheet. Mi=1.200. 
SCARCE SHEET. 200

Collections & Lots
µ 810 Bl 3 ** Stamp Anniversary 1940, 14 minisheets in good quality. Mi=2.240. 250

€uro
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807 808 809

Ex 811
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Portuguese Colonies

Cape Verde - Guinea Usage

Lot # 813 µ
7 �

Very beautiful little envelope to England 1880 with 100 r. violet with mute circle
canc. indicating that it was sent from or via Guinea, which did not get their own
stamps until 1889. Red arr. pmk on back. Cert. Atheneu. 

VERY FINE & RARE

€uro  2.000

Superb 100 Reis Cover

Lot # 814 µ
7 �

A wonderful cover 1883 to Auburndale, Mass. with 100 reis with blue well pla-
ced “VICENCE 21.7 83”, one of the islands of Cape Verde. Opened out for exhi-
biting. Transit and arr. pmks on back. Cert. Philatelic Foundation. 

SUPERB & RARE
Provenance: Luis Frazao

€uro 1.500



P 816 1 � A wonderful 10 kopek with an absolutely perfect numeral cancella-
tion “9” TAUROGGEN. Sign Thier. EXCELLENT 500

P µ 817 1 � Very beautiful 10 kopek with large margins and part of sheet margin
at right, dotted numeral “21”. Cert. Hovest. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 400

P µ 818 1 � Very beautiful 10 kopek with light and full numeral “115” MARIU-
POL. Cert. Buchsbayew. SUPERB. 400

P µ 819 1 � A very beautiful 10 kopek with large margins and well placed red
canc. “DINABURG”. Cert. Hovest. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 400

P 820 1 � Beautiful 10 kopek with good margins and cancelled with framed
postmark.VERY FINE 200

P 821 1 Very beautiful 10 kopek with wide margins and beautiful dotted squ-
are postmark “354” OLGOPOL. Small thin but VERY ATTRACTIVE. 200

P 822 1 � Very beautiful and wide margin 10 kopek with neat two-line post-
mark. Sign Ebnet & Oliva. VERY FINE. 300

P 823 1 � Very beautiful and wide margin copy of 10 kopek from the upper
left corner of the sheet. Neat manuscript ink cross. Rare to find with
such margins. SUPERB 400

P 824 1 � Very beautiful wide margin copy of 10 kopek with sheet margin at left.
Balanced manuscript ink cross. Rare to find with such margins.
SUPERB 200

P 825 1 � Beautiful 10 kop with centric manuscript cancellation ink cross. Good
margins all around 200

Romania
µ 815 � Very fine old used collection 1862-1918 with many better stamps and

beautiful cancellations. Includes some areas and occupations. 300

Imperial Russia 
Please see  also Lots #601, 796, 797, 798, 801, 995, 1195, 1206, 1258

10 Kopek 1857

€uro
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816 817 818 819 820

821 822 823 824 825



P 829 6 � Exceptional pair of 20 kopek 1858 perf. 12½ with an excellent canc.
“ODESSA”. SUPERB & SCARCE. 200

P 830 15 (*) The rare printing for “1867 Paris Exposition
Universelle” of the 1865 issue 10 kopek printed on
very thin paper with wide margins and imperforate.
Thin spots of little importance. 
VERY FINE & SCARCE 500

P µ826 4y � An exceptional 30 kopek perf. 14½ x 15 on thin
paper. Rare numeral “618” Jaroslaw, Petrowsk
Gouvernement. Cert. Mikulski. 
SUPERB & RARE. 1.500

P 827 5 � Very beautiful folded letter to Åbo, Finland with 10 kop perf 12½.
Dated in content in St. Petersburg 1864 and cancelled with ink cross
which is quite unusual for this issue. SUPERB. 100

µ 828 5 � Very fine selection of four covers 1860-1865 with 10 kopek perf 12½.
All with different postmarks (blue BERDIANSK + MOSCOW, RIGA
and BERDIANSK numerals). VERY FINE - SUPERB. 100

Later Issues
€uro
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829 830



P 834 23x * Beautiful block of four of 30 kopek rose/green horizontally laid paper,
lightly hinged. VERY FINE 250

P 835 23x ** Exceptional block of nine of 30 kopek rose/green on
horizontally laid paper with the lower corner sheet
margin. Never hinged and extremely fresh. 
SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM 750

€uro
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P 831 15 � Interesting postage due letter 1866 from St. Petersburg to London with
10 kop perf. 14½ x 15. Many postmarks and notations confirming that
10 kop was not sufficient for the rate from Russia to GB. Vertical fold
not affecting the stamp. VERY FINE & RARE. 100

P 832 17 � 1865 30 kopek rose carmine and dark yellowish green, rare with
Swedish canc.  “STOCKHOLM 2.7.18”.  Light corner bend without
importance. Ex Faberge. 100

P 833 20P Proof 5 kopek in red without gum. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 150

832 833

834 835



P µ841 45y+ MISSING BACKGROUND. Beautiful registered 
46yF+ cover 7.5.1907 from RIGA STATION with 1, 2 and 7 
59y � kopek on the back of the cover. 2 kopek with the

rare variety missing back ground. Michel without
price and extremely rare on cover. 
SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM. 500

P µ 842 46y I � 1902 2 kopek green with a rare heavy vertical mispalcement of the
background. Cert. Hovest. 100

€uro
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• P µ 836 24+25 � Registered 5 kop. red postal stationery envelope sent from St.
Petersburg to Moscow in 1884, additionally franked with 2 kop. single
as well as two copies of 7 kop. 200

P 837 27x * Verfy fresh and well centered 10 kopek 1875 in a block of four. Signed
Richter. SUPERB. 100

P 838 30Aa � Extremely beautiful printed matter with 2 kopek from St. Petersburg
as ship mail to Sweden “STOCKHOLM 5.8.1884”. SUPERB 200

• P 839 38y � Fine used copy of 3,50 rubel on vertically ribbed paper. Mi=800. 100

P 840 40x � Extremely beautiful card 1902 with 4 kopek as ship mail from Åland
via STOCKHOLM 8.7.02 to STRÖMSTAD 9.7.1902 + FRÅN FIN-
LAND. SUPERB 100

836 837 838

839 840 842



P 843 49yU � Beautiful pair of 7 kopek from the lower right corner of the sheet.
Used on a letter piece canc. 27.VII with heavily misplaced ground-
work and all sides imperforated. VERY FINE & SCARCE 300

P µ 844 63-67 SPECIMEN of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 kopek in imperforate blocks of ten (one 
**/ * with gutter), all with full overprint “OBRASETZ” (specimen). 

VERY FINE & SCARCE 400

• P µ 845 116 � RUSSIAN OFFICES IN CHINA. Registered cover from Charbin to
Cairo, Egypt via London franked with 20/14 kop. provisional on back
with Tschilinghirian type 3E canc. dated 4.3.17. Cert. Mikulski.
RARE. 250

€uro
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Ex 844

Please note!
Lots marked with   have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.comµ



P µ 852 23+24+ WEST ARMY 1919 10, 20, 50 and 70 kopek on a beautiful cover “JEL-
27+28 � GAWA 13.11.1919”.  Opinion Hovest. Rare usage 100

µ 853 **/ */ � RUSSIAN CIVIL WAR. Collection on eight stock book pages.
Including about 350 stamps. Also North West Army Mi. 1-4 and Mi.
II,V (840 Euro). Interesting! 200

µ 854 **/ */ � RUSSIAN CIVIL WAR. Collection on seven stock book pages.
Including about 270 stamps. Interesting! 100

µ 855 **/ */ � RUSSIAN CIVIL WAR. Collection on seven stock book pages.
Including about 260 stamps. Interesting! 100

Collections & Lots
µ 846 **/ */ � Small specialized collection 1910 (Mi. Nos 77-80 perf. C & D) incl.

various 1 ruble proofs, several displaced centers and frames in mul-
tiples, inverted ovpt etc. Very interesting, please inspect. All avai-
lable on our website 200

µ 847 � 1882-1911 small selection of Russian stamps with Swedish cancella-
tions. Interesting group. 100

µ848 � Very fine old used collection 1858-1919 with many
better stamps and beautiful cancellations. Also nice
sections of Levant and China. Please inspect. 750

µ 849 Stampless 1841-59 nice selection of three beautiful covers from St.
Peterburg (all cancellations in red) to NARVA, ÅBO and SORDAVA-
LA. INTERESTING 100

850 � 1910 Interesting selection of more than 100 mainly unused picture post
cards from different areas of Russia. Also from Kaukasus 150

Russian Areas

P µ 851 16B � RUSSIAN CIVIL WAR. Far Eastern Republic, Vladivostok Local
Government 1920 fine registered cover with two 10 kopek on 3,50
rubel stamps from Vladivostok 27.12.1920 via America to Hungary,
two registration labels with Latin and Cyrillic alphabets, fine quality,
scarce item! 200

€uro
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P 856 S 33 ** Zemstvo. ARDATOV 1909 3 kopek black on red paper (Schmidt #
33) superb original sheet of 12 stamps. Including six tête-bêche
pairs. Rare in this condition. 400

Russian SFSR
857 72IAa S SPECIMEN perforated “OBRASETS”, the complete word on a beauti-

** ful margin strip of five of 20 kopek 1911. SCARCE. 100

€uro
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P 858 170a ** Provisional 1922 250+250 r. blue in block of 10 with the surcharge
strongly displaced at left. VERY FINE & SCARCE Bid

P µ 859 149x+ RSFSR 1918 35 kopek and 70 kopek on local registered cover from 
150x � RIGA 8.2.1919 during the bolshevik occupation. Recepisse with same

date canc. included. Rare usage. Sign Mikulski. 100

• P 860 185IA ** 1922 Day of Philately 1 kop. in a very fine never hinged copy. Sign.
Ebnet. Mi=1.000. 150

P 861 210AF+ COLOUR ERROR 70 rubel in a complete pane of 25 of 100 rubel orange 
211A ** red. The error in pos. 72 in the full sheet (pos. 12 in the pane of 25).

VERY FINE. Bid

858 859 860



P 862 259I E Revolution 1922 2 rubel in a very fine block of four with strongly 
**/ * shifted middle as well as vertically imperforate. Two stamps **.

VERY FINE & RARE 300

Soviet Union

€uro
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P µ 863 Z1-4 (*) RSFSR 1924 hunger help for the South-east. Superb set of four stamps.
Without gum as issued. Cert. Wassmann. 100

P 864 267-70 � Air mail set 1924 and Michel 326 on registered air mail cover from
Bakeau 22.7  1928 to Japan. 100

P 865 278I AXI Interesting sheet margin block of eight of the 1925 8 kopek with double 
** perforation at top and an extra horizontal perf line through all the stamps

in both rows. SCARCE. Bid

Ex 863 864865

866 Ex 867 868

P 866 397 � Zeppelin 10 kop 1931 and other stamps on very fine DoX catapult air
mail cover from Leningrad 7.7.1933 to Hungary, fine mixed franking
with German stamps. Disaster mail: “delivery interrupted because of
the breakdown of the air ship DoX”. 100

P µ 867 402B-05B Zeppelin Polar Flight 1931. Registered postcard franked with 30 k. and 
� 1 r. canc. “LENINGRAD 25.VII.31” as well as a registered cover fran-

ked with 35 k. and 2 r. sent with Icebreaker “MALYGUIN 18.VII.31”
and then carried by LZ-127. 100

P 868 406B � 1932 Zeppelin 15 kop perforation 14 etc. on registered air mail cover
from Kamenetz-Podolsk 18.7.1935 to Austria, fine quality 100



P 873 Bl. 11B ** 1949 Lenin Mausoleum souvenir sheet imperforated MNH.
SUPERB 800

P 874 Bl 33 ** Tokyo Olympics 1964 in minisheet. VERY FINE. 100

P µ 869 427-28 ** Stamp exhibition in Leningrad 1933. Extremely beautiful and never
hinged set of corner blocks of four. RARE SET 750

P µ 870 513-22 * Spartakiad 1935 beautiful cpl. set (10) with very light trace of first
hinge. 150

P 871 Bl. 10I ** 1947 Moscow 800th anniv. minisheet (type 1), mint never hinged.
Mi=400. 100

P µ 872 Bl. 11A ** Lenin Mausoleum 1949 souvenir sheet perforated MNH. Certificate
Hovest BPP 2007. SUPERB 300

€uro
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Ex 869

Ex 870 871 872

873 874



P µ881 **/ */ � Well filled collection in six Schaubek albums 1858 -
1987. Very well filled from ca 1925 onwards incl.
many stamps in different perfs etc. The collection is
mixed used and unused up to 1959 with e.g. many
better minisheets **, after that used except for the
period 1984-87 which is **. The collection is nearly
cpl. from the late 1930s onwards. PLEASE SEE
SAMPLE PICTURES ON OUR WEBSITE. 1.000

µ882 **/ */ � Extensive collection 1858 - 1977 of fine unused/used
stamps in three Schaubeck albums, including
many good sets and souvenir sheets (*/**) like
Michel number BL 11 A, BL 33 etc. Please inspect. 1.000

883 ** 1937-2005 collection of 200 different souvenir sheets, all in fine MNH
condition. 100

Collections & Lots
µ875 **/ * Very fine mint (hinged and MNH) collection 1923 -

1955 in a thick stockbook, including good issues like
Lenin Mausoleum souvenir sheet (Michel number
BL 11 A), Michel 302 AY certificate Hovest 2017, 539
CX certificate Hovest 2017, BL 10 type I certificate
Hovest 2007 and BL 62 type I certificate Hovest 2007.
Also some other better items signed by experts and
some blocks of four, total Michel more than €10.000.
VERY GOOD QUALITY. 2.500

876 � Complete collection 1945 - 1991 of fine used stamps
(mostly, but also some MNH) in four good
Schaubeck albums, including all the good sets and
souvenir sheets like Michel number BL 11 A, BL 13,
BL 33 on FDC etc. Please inspect. 1.000

877 ** Collection of ca 3.500 different stamps 1961-91 never hinged, on large
stock pages. Please inspect. 100

878 � Collection of ca 3.100 different used stamps 1961-91, on large stock
pages. Please inspect. 100

µ 879 **/ */ � Small selection of unused and used items 1933-1959 in an old stock
book. Many better sets and blocks. 200

µ 880 ** 1984-87 selection of 8 MNH miniature sheets. Michel= 475. 100

Mixed Russia Collections & Lots

€uro
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P µ 889 23-25 ** Governement Building 1894 cpl (3) in unusually well centered
blocks of four. SUPERB. 500

Slovakia
µ 890 ** Various ** stamps and sets from 1939-45 in an envelope, also a few

blocks of four with questionable printing on back noted. Please see
pictures on our website. Bid

884 ** 1921-2003 collection of small sheets. 70 different including Michel
number 5572, 2277, 2282, 5805 and Russia 166, 168, 912, 916 (500 Euro)
etc. All in fine never hinged mint condition. 200

885 ** Complete collection 1992 - 2004 of MNH stamps in good hingeless
Schaubeck album, including also some definitive stamp varieties and
also some extra material in used condition. Please inspect. 300

San Marino

€uro
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P µ 886 8b **/ * Inverted overprint 5 c. on 10 c. blue (Sass. No. 8a) in an unused block of
six. Four stamps without faults, two ** and two *, Sassone cat. value for
the four sound copies is € 980. Cert. Bolaffi. 100

P µ 887 11var � Block of four with interesting combination of varieties of 10 c. overprint
on 20 c. All four stamps with inverted overprint, top left stamp with
shorter and thicker “10” and the bottom right stamp with incorrect
distance between C mi. Cert. Bolaffi. Bid

P 888 24 ** Well centered margin copy of 50 c. Governement Building 1894. Rare
in this quality, Sass. 1.680. EXCELLENT. 200

886 887

Ex 889
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Nordic Stamp Exhibition in Garðabær,
Iceland, 8-10 June 2018

From June 8th to June 10th,
2018, the Icelandic Philatelic
Federation will host the Nordic
philatelic exhibition that will be
held in the sport´s hall Ásgardur
in Garðabær. We welcome you
all to Iceland in June!

More information on www.nordia2018.is
Postiljonen is proud sponsor of NORDIA 2018



P 892 � “PADRON GALICIA 1 ENo 1850 (Santa Euallia) on cover front in
red canc. of Baeza type on the First Day of stamp! SCARCE. 200

186

Spain

First Day Cancellation 1.1 1850

Luxury No. 1
It is a pleasure for us to present this exceptional selection of the first stamp of Spain,
issued on the 1st of January 1850, of the highest possible quality standard. All stamps
are without any faults, have full margins all around and as the icing on the cake they
also have clear and well placed cancellations.
We dare say that finding stamps of this quality grade, one by one, is almost like
“searching for a needle in a haystack”, making this an exceptional opportunity for
collectors of high quality first issues.

Lot # 891 µ
1 �

A wonderful copy with perfectly placed red prephilatelic canc. of
Baeza type “MADRID 1 ENo 1850”. Very rare, especially in this
quality and with very good margins all around. Certs CEM & Soro.

EXCELLENT

€uro 5.000
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P 893 1 I+II � Blue spider canc. on 6 c. type I and black on type II. Common stamps,
but not so easy to find with well placed canc. on the stamps with the
profile of the Queen well visible, even if that was the postal instruction
of how to cancel. SUPERB. Bid

P 894 1 II � A wonderful strip of three plate II, type 20-22. Strips are more unusual
from plate II. Each stamp with a beautiful spider canc. The margin
between the right stamps has been bent and with a very small cut in
the margin at top, nothing touching any frame lines. 
SUPERB & SCARCE. 100

P 895 1 I � An exceptional margin copy plate I, type 5 with a beautiful spider
canc, nicely framing the Queen. Margin copies are very scarce, Ex. Col.
Granizo. SUPERB. 100

P µ 896 1 I ALICANTE. A wonderful 6 c. type I with a perfect red “0” from
Alicante. Cert. CEM. EXCELLENT. 150

893 894 895

Luxury Cancellations Alphabetically

P µ 897 1 I � ANDUJAR. A perfect large red “6” from Andujar on 6 c. type I with
large margins all around. Cert. EXFIMA. EXCELLENT & RARE. 250
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P µ 899 1 I � BARCELONA. A fantastic blue “marca de abono” “As” on 6 c. plate
I, type 1. The best copy known with this rare canc. Ex. Col. Magriña.
Cert. Graus. EXCELLENT. 300

P 900 1 II � BARCELONA. A wonderful copy in plate II, type 27 with the scarce
“As” in black. Ex. Col. Pedro Guerin. SUPERB. 150

P µ 901 1 I � BARCELONA. Exceptional 6 c. plate I with an absolutely perfect
blue canc. “R”. Cert. CEM. EXCELLENT & SCARCE. 200

P µ 902 1 I � BARCELONA. A wonderful 6 c. plate I with very good margins all
around and a perfect blue “PP” in frame. Cert. CEM & double sign.
A Roig. EXCELLENT & SCARCE. 200

Excellent Blue A on Cover

Lot # 898 µ
1 I �

AVILA. A wonderful cover with 6 c. type I with an extremely clear
blue canc. “A” and at side red “AVILA 6 MAR 1850”, clear to large
margins. Cert. Graus. 

SUPERB & RARE

€uro 2.000

899 900 901 902
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P µ904 1  I � CACERES. A fantastic piece with 6 c. plate I with
large margins all around and a fantastic pre-phila-
telic canc. “CAZERES” framed with a crown at top.
Cert. CEM. EXCELLENT & VERY RARE. 1.500

P µ 905 1 I � LERIDA. A wonderful 6 c. plate I, type 6 with a perfect strike in blue
of the rare “parilla” used in Lerida. Cert. Comex & double sign. A.
Roig. EXCELLENT & RARE. 300

P 906 1 I � MADRID. An exceptional reconstructed pair from plate I, type 5 & 4
with a perfect grill canc. used in Madrid. The stamps were cut out of
the sheet and then placed on the cover in opposite order as the posi-
tions are inverted. SUPERB & VERY INTERESTING. 200

P µ907 1 I � MEDINA DE RIOSECO. A very beautiful “A” on 6 c.
plate I, type 1. Cert. Graus. SUPERB & VERY RARE. 400

P µ903 1 I � CADIZ. A wonderful red “PP” on an exceptional piece
with 6 c. plate I, type 20. The most beautiful recorded of
this very rare canc. used in Cadiz. Ex. Col. Magriña.
Cert. Graus & double sign. A. Roig. EXCELLENT. 500

905 906 907
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The Trugillo Cover

Lot # 908 µ
1 I �

An absolutely wonderful cover with the first stamp of
Spain with very good and even margins. Perfectly pla-
ced pre-philatelic canc. in blue “TRUGILLO” with deco-
rations and at side red “TRUJILLO 19 FEB. 1850”. Early
usage and full contents. There are only 3 or 4 covers
known with this canc. and this is by far the best. Cert.
Graus. 

EXCELLENT EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 10.000
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P 911 224 ** Cervantes 30 c. in a very fresh gutter pairwith sheet margin. SCARCE. 100

µ 912 226 ** Cervantes 1905 50 c. in a very fresh complete sheet of 50 incl. gutter
pairs and some well centered copies. Folded in the gutter as often.
Edifil 3.100++. 300

P 913 Bl. 5 ** 1938 submarine mail minisheet in very fine mint never hinged qua-
lity. Mi=700. 250

914 ** Small box with ca 140 stock cards containing a large number of diffe-
rent ** sets and single issues from 1958-86. Bid

915 XIII-XXIV ANDORRA. Airmail 1934 in the not issued set with official overprint 
** cpl. (12) in complete sheets of 50. Mi=3.000. 150

P 909 1 I � VALENCIA. Beautiful 6 c. plate I with well placed red canc. of Baeza
type “VALENCIA 26 ENo 1850”, used in the first month. SUPERB. Bid

P µ 910 1 I � ZARAGOZA. An exceptional 6 c. plate I, type 10 with very good and
even margins and a perfect blue canc. “11”. Certs Exfima & Graus.
EXCELLENT. 150

Later Issues

909 910
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P µ916 12 � WINTERTHUR 2½ r. in a very beautiful copy with
large margins all around, larger part of all the outer
cutting lines visible. Cert. Rellstab, SUPERB. 1.250

P µ 917 17+20 � Very beautiful C.O.D. cover with Rayon I 5 rp. type 31 and 15 rp. large
figures type 7. Each slightly cut on one side, but extremely attractive
with superb blue canc. Cert. Abt. 100

µ 918 262-74 � PAX 1945 cpl set fine used. Mi=1000. 150

P 919 A 2 � Airmail cover 1919 from Lausanne to Lugano with 50 rp. airmail
stamp and a pair of 15 rp postage due stamps. Scarce. Bid

P 920 PP Bl. 5 ** Pro Patria 1940 souvenir sheet mint never hinged. Mi=450. SUPERB. 100

µ 921 � Album with ca 70 covers and cards with many airmails incl. the first,
50 c. 1919 on a picture postcard, many sent abroad much to Sweden,
many Pro Juventute and some from abroad with Swiss postage due
stamps. Please inspect. 300

Turkey
µ922 58+ NEVER HINGED early stamps, extensive lot of ca 

P15Bb 1.050 copies 25 pia. 1888 and ca 160 copies of postage
** due 25 ghr 1869. Mostly in blocks and multiples.

Mi. just as * single stamps 54.450 + normally 100 %
for **. 1.000

United Nations
923 ** Collection of all three offices incl. booklets in four albums. New

York cpl. ** 1951-2005, Geneva cpl. ** 1969-2005 and Vienna cpl. **
1979-2005. 300

Switzerland
Numbers according to Zumstein

917 919 920
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P µ 925 1-2 (*) DILIGENCIA 60 c. dark blue and 4 copies 80 c. green in pos. T.2, 20, 30
& 33. Small faults. Mi=2.750. 250

United States
Numbers according to Scott

Please see  also Lots # 426-29, 505, 717, 814

P 926 � Cover sent with the “Steamer Arctic” from New York on May 1st 1852
to France. Transit canc. in the UK on May 12th and arrival canc. in Le
havre on May 13th. The S.S. Arctic later sunk in a collision off
Newfoundland with the loss of 320 lives. Bid

P µ927 1 � A wonderful 5 c. Franklin with a perfect blue “5”.
Ex. Mirsky. Cert. Phil. Foundation. EXCELLENT. 600

P 928 1 � Very beautiful 5 c. Franklin with light red grid canc. and very good
margins. 150

P µ 924 � GENEVA. 11 different exhibotion cards, so-called blue cards (blaue-
karten) from 1974, all with special cancellations (Mi. Nos 1, 3-12).
Mi=2.800. Bid

Uruguay

Ex 925

926 928
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P 929 114 � A fantastic cover to Denmark with the 1869 issue 3
cents in two strips of three, blue “CINCINATTI
APR 28” and note “Closed Mail via England”.
Minor faults, transit and arr. pmks on back.
Provenance: La Fayette. RARE & BEAUTIFUL. 1.000

P 930 233 ** Columbus 4 c. in a very fresh part of a sheet of 48
stamps with margin at right and straight edge at
top. Hinge marks in the two top left stamps and the
bottom left one. Others ** incl. exceptional center-
ing in what is in the sheet of 100 pos. 17, 20 & 30.
Scott for 45 ** copies $ 7.200. 1.500
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P 934 235 ** Columbus 6 cents in a very fresh block of 25 with sheet margin at
left. Scott $ 4.000+. 500

P 931 234 ** Columbus 5 c. in block of four. Sc. $ 660. VERY FINE. 100

P 932 235 ** Columbus 6 c. purple in a very fresh block of four. Sc.  $ 660. 100

P 933 235 ** Columbus 6 c. in block of four in a more bluish shade. Sc. $ 660. 100

932 933931

Complete Sheet of 100

Lot # 935
236 **

Columbus 8 cents in a very fresh complete sheet. Perforation split
in some places. Scott $ 16.000+.

€uro 2.500
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P 939 Bl.4A+B Railway Anniversary 25.12 1949. FDC with the two minisheets perf. 
� and imperf. One slightly worn  at top due to the  placement. Mi. for

one minisheet on FDC = 500. Cert. Zrinjscak BPP. Bid

P 936 310-11 * 50 cents & $1 of the 1902-03 issue, hinged. Scott $1.025. 100

Collections & Lots
937 ** MARSHALL IS. & MICRONESIA. Collection in three expensive SAFE

Dual albums largely cpl. 1984-95 as well as some extra stamps, booklets
etc. in a stockbook and envelopes. Also a collection of Marshall Is.
WWII commemoratives in cpl. ** sheets in four sheet folders. 300

938 � Two albums containing various covers, mostly WWII APO’s and censo-
red covers but also 35 patriotic covers mostly used shortly after the war. 200

Yugoslavia

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when 
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning 
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!

See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:

www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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Europe Collections & Lots
940 ** EUROPA CEPT complete collection 1956-91 incl. many minisheets

and some sheetlets in 4 albums. Yvert 6.800. Good quality. 400

941 Large carton with extensive collections of Austria,
England, France and Germany DDR, the latter
almost complete used. A total of 8 albums, mostly
thick ones. Well filled and containing many
medium and better singles and sets. Very high cat.
value. Please inspect. 800

942 **/ */ � Carton from an estate containing 11 Schaubek albums with collections
of various German areas, Russia and the Soviet Union as well as France. 500

µ943 **/ */ � Fantastic accumulation of mainly ** stamps and
sets from different mainly European countries with
emphasis on medium and better material. Most of
the material is arranged on small stock cards in a
number of large albums with very little duplica-
tion. Good sections worth noting are Austria with
many better ** sets from the 1930s and 1950s but
even a cpl. ** set of Mi. Nos 105-18 etc., strong Spain
starting with used classics and then various mostly
cpl. medium priced sets, Portugal with duplicated
range of better minisheets and sets, Switzerland
with expensive ** sets etc. Majority of the material
is up to the 1950s but later material includes quite a
large number of ** key Europa Cept sets e.g. five **
sets of 1956 Luxembourg. Some material from non-
European countries is incl. as well e.g. a ** collec-
tion of India 1940s-60s. PLEASE SEE SAMPLE PIC-
TURES ON OUR WEBSITE. 2.500

µ 944 **/ � Very interesting accumulation of only better minisheets 1930s up to
ca 1950 neatly arranged in two albums. Mostly ** but some used
ones as well. Many better ones from Portugal incl. Mi. Bl. 1 both **
and used (small margin imperfections), Saarland with three copies
of Bl. 1 (one with a couple of fingerprints and another one with a
small gumless spot in margin), some better German Reich, Poland,
Baltic States etc. Very high cat. value. ALL ON OUR WEBSITE. 1.500

945 ** Stock of ** stamps and sets mostly in cpl. sheets of 50 housed in 23
sheet folders. Large part is French Andorra ca 1980-2000 but also
many cpl. thematic sets in sheets from e.g. Albania, Isle of Man,
Azores etc. Also a section of ** sets from the Faroe Islands both as
singles and as blocks of four. Extremely high cat. value. 500

µ 946 **/ * Very interesting ** stock of various Eastern European countries in
three stockbooks, only very lightly duplicated. Contains mostly cpl.
sets and some minisheets 1930s-60s. Also a */** stock of pre-war
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania in a separate stockbook with many
interesting specialties. High cat. value. All pictured on our website. 300
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947 */ � Large carton containing a large number of albums and folders with
separate collections of mainly European countries but some colonies
as well. Although mostly lower priced stamps, a large part of the them
are older issues up to ca 1940. 300

948 **/ */ � Three stockbooks incl. one containing an older collection of
Switzerland (Mi=ca € 2.000) with some loose covers as well and anot-
her one an old collection of Hungary etc. 100

949 ** Modern ** sets and minisheets from subscription from collectors
estate. France ca 1972-1995 (large part in a stockbook), German
Federal Republic ca 1972-1995 incl. many of the invoices from
“Bundespost” and Liechtenstein ca 1983-1994 in blocks of four. Very
high cat. value and face value estimated to minimum Euro 2-3.000.
Please inspect! 300

µ 950 � Interesting accumulation of various beautiful cancellations on old to
modern stamps from various mostly European countries incl. much
from Switzerland incl. many high values. Also a stockbook filled
with used stamps of Austria and Luxembourg with superb canc. See
sample pictures on our website. 200

951 **/ */ � Carton containing e.g. a bundle of double stock pages containing vari-
ous sets and singles from German Federal and Democratic Republics
ca 1960s-70s, two albums with German Democratic Republic and other
older Germany, many ** Europa Cept sets from various countries from
the same period etc. 100

952 � Interesting carton containing several hundred old postcards and
covers mostly sent to Sweden from various European countries. Mostly
ca 1900-1930s. 200

µ 953 � Small lot with e.g. 10 interesting covers from Albania ca 1914-32 as
well as a group of 29 mostly franked Spanish cover fronts ca 1850s-60s.
All pictured on our website. Bid

The train brings you directly from Copenhagen
Airport to Malmö City in 20 minutes or from
Copenhagen City to Malmö City in 35 minutes.

Tell your travel agent about it and buy your train
ticket already when you book your flight.

Only minutes between Copenhagen and Malmö



Welcome to

www.malmex2018.se

A Bilateral Exhibi on in Malmö
Welcome to a Stamp and Postcard exhibi on with both Swedish and Danish na onal status.

The exhibi on is organized by a number of philatelic clubs, the Danish and Swedish 
Philatelic Associa ons and will take place at MalmöMässan conven on center.

The exhibi on is supported by:

Main Commercial Partner
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All World

Lot # 954

On New Year’s Eve 1904 a young Swedish boy was given
a thick “Heitmann” All World album issued by
Schwaneberger in Germany. The album contains acc. to
the title page 11.200 spaces. The young boy quite success-
fully filled the album and continued to collect up the
1920s. His family has kept the collection until now (more
than 100 years!) and has also added somewhat during the
years. The result is today that ca 95 % of the stamp part is
filled by more than 9.300 stamps, further there are more
than 1.000 cutouts from postal stationery. Enclosed is also
a Senf catalogue from 1900, which the family has used to
catalogue the collection, totalling 22.000 Reichsmark! A lot
of money at the time, when a Swedish 3 Skilling Banco
was quoted at 50 RM (about the same in SEK at the time)
and now in Facit at SEK 45.000, almost 1.000 times more.
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The front page looks nice, but all the pages are loose from
the cover and the album pages are brittle. However the
contents are amazing even though the quality is strongly
mixed and of course many of the very rare stamps are for-
geries. Very few European stamp spaces are empty and
you will still find many good quality stamps from all over
the world. We refer to some examples pictured here and
the whole collection is available on our website. Inspec -
tion is recommended and we suggest serious clients to
book viewing time and we have to warn that the indivi-
dual viewing during the viewing week may have to be
limited in time. In the front of the album is included  the
Swedish official announcement about the introduction of
the Skilling Banco stamps and the postal rates from 1855.
One in slightly better quality sold at our September auc-
tion for € 260 and another one is offered at this auction.

€uro 25.000

Collection 1840 - 1890s
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µ 955 BEAUTIFUL SCHAUBEK ALL WORLD ALBUM from 1904 “26th
issue” ca 75 mm thick. In good condition though some pages are reno-
vated. Hundreds of stamps. 100

956 Collections in large carton, 8 different ones in 11 albums,
Sweden, Greenland, Iceland, Finland, German Empire,
USA and two thematic. Please inspect. 1.000

957 All World collection in 10 thick albums, oddly orga-
nized country by country but within the countries
not much structure. Many thousands of stamps old
and new but all before year 2000. Large part old
stamps, medium and better stamps have been seen,
but the vast majority cheaper ones, all seem to be
different. Please inspect. 400

958 */ � CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA. Collection A-F in a Schaubek
album up to ca 1930 including good sections Argentina, Brazil,
Cuba, Barbados and other British colonies etc. Many stamps. Please
inspect. 500

959 **/ � OLYMPICS. Extensive collection containing a large number of diff.
** sets and minisheets in 9 stockbooks and albums arranged by
countries, mostly ca 1930s-2012. Emphasis is on European countries
and those countries that have held the Olympic games but other
countries to a lesser extent included as well. Also three albums con-
taining postal stationery, special event canc., some booklets etc. 500

960 ** ANTARCTIC THEMATIC. Beautiful and very fresh collection ** of
various Antarctic related issues up to ca 2007 in six large albums
plus one thick stockbook. The collection is very extensive, arranged
by country with most countries that are represented being cpl. or nearly
cpl. Further some folders containing cpl. sheets of Antarctic issues as
well various presentation folders etc. 500

961 **/ */ STAMPS ON STAMPS. Unusual and interesting thematic collection in 
�/ � three albums containing various singles, sets and covers with stamps

depicting stamps where the collector has tried to locate originals of the
depicted stamps, often first or early issues from countries around the
world. Also a stockbook with various worldwide stamps and sets incl.
some better from various Italian areas etc. 300

962 ** ART TOPICALS. Collection of ** sets and singles in two stockbooks,
mostly various Eastern European countries and France. Bid

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
963 � PERFINS. Very large number of stamps, much loose. Large part Great

Britain, but also from many other countries. Inspection necessary, Bid

964 **/ */ � THEMATICS. Three stockbooks containing various thematic stamps
and sets from older issues up to ca 1970s. Bid

965 � Duplicates, mainly used in 9 albums/stockbooks, mostly thick.
Many stamps, old and modern from Great Britain incl. many surfa-
ce printed and modern gutter pairs,  Belgium, Greece, Italy & colo-
nies, Switzerland incl. much Pro Juventute & Pro Patria, Vietnam
and various countries. Please inspect. 500
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966 **/ */ � Large carton from an estate containing over 20 stockbooks of diffe-
rent sizes as well as a thick bundle of circulation booklets contai-
ning mostly older issues from around the world incl. quite a bit of
British and French colonies etc. 500

967 Large carton full of albums & stockbooks incl. some collections.
Mostly cheaper stamps incl. minisheets, sheets, booklets, some First
Day etc. Please inspect. 250

968 */ � Mixed lot of older stamps on a few Visir stock pages with e.g. some
interesting old Russia, various British colonies, various stamps from
Liechtenstein 1912-18 issues, used Danish advertising pairs/blocks
etc. Bid

969 ** Small mixed lot in an envelope containing e.g. some ** Chinese sets in
blocks of four from the late 1980s, some Swedish booklets with various
markings from the 1980s-90s etc. Bid

970 Carton with nine albums and stockbooks containing various foreign
stamps as well as many minisheets, some Swedish booklets and FDCs,
both Swedish UPU sets from 1924 cpl. etc. PLEASE INSPECT. 200

971 **/ */ � Shoe carton with an extremely varied mixture of e.g. early used stam-
ps, modern thematic sets and minisheets and so on from a very wide
range of countries arranged on ca 200 stock cards. Bid

972 ** Carton containing various albums, stockbooks and presentation fol-
ders containing mostly ** sets and minisheets from various areas.
PLEASE INSPECT. Bid

973 Small carton containing five stockbooks. E.g. a collection of ** Sweden
ca 1910-70s in a stockbook, a similar but used collection in a stockbook,
various ** and used German Democratic Republic in two stockbooks.
Also some older Finnish stamps in a stockbook. Bid

974 LARGE REMAINDER lot from estate in two
moving cartons. Much thematics incl. many
minisheets and large spread in countries, much in
albums incl. good Iceland, a collection Sweden,
Gibraltar, Danzig, United Nations, Denmark etc.
Further an enormous amount of loose stamps in
evelopes, plastic bags, paper bags etc. sometimes
sorted, often not. PLEASE INSPECT! 500

975 Large carton remainders from estate with a very large amount of
mostly cheaper stamps incl. much massware from Sweden, sorted
and unsorted. Also medium and better stamps, e.g. we have seen
Iceland Parliament 1952 **, Norway Legion 1941 * (2 copies) and
BRD Goethe minisheet **. Careful inspection necessary. 300

976 **/ �/ � THEMATIC. Dealer stock in four boxes arranged by theme, mainly
covers but also stamps and sets. Please inspect. 300

µ 977 � POSTAGE DUE COVERS. Very interesting lot of more than 30 covers
mostly ca 1920-1950. All sent to abroad with franking and postage due
stamps from another country. VERY INTERESTING. 100

µ 978 � Very interesting lot with ca 60 covers from the early 1890s from vari-
ous countries mostly sent to Sweden. Originating countries include;
French PO in Shangai, German PO in Shanghai, India, Cape of
Good Hope, NSW, Victoria, Turkey, Argentina, Chile and Tunisia.
Many beautiful covers included. 200
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979 � Album containing 79 censored covers sent to Sweden during and shortly
after WWI. Mostly from Great Britain and USA but also some from e.g.
Egypt, Portugal, France and Australia. 200

980 � Very interesting cover lot in 7 albums containing ca
500 covers and cards. Mostly old ones and full of
interesting items incl. Belgium a few postage due and
many reg. to Sweden also some Luxemburg, German
Reich incl. much “infla” to Sweden, Italy with many
early covers to Sweden as well as express covers from
around 1920 and a few postage due, Finland mainly
postal stationery, much sent abroad mostly to Sweden
and further many from various countries sent to
Sweden from e.g. USA, much registered, Turkey,
Egypt, South America and one second issue cover
from Haiti to England. Inspection necessary! 750

981 � Large carton full of covers, mostly modern or semi modern. Much
Swedish FDCs incl. a large number on souvenir envelopes. Also FDCs
and covers from other countries incl. many sent to Sweden. Please
inspect. 250

982 � COVERS. Interesting accumulation of mostly old covers from a wide
range of countries of which many are in individual plastic sleeves in 5
retail boxes (estimated to be close to 1500 items). Also two retail boxes
with an estimated 600-700 mostly more modern thematic covers/cards,
divided quite evenly between space and maritime topics. 500

983 � Album containing ca 140 postcards from various mostly European
countries mostly sent to Sweden in the period ca 1900-1920 incl. many
with arrival canc. Bid

The train brings you directly from Copenhagen
Airport to Malmö City in 20 minutes or from
Copenhagen City to Malmö City in 35 minutes.

Tell your travel agent about it and buy your train
ticket already when you book your flight.

Only minutes between Copenhagen and Malmö
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Cover Dealer Stock

Lot # 984
�

An extensive stock covers in 77 plastic boxes containing
at least 30.000 covers and cards. NB! More or less all put
into individual plastic sleeves, ready for retail sale. All
very nicely organized with the country name on the box-
es, e.g. Denmark,  Faroe, Greenland, Norway, Sweden,
Finland, Austria, Germany, Poland, Great Britain,
Netherlands, USA, Australia, Japan, thematic and many
boxes with a great variety of countries sorted alphabeti-
acally. Please inspect.

€uro 5.000
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Numismatic Collection
986 Thick album containing 72 different “coin FDCs” with medals in ster-

ling silver issued by the Franklin Mint 1975-1980. 100

Numismatic Remainder Lot

987 COINS. Two cartons containing various small boxes and tins with
e.g. a quantity of uncirculated Swedish coins in values up to 5 kr. ca
1960s-80s (incl. complete rolls), foreign coins incl. valid Euros etc.,
box with several kilos of an interesting world wide mixture of coins
incl. better. 200

World Covers - Dealer Stock

Lot # 985
�

Large retail ready stock of ca 14.300 items, sold entirely
intact. Arranged by country (no Scandinavia) in 28 retail
boxes, all items in individual plastic sleeves priced accor-
ding to a lettering system with price groups A-Z. The stock is
quite extensive with a large variety of areas represented incl.
good sections of German areas, Russia, Austria, USA with
e.g. a large section of censored mail etc. The total marked
retail price is ca DKK 825.000 (ca € 111.000).

€uro 15.000



Sweden
Saturday 17 March

10.30 hrs

Prephilately
Please see also Lots # 363-365
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Lot # 988
�

A spectacular cover dated “Öster Berga 21 juni 1828” and
sent express at 4 o’clock in the afternoon with two large
black and one white feather, which were instructions for
it to be carried day and night. Also express instructions
on front incl. penalty fee if delayed.

EXCELLENT & VERY RARE

€uro 2.000

Day & Night Express



P 989 � Beautiful free letter with “TROSA 7.1 1833” arc canc. sent to
Stockholm. Bid

P µ 990 � Military feather letter from 1837 sent to the Kålland military compa-
ny in Rangstorp with a single white feather on back. Sent from
Råda. SCARCE. 200

P 993 � Cover sent from London in 1854 to the Governor of the Swedish colo-
ny at Saint-Barthélemy via George Wattley in St. Kitts with full con-
tent. 400

P 994 � “ANK:MED POST-DILIGENCE” on a beautiful little cover 1870
with full contents from a mother in Morup via Helsingborg to her
daughter in Randrup outside of Aalborg. Unfranked and with red
due “12” to be paid by the receiver. RARE. 400

€uro
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P 991 � Very beautiful “STRENGNÄS 16.8 1852” arc type canc. of type 3 in blue
ink on a folded letter with contents sent to Trosa. F=3.500. 100

P 992 � Beautiful prephilatelic cover with boxed “NORRKÖPING 29.11 1852”
in blue ink. Postal=2.500. 100

989 990

991 992

993 994



P 999 � Postal stationery card, 5 farthings, sent from “HELIGOLAND JY 6
1888” to Stockholm. Arrival canc. “STOCKHOLM 9.7 1888”. 
UNUSUAL. 250

P 1000 � Incoming postcard from Tasmania franked with 1/2 and 1 d. canc.
“LAUNCESTON TASMANIA NO 24 03”. Arrival canc. “KALMAR 2.
TUR”. RARE. 100

€uro
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P µ 995 56 � Cover sent to Osch in Kyrgistan (Russian Empire) franked with three
copies of 20 öre canc. “STOCKHOLM 13.05.02”. The cover has a recei-
ved multiple transit canc. before eventually being returned to Sweden
where it was received in “STOCKHOLM 18.7.02”. Bid

P µ 996 52 � Cover sent to Ceylon franked with eight copies of 5 öre Oscar II canc.
“STOCKHOLM C.AFG II 26.12.01”. Various transit and arrival canc.
on back. Small parts of back flap missing. SCARCE DESTINATION. 100

P 997 52 � Postcard sent to Tasmania franked with a pair of 5 öre Oscar II canc.
“STOCKHOLM 1 AFG 12.7.05”. Melbourne transit on the reverse.
Facit R5. RARE. 100

• P 998 77 � Parcel card sent to Victoria, Australia franked with five copies of 1 kr.
canc. “STOCKHOLM 15.7 14”. Berlin transit canc. on back. Most of the
stamps have imperfections from being torn out of the sheet. Bid

Covers From Abroad
Please see also Lots # 68, 347, 363-368, 371, 452, 518, 582, 587, 840, 993, 1103, 1397

995 996 997

999 1000

Covers Sent Abroad
Please see also Lots #368-370, 1140, 1164, 1182, 1183, 1192, 1195, 1206, 1257-59



P 1001 Svensk Författnings-samling No. 23 1855. The official anouncement
about the introduction of the Skilling Banco stamps and the postal
rates. Good condition. 200

P µ 1002 1a � Very well centered 3 Sk. Bco light bluish green with a very faint boxed
“HALMSTAD 16.10”. Without any faults. F=45.000. Cert. Grønlund
& Obermüller Wilén. 600

P µ1003 1b � A very beautiful 3 Sk. Bco with superb canc.
“KÖPING 10.10 1857”. One thin perf. of very little
importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
VERY FINE 3, 2, 4 1.000

• P 1004 1 F (*) Sperati die proof of 3 Sk. Bco forgery. Mounted on cardboard. SCARCE. 300

• P 1005 1 F � “YELLOW 3 SK. BCO”. Beautiful Sperati forgery
canc. in Carlscrona. Some imperfections. 
VERY RARE. 500

€uro

210

1002 10041001

Skilling Banco



P µ1009 2a � FOURTH DAY, An extremely beautiful cover with 4
Sk. Bco blue with blue canc. “NORRKÖPING 4.7
1855”. Certs Strandell & Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 3, 4-5, 4 400

€uro
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P 1006 1-3 � DANISH NUMERAL “3” from the Lübeck Post
Office on 3, 4 and 8 Sk. Bco with repairs or faults,
but superb and rare cancellations. 500

P 1007 2 � FIRST DAY. A very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco with superb
“GEFLE 1.7 1855”, small defect in upper right cor-
ner. RARE & BEAUTIFUL. 1.000

P µ 1008 2b � THIRD DAY. A very beautiful piece with 4 Sk. Bco light blue with
excellent rectangular canc. “RUNNEBY 3.7 1855”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3, 5 200

1006 1008



P µ1012 2e � A wonderful 4 Sk. Bco blue “HEDEMORA 13.8
1857”. This was on the front page of the
Frimärkshuset Christmas Offer 1964. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 600

P µ1013 2e � A fantastic 4 Sk. Bco blue “SÖDERHAMN 16.12
1856”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 800

P µ 1010 2b � A fantastic cover with 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce light blue shade on thin
paper on a cover with an excellent rectangular “NEDERKALIX 7.8
1855”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3, 5, 5 250

€uro

212

P µ1011 2d � A fantastic copy of the rare dull blue shade with
dense background with scarce arc canc. “ENKÖ-
PING 18.12 1855”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 4 250

10131012



P 1014 2e � 4 Sk. Bco blue with superb boxed “TROSA 16.10 1856”. Bid

€uro
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P 1016 2e � 4 Sk. Bco blue on a very fresh cover with full content canc. “STOCK-
HOLM 3.11 1856”. VERY FINE. Bid

P µ 1017 2f � Very beautiful double rate cover with two copies 4 Sk. Bco blue
“STOCKHOLM 24.4 1857”. Ex. Ulf Ivarsson. Sign. Sjöman. SUPERB. 300

P µ 1018 2h1 � An exceptional 4 Sk. Bco light blue with very clear excellent “STOCK-
HOLM 25.5 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3, 5 100

P µ 1019 2h � Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco light blue with superb canc. “GEFLE 20.11
1856”. Cert. Sjöman. 100

P µ 1015 2e � A spectacular cover with 4 Sk. Bco blue with an extremely clear
“HEDEMORA 28.1 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB -
EXCELLENT 4-5, 4-5, 5, 4 300

1014

1015

1016 1017

1018 1019



€uro
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P µ 1021 2 l � Very beautiful copy 4 Sk. Bco in the scarcer shade greenish blue with
excellent canc. “STOCKHOLM 3.6 1858”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 5 200

P µ 1022 2 l � Very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco in scarce greenish blue shade with excellent
canc. “SOLLEFTEÅ 13.2 1858”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 150

P µ 1020 2j1 � Exceptional copy 4 Sk. Bco in the rare dull ultramarine shade
“NORR TÄLJE 1.10 1857”. Sign. Sjöman & cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB. 800

1021 1022

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when 
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning 
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!

See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:

www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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Unique Shade in Pair on Cover

Lot # 1023 µ
2k3 �

The very rare shade, light grey blue in pair on a beauti-
ful cover “STOCKHOLM 29.9 1857”. The pair has been
taken off for a light renovation of the cover only, one
short perf. Only three covers with two copies of this sha-
de are recorded and this one is the only one with a pair. 

VERY FINE EXHIBITION ITEM

€uro 15.000
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The Lyckeby Find
Pair with Two Varieties **

Lot # 1024 µ
2m v5+v6 **

A fantastic pair from this famous find of 4 Sk. Bco blue,
clear print in pos. 42 & 43. Never hinged and in good
centering. Two main varieties, the left stamp with line
above left 4 and the right stamp “F.YRA”. A few short
perfs and a thin spot. This find was discovered by the
great philatelist & expert Per Sjöman. A small number of
mint, never hinged 4 Sk. Bco were found in a farm in
Avelsgärde outside of the village Lyckeby. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.

UNIQUE EXHIBITION RARITY

Provenance: 
Lauson Stone, Grand Prix

€uro 10.000



€uro
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P 1025 2v6 � 4 Sk. Bco with the “F.YRA” variety on cover canc. with scarce boxed
“BOLLNÄS 2.2 1857”. 100

P 1026 2 � Beautiful cover with 4 Sk. Bco canc. “TROSA 27.11 1857” sent to
Hammarby. 100

P 1027 2 � Cover with 4 Sk. Bco canc. “STRENGNÄS 25.6 1857” in blue ink.
Postal= 3.000. SCARCE. 150

1025 1026 1027

Unique Combination

Lot # 1028 µ
2a+3b �

Very beautiful large part of insured cover front with two each of 4
& 6 Sk. Bco with superb canc. “RUNNEBY 1.10 1855”. Some minor
quality remarks. This combination for insured covers is not regis-
tered in Facit. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

FINE EXHIBTION ITEM

€uro 12.500
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One of Two Known 5, 5, 5

Lot # 1029 µ
3a1 �

A spectacular copy of 6 Sk. Bco grey in perfect centering and canc.
“UMEÅ 16.4 1856”, one of only two 6 Sk. Bco recorded in this qua-
lity and the only one of this shade. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

EXCELLENT EXHIBITION RARITY 5, 5, 5

€uro 5.000

Lot # 1030 µ
3a2 �

A fantastic 6 Sk. Bco in the rare black grey shade with a clear & com-
plete canc. “STOCKHOLM 8.12 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

VERY FINE & A GREAT RARITY

€uro 4.000

Strong Black Grey Shade



€uro
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• P µ 1031 3a1 � 6 Sk. Bco grey canc. “GEFLE 7.2 1856”. F=12.000. A couple of slightly
short perf. tips not mentioned in cert. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 200

P µ1032 3b (*) A very fresh 6 Sk. Bco light grey in quite good cen-
tering for being a 6 Sk. Bco (as these are often in
poor centering). The stamp has a thin spot and
some other small imperfections. F=85.000. Cert.
Sjöman & Obermüller Wilén. 1.500

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 28 februari. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
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Triple Domestic Rate

Lot # 1033 µ
3f �

Very beautiful triple rate domestic cover with two copies 6 Sk. Bco
in the scarce grey brown shade “STOCKHOLM 26.3 1858”, one
short perf. on left stamp. Few known of this rate combination. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén.

VERY FINE & RARE

€uro 5.000

Very Rare Letter Piece

Lot # 1034 µ
3a1+5c �

Beautiful piece with 6 Sk. Bco grey in single and pair together with
two copies 24 Sk. Bco orangish red “STOCKHOLM 2.2 1857”. Some
minor faults of little importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

FINE & RARE COMBINATION

€uro 2.000



P µ 1035 3d � 6 Sk.Bco of the scarce last shade, grey brown, canc. “STOCKHOLM
27.2 1857”. F=24.000. Certs Hunziker & Sjöman. 400

€uro
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P µ 1036 3f � Beautiful reconstructed pair of 6 Sk. Bco grey brown. One larger
perf. hole in lower margin could be from a missplaced needle in the
perf. tool “STOCKHOLM 10.4 1858”. Scarce shade in pair, only 6.000
issued. F=39.000. Cert. Nils Strandell. 800

P µ1037 3E1P Proof for the first reprint of 1868 of 6 Sk. Bco in 
(*) greyish brown colour, pos. 6, type f. Sign. & cert.

Sjöman. VERY RARE. 1.000

P µ 1038 4b � An exceptional piece with two copies 8 Sk. Bco in the scarce brow-
nish orange shade “PHILIPSTAD 30.8 1856”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, (2,4), (4,4) 500

1035 1038



P µ 1039 4f � Beautiful 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow orange with dense background canc.
“CARLSHAMN 20.8 1857”. Cert. F. Obermüller. VERY FINE. 200

€uro
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P µ1040 4f � A spectacular pair of 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow orange
with an excellent rectangular “LULEÅ 10.7 1857”.
The right stamp with an interesting plate flaw:
white spot in lower right corner. Cert. saying “the
most beautiful pair known”. Sign. Strandell & cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 
SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, (4,4), 5 1.000

P µ 1041 4h � 8 Sk. Bco orange yellow (clear print) with complete “STOCKHOLM
22.2 1858”. F=5.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 100

P µ1042 4E1P Proof for the first reprint of 1868 of 8 Sk. Bco in 
(*) orange colour, pos. 1, type b. Sign. & cert. Sjöman.

VERY RARE. 1.000

1039 1041
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Superb 24 Skilling Banco Unused

Lot # 1043 µ
5b (*)

An extremely fresh and well centered copy of 24 Sk. Bco with trace
of original gum, which is very rare. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

SUPERB
Provenance: Lauson Stone, Grand Prix

€uro 8.000

Unused 24 Skilling Banco

Lot # 1044 µ
5b (*)

An extremely fresh and well centered copy of 24 Sk. Bco orange red. Tiny
hardly visible hole from a fallen out grain of sand. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

€uro 4.000
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Largest Multiple Recorded

Lot # 1045 µ
5d �

A very beautiful vertical strip of three 24 Sk. Bco light orange red,
each stamp with a superb canc. “STOCKHOLM 28.9 1858”.
F=120.000. Sign. Sjöman & cert. Erich Harbrecht.

€uro 5.000

Last Day Before Coat of Arms

Lot # 1046 µ
5e �

An extremely colourful 24 Sk. Bco in the scarcer shade brownish red,
blurred printing “STOCKHOLM 30.6 1858” which is the Last DAY before
the introduction of the öre stamps! Two lightly bent corner perfs and one
slightly short perf. Especially interesting due to the very strong colour.
F=27.000. Sign. Strandell & cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

VERY FINE & RARE. 3, 4, 3

€uro 1.500



P µ 1048 2E2+5E2 4 Sk. Bco reprint II of 1868 in a fresh copy sign. Sjöman. Also a 24 Sk. 
*/ (*) Bco in reprint I without gum. 150

Local Stamps

€uro
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P µ1047 5E1P Proof for the first reprint of 1868 of 24 Sk. Bco in red 
(*) colour, pos. 5, type e. Cert. Sjöman. VERY RARE. 1.000

P µ 1049 6a2 � INTENSE BLACK. An exceptional 1 Sk. Bco from early printing on
a small piece with a very clear star canc. Extremely fresh and rare
with this intense colour. Cert. Ingers. SUPERB. 200

P µ 1050 6a2 � 1 Sk. Bco grey black with beautiful star canc. The stamp has an interes-
ting missing perf. hole in top left margin. One very lightly bent corner
perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 100

P µ 1051 6a3 * Very well centered 3 öre black. One perf. slightly thin. Cert.
Haarbrecht. Bid

P µ 1052 6a3 � 3 öre black with a beautiful star canc. Cert. F. Obermüller. VERY FINE. Bid

1049 1050 1051 1052

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 28 februari. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
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Unique Block of Four

Lot # 1053 µ
6a3 (*)

A fantastic reconstructed block of four 3 öre grey black consisting
of two vertical pairs in pos. 37-38/47-48, confirmed by Sjöman &
Ingers. No other blocks in any printings are known of the black
local stamp. Certs Obermüller Wilén & for pos. Ingers.

UNIQUE EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 15.000

Replaced by Lion Type

Lot # 1054 µ
6a3+14Ac �

An exceptional local letter 1863 with two copies 3 öre black considered not
valid and partly torn off and replaced by two copies 3 öre Lion type I “STOCK-
HOLM 9.3 1. TUR”, paying for the local rate + fee for delivery to the addressee.
Certs Sjöman & Obermüller Wilén. Ex. Hugo Josefsson, Grand Prix.

VERY FINE & RARE

€uro 3.000



€uro
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1055 1056

Ex 1057

1058 1059 1060

Coat of Arms

P 1055 2 P (*) COLOUR PROOFS in lilac and orange for the Coat of Arms issue in 4
Sk. Bco values. 100

P 1056 2 P **/ * COLOUR PROOF in carmine for the Coat of Arms issue in 4 Sk. Bco
value in margin block of four with gum. Two faint folds. 150

P µ1057 8+9+ Proofs in black in a set of four of 9, 12, 30 & 50 öre 
11+ by P.A. Sparre acc. to certificate by Mats Ingers, 
12 P exact production year impossible to establish.

Please, see explanation in the cert. by Mats Ingers.
EXCELLENT & VERY RARE. 1.000

P µ1058 7c2 � A fantastic 5 öre yellow green “ÖDESHÖG 1.11
1871”. Cannot be better! Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 400

P µ 1059 7c2 � Exceptionally well centered 5 öre yellow green with beautiful “LID-
KÖPING 26.6 1872”. One short perf. Cert. F. Obermüller. Bid

P 1060 7d � Beautiful 5 öre light green in perfect centering “CARLSCRONA 2.5
1867”. EXCELLENT. 100
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P µ 1062 7f * Very fresh margin block of four of 5 öre light green. Cert. Franz
Obermüller. SUPERB 300

P 1063 7f2 � Very beautiful 5 öre light yellow green, well centered with late and
excellent “MARIESTAD 17.2 1873”. SUPERB. Bid

P 1064 7f � Beautiful 5 öre light yellow green well centered “HAPARANDA 4.10
1874”. SUPERB. Bid

1062 1063 1064

Lot # 1061 µ
7d �

A wonderful cover to Norway with 5 öre light green in a single +
strip of three “FUNÄSDALEN 16.11 1865”, one short corner perf.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

SUPERB & VERY RARE

€uro 1.500
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Unique Mixed 5-Colour Franking

Lot # 1065 µ
7c2+14Bh+16e+17a+20b �

A spectacular registered double rate cover with two 5 öre
mixed with 3 & 20 öre Lion and 3 & 6 öre Circle Type
with excellent canc. “KARLSKRONA 20.10 1872”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén & sign. Sjöman. 

SUPERB & EXTRAORDINARY

€uro 12.500



P 1066 8a � A very beautiful and well centered vertical strip of
four of 9 öre red violet “HELSINGBORG 15.11
1862”. Interesting coloured spot outside the top
right corner frame of the top stamp. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE. 1.500

€uro
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Unique First Day 1.7 1858

Lot # 1067 µ
8a �

Not earlier recorded copy of 9 öre in very strong colour
with full canc. “STOCKHOLM 1.7 1858”. Facit records
2.7 as the earliest date known. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. 

EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 7.500



P µ1068 8d ** An exceptional margin block of 15 of 9 öre blue vio-
let with margin wmk type I. One stamp with light
trace of hinge, otherwise all never hinged. Facit as
normal single stamps 122.500++. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB & RARE MULTIPLE. 3.000

€uro
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P µ 1069 8d * Well centered 9 öre blue violet. F=5.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 4 100

P 1070 8d � Beautiful 9 öre blue violet with excellent canc. “FALKÖPING 17.7
1865”. SUPERB. 200

P µ1071 8d � UNIQUE cover to Germany with 9 öre blue violet
in a strip of three “STOCKHOLM 3.5 1869” with
minor imperfections. The only recorded with this
combination. F=45.000. Certs Obermüller Wilén &
Sjöman. FINE EXHIBITION ITEM. 1.000

1069 1070
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P µ 1073 9c1 � A spectacular copy 12 öre blue  with extremely clear and perfect
“HAPARANDA 6,5 1860”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5,
5, 5, 200

P µ 1074 9c3 � MARGIN WATERMARK. Beautiful 12 öre blue “WADSTENA 29.12
1869” plate 8, pos. 90 with clear wmk line along the right margin,
slight toning. Cert. Harbrecht. VERY RARE. 500

P µ 1075 9d3 � A fantastic 12 öre light blue with a perfect railway canc. “PKXP N:r 9
16.9 1870”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 200

1073 1074 1075

First Day Cancellation 1.7 1858

Lot # 1072 µ
9a �

A spectacular 12 öre in the scarce greenish blue shade with an
absolutely fantastic canc. on the Day of Issue “CARLSHAMN 1.7
1858”. A very small rust spot on back of no importance. Cert.
Obermüller Wilen. 

SUPERB 4, 4, 5

€uro 1.500



Lot # 1079 µ
9i �

A fantastic cover with 12 öre in scarce dull ultramarine shade with
a perfect star canc., which is very rare used on stamps from Coat of
Arms. Covers in quality with all “5” are also extremely rare. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 

EXCELLENT EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 1.000

€uro
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P µ 1076 9e2 * Very fine 12 öre ulmarish blue. F=4.000. Sign. & cert. Sjöman. Bid

P µ 1077 9f1 � A wonderful copy 12 öre in the rare dark ultramarine blue shade
with excellent “WEXIÖ 13.1 1861”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 5 200

P µ 1078 9i � An exceptional 12 öre dull ultramarine “STOCKHOLM 14.11 1862”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4-5 Bid

1076 1077 1078

Spectacular 5, 5, 5, 5 Cover



P µ 1080 9j1 � A wonderful copy 12 öre in the scarce ultramarine grey shade.
Extremely rare with clear foreign canc. “FRANCO”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 250

P µ 1081 9j1 � A wonderful 12 öre in the scarce ultramarine grey shade with a fan-
tastic ink canc. “Moholm Poststation 11.10 186(1)”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 4 250

P µ 1082 9 l � Very beautiful 12 öre blue with very clear excellent canc. “SKARA
15.12 1862”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 Bid

€uro
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P 1083 9 � Rare near zone cover franked with 12 öre canc. “FUNÄSDALEN 27.1
1859” sent to Rørås, Norway. The stamp with a very trivial small
bend. F=25.000. 1.000

P 1084 9v6 � Extremely beautiful cover with 12 öre with the well known “excla-
mation mark” variety from pos. 53 in plate VI. The stamp canc.
“NYLAND 14.3 1868”. Not priced on cover in Facit. UNUSUAL. 1.000

1080 1081 1082
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P µ 1086 9c3+14Be An exceptional piece with Finnish arrival canc “ANK 25.8” on two 
� copies each of 12 öre blue and Lion type 3 öre yellowish light brown,

two creased perfs. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 300

Lot # 1085 µ
9h+13b �

An extremely rare combination on a piece, two copies 3 öre olivish yellow
brown together with a 12 öre clear ultramarine Coat of Arms “ MALMÖ 8.10
1862”, light fold on 3 öre. Still readable part of address “Store Kongensgade” in
Copenhagen indicating paying the near zone rate of 18 öre and as such defini-
tely unique. Cert. Nils Svensson. 

FINE - VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 2.000

Rare Combination Piece

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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Postage Due Usage

Lot # 1087 µ
9c3+14Be �

A spectacular taxed domestic letter first franked with only 3 öre Lion as
a local letter with excellent “SALA 12.12 1871” and at arrival endorsed
“Lösen 15 öre”, due paid with another 3 öre Lion and a 12 öre Coat of
Arms, each with superb “HEBY 21.12 1871” paying totally the rate 12 öre
+ 6 öre for notification. One bent corner perf. and one creased perf. of no
importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

VERY FINE - SUPERB

Provenance: Lauson Stone, Grand Prix

€uro 2.500

First Day Cancellation 1.7 1858

Lot # 1088 µ
10a �

A very beautiful 24 öre dark orange with a very clear superb canc, on the Day of
Issue “PITEÅ 1.7 1858”. Pictured in the handbook. Only 3 known. Sign.
Strandell & cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

VERY FINE 3, 3, 4

€uro 1.500



€uro

237

P µ 1089 10a � An exceptional piece with 24 öre in a strip of three in the first shade,
dark orange. Each stamp with a superb canc. “GEFLE 2.1 1862”. Few
minor faults of little importance. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
VERY FINE & SCARCE. 300

P µ 1090 10d2 � An exceptional 24 öre orange yellow with excellent canc. “WOXNA
16.5 1870”, one lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 3-4, 5 100

1089 1090

The Beauty from Skanör

Lot # 1091 µ
10d2 �

An absolutely fantastic reconstructed strip of three 24 öre
orange yellow. Each stamp with the scarce arc canc. “SKA-
NÖR 27.10 1869” in perfect state (5, 5, 5). A minor, hardly
visible thin spot on one stamp, of no importance. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, (3x4), (3x5)

GREAT RARITY OF THIS ISSUE

€uro 4.000



P 1093 10h2 � Very beautiful 24 öre reddish orange with excellent “FALKÖPING 20.3
1868”. SUPERB. 100

P µ 1094 10g1+11a Seven-fold domestic postage in the form of a single 24 öre as well as a 
� pair of 30 öre on a reduced cover, presumably used as a wrapper (24

öre with faults). The stamps canc. “ASKERSUND 14.6 1864”. Cleaned
and with some repairs. Cert. F. Obermüller. VERY RARE. Bid

238

1093 1094

Reddish Orange Quarter Sheet

Lot # 1092 µ
10h2 **

An exceptional quarter sheet of 25 copies of 24 öre red-
dish orange with full margins. One stamp with a spot of
a hinge otherwise all never hinged. A strip of three has
been separated, but belongs. Facit just as single stamps
220.000+++. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

VERY FINE

€uro 6.000
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First Day 1.7 1858

Lot # 1095 µ
11av7 �

Superb First Day Cancellation “ÖKNE 1.7 1858 on 30 öre dark red
brown, some cut perfs in lower margin. Only 3 known. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 

BEATIFUL & RARE

€uro 3.000

Lübeck Numeral “3”

Lot # 1096 µ
11b �

A fantastic shipletter to England via Lübeck with 30 öre in strip of three.
Each stamp with a clear numeral “3” from the Danish P. O. in Lübeck
and at side “K.B. aus Schweden. One short perf. of no importance. The
left stamp with interesting plate flaw in the lower right corner. Very rare
with this numeral on the stamps. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 2.000



Lot # 1101 µ
11g **/ */ �

A spectacular reconstructed block of four 30 öre rose brown.
Perfectly centered stamps with a central excellent canc. “KUNGS-
GÅRD 10.4 1872”. Plate 1, pos. 75-76/85-86. A minor tear in one
stamp. Pictured in the Handbook 1963, page 56 Coat of Arms. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 

SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 5, 5
Provenance: Per Sjöman

€uro 2.500

P µ 1097 11d2 � Very beautiful 30 öre dark brown with excellent canc. “WADSTENA
11.6 1871”. Opinion Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 150

P µ 1098 11d2 � Perfectly centered 30 öre dark brown with beautiful “TROSA 5.8 1870”
as well as a trace of another strike at left. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 5, 3-4 Bid

P µ 1099 11e1 � A wonderful 30 öre brown with excellent “GEFLE 16.1 1866”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 100

P µ 1100 11g ** Very fresh and beautiful 30 öre rose brown. F=6.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB. 200

€uro

240

1100

1101

1097 1098 1099

Largest Multiple Recorded



P 1102 11 � MARGIN WATERMARK. A beautiful 30 öre “PITEÅ 28.3 1870” with
wmk line along the left margin, small thin dot at right in top margin.
VERY RARE. 500

€uro

241

P µ1103 9d3+ Beautiful cover to Algeria with 12+30 öre “WAX-
11e2 � HOLM 19.10 1868”, a few slightly shorter perfs.

Covers to Africa are rare. F=30.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 1.500

P µ 1104 11h+21a Very beautiful mixed franking of 30 öre with the first scarce shade of 12 
� öre Cricle type on a large part of cover front to France. Cert.

Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 300

P µ 1105 11h+24c Mixed franking with two copies 30 öre together with 24 öre Circle type 
� on a large part of a double rate cover front to France with excellent

canc. “GÖTEBORG 15.8 1872”, a few short perfs of little importance.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 300

1104 1105



P µ 1107 12f2 * Extremely well centered 50 öre carmine rose. F=8.000. Cert. Nils
Svensson. 200

P 1108 12c � MARGIN WATERMARK. Very fresh 50 öre bright
dark carmine with clear wmk line along the left
margin. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
FINE & VERY RARE. 750

P µ1109 12f2 � An absolutely perfect 50 öre carmine rose “FALUN
8.9 1868”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 500

P µ 1110 12g1 * Very fresh and beautiful block of four of 50 öre violet-tinged rose.
Cert. Harbrecht. SUPERB. 400

242

1107 1108 1109 1110

First Day 1.7 1858

Lot # 1106 µ
12b �

A beautiful 50 öre violet-tinged carmine “LULEÅ 1.7 1858”, one
lightly bent corner perf. One of only three recorded. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 

VERY FINE & VERY RARE

€uro 2.000
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Insured Mixed Luxury Cover

Lot # 1111 µ
12g2+21c �

A wonderful cover with 50 öre mixed with 12 öre Circle Type. Each
with an excellent canc. FILIPSTAD 12.10 1872”. Five beautiful
black seals on back and a decorative red and white lace all around.
Extremely rare in this quality. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, (4,4) (5,5) 5

€uro 2.000



Lion Type

244

Per Olof Bagge’s Essay 12 öre

Lot # 1112 µ

The first essay by Bagge 1861 printed in letter press on silk paper
in light blue grey colour. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

SUPERB & VERY RARE

€uro 2.000

Plate Proof

Lot # 1113 µ
14A P (*)

Plate proof of 3 öre in type I in grey colour in a block of four on slightly yel-
lowish smooth paper. The upper pair with a faint ironed-out fold not noticeab-
le from the front. Photocopy of opinion Lundström. Ex. Birger Möller. 

RARE ITEM

€uro 1.000
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Rare Shade on Cover

Lot # 1115 µ
14Ab �

A fantastic domestic cover with two pairs of 3 öre type I in the scarce yel-
low brown shade, each stamp with a superb “GEFLE 20.8 1863”. One
short perf. and trace of a light fold on one stamp of no importance, the
paper in the envelope is lightly renovated. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

SUPERB & VERY RARE

Provenance: Lauson Stone, Grand Prix

€uro 4.000

Lot # 1114 µ
15P 

Proof in black of the mother die for the 17 & 20 öre without deno-
mination. A small scratch on back of little importance. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 

SUPERB & VERY RARE

€uro 3.000

Proof for 17 & 20 Öre



P µ 1116 14Aa * 3 öre type I olive tinged orange brown. F=7.500. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE. 150

P 1117 14Aa � An unusually beautiful copy of the first shade of 3 öre type I “STOCK-
HOLM 5. TUR”. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 100

P µ 1118 14Bc1v2 * A very fresh and beautiful block of four 3 öre brown perf. with the
tool of 1855, which is very rare in blocks. F=26.400. Somewhat
strengthened between perf. and a very light fold in upper right cor-
ner. Especially interesting as the upper right stamp is the so called
type III, which is very rare in blocks. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY. 600

P 1119 14Bv3+ Two well known plate flaws in beautifully canc. copies; the “coloured 
14Bv4 � spot on lion’s nose” and the “coloured line from lion to large 3”. The

varieties themselves free of the canc. 100

€uro

246

1118 1119

Margin Rose Watermark

Lot # 1120
15a �

Beautiful 17 öre carmine violet with parts of the rose wmk at top
left. Very rare, possibly unique. Sign. Gordon. 

EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 2.000

11171116



P µ1124 14Bc1+ Very beautiful cover to Berlin with two copies each 
15b1 of 3 & 17 öre nicely canc. “SÖDERTELJE 4.9 1866”. 
� Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

VERY FINE & RARE COMBINATION. 1.500

P µ1125 15c ** An extremely fresh never hinged 17 öre grey in
almost perfect centering. F=19.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén for block. SUPERB. 750

P µ 1121 15a � Beautiful 17 öre carmine violet canc. “STOCKHOLM 20.8 1866”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 100

P µ 1122 15b1 * 17 öre bluish lilac. One bent corner perf. F=6.500. Cert. Sjöman and
shade by Olle Pettersson. VERY FINE. 100

P µ 1123 15b2 * Well centered 17 öre bluish lilac. F=6.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 150

€uro

247

1121 1122 1123



P µ 1126 15c * Very well centered 17 öre bluish grey. F=6.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 150

€uro

248

P 1127 16b1 ** An extremely fresh margin block of four of 20 öre brownish orange
red perf. with the tool of 1855, which is very rare. A few somewhat
shorter perfs. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE. 800

P µ 1128 16d � Very clear ray canc. “ÅMOT” on a well centered 20 öre brick red.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB & RARE. 200

11281126

Unique Rate Combination

Lot # 1129 µ
16g+17d+19c �

Exceptional envelope to Ireland with mixed franking 20 öre together with Circle
type pairs of 3 and 5 öre, all with superb canc. “HALMSTAD 8.7 1873”. A few
short perfs on 5 öre. Unique rate combination for United Kingdom and letters to
Ireland are very rare. Certs Obermüller Wilén & Franz Obermüller.

VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY 

Provenance: Lauson Stone, Grand Prix

€uro 2.000



Circle Type Perforation 14
€uro
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P µ 1130 17e � An absolutely perfect “PHILIPSTAD 24.10 1874” on 3 öre orange
brown. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 4, 5 Bid

P 1131 17e � An extremely beautiful cover with 3 öre orange brown in strip of three
+ single “LANDSKRONA 8.12 1873”. Largest known number on
cover. Cert. Nils Svensson. SUPERB. 100

P 1132 17+21 � A wonderful cover to Paris with 2 x 3 öre and 3 x 12 öre “JÖNKÖPING
28.4 1875” and blue arr. pmk on front. Parts of back flaps missing.
SUPERB. 100

P 1133 17+21+ A very beautiful cover to Spain with 3, 12 and 30 öre with excellent 
25 � canc. “PKXP Nr 6 UPP 1.4 1873”, 12 öre with a short corner perf.

F=15.000. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 500

P µ 1134 18a * Beautiful 4 öre grey. F=6.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 100

1130 1131 1132 1134

P µ 1135 18a � Newspaper page “The Veterinarian” with a piece missing. Franked
with single 4 öre with superb “LIDKÖPING 6.2 1877”. Very rare on
complete newspaper F=30.000. 300



P 1138 19v7 � MARGIN ROSE WATERMARK. Beautiful 5 öre
“HERNÖSAND 3.10 1874” with large parts of the
corner rose wmk in upper right side. VERY RARE. 750

P µ 1139 19a+22a+ A spectacular piece with two copies 5 & 20 öre, 24 and 50 öre in singles, 
24c+26a excellent canc. “KARLSBORG 12.8 1873”. Please note that three of 
� the values are in the first shade! Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 

SUPERB EXHIBTION ITEM. 300

P µ 1140 19a+21b+ Beautiful cholera letter to Italy with 5, 12 and 24 öre “PKXP 30.8 
24e � 1873”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE. 750

P 1136 19f � Very beautiful 5 öre dark green with excellent canc. “MALMÖ 3.2
1876”. SUPERB. Bid

P 1137 19f � Beautiful 5 öre dark green (grainy print) with perfect “TROSA 5.11
1875”. SUPERB. Bid

€uro

250

1136 1137

1138 1139



P µ 1144 20g � Largest multiple recorded of 6 öre are units of four, this strip of four
of 6 öre olive grey on a piece is one of three known and the only in
grey shade as well as largest multiple. Nicely canc. “RONNEBY 4.3
1875”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE. 500

P µ 1145 20k � Very beautiful 6 öre reddish lilac with excellent “FILIPSTAD 25.4
1877”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 100

P µ 1146 20k � A perfect canc. “PHILIPSTAD 25.4 1877” on 6 öre reddish lilac. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3-4, 5 Bid

P µ 1147 20e+21m A beautiful piece with two copies each of 6 öre in the scarce shade red-
� dish violet and 12 öre blue “WERNAMO 21.4 1875”. On left 6 öre a few

worn perfs. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 100

P µ 1141 19f+24d Very beautiful envelope from the Royal Yacht Osborne sent to
� England with 2 x 5 and 24 öre “STOCKHOLM 2.10 1874”. SUPERB. 150

P µ 1142 20b * Perfectly centered 6 öre ultramarine violet on yellow paper. F=4.800.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén.  SUPERB. 100

P 1143 20b � Very beautiful 6 öre ultramarine violet with excellent railway canc.
“PKXP NR 1 NED “16.7 1872” in the first month. SUPERB. 100

€uro

251

1141 1142 1143

1145 1146 1147

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 28 februari. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.



P 1148 21 � 12 öre blue with an excellent strike of the rare “KÄRRSTORP 3.2 1876”
(M-län). Facit Postal 2.000. 100

P µ 1149 21n+25g Beautiful readdressed cover to France with 12 and 30 öre, the latter in 
� scarcer shade in blurred print. A damaged corner on 12 öre. The letter

was redirected within France. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 100

P 1150 22v7 � MARGIN ROSE WATERMARK. Very beautiful 20 öre “MARIE -
STAD 8.1 1874” with a small part of the corner rose wmk in lower
left corner. SUPERB & RARE. 400

P µ 1151 23b � A wonderful 20/20 öre double print “PHILIPSTAD 3.2 1877”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT 4-5, 5, 5 100

€uro

252

P µ1152 24a � A spectacular insured cover with listed contents
franked with single & pair of 24 öre in the scarce
first orange shade, each with a superb “KARLS -
HAMN 29.4 1873”. A few bent perfs on the lower
stamp due to the placement. Cert. Harbrecht.
SUPERB & RARE. 1.500

P 1153 24f � Very beautiful 24 öre orange yellow with excellent “KRISTIANSTAD
17.3 1875”. SUPERB. Bid

P µ 1154 24g � A wonderful canc. “PHILIPSTAD 16.3 1877” on 24 öre dull yellowish
orange. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 3, 5 Bid

1148 1149 1150 1151

1153 1154



P 1155 24h � Very beautiful 24 öre dull yellow “WIMMERBY 20.5 1876”. SUPERB. Bid

P µ 1156 25a1 * Very beautiful copy 30 öre in the first shade, dark reddish brown.
F=11.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 250

• P 1157 25h � Well centered 30 öre greyish brown with excellent canc. “ONSALA
11.2 1876”. SUPERB. 100

P µ 1158 25j � An absolutely perfect “PHILIPSTAD 22.5 1877” on 30 öre brown black.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 Bid

€uro
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P 1159 25v8 � MARGIN ROSE WATERMARK. Very beautiful 30
öre “UPSALA 12.1 1873” with large parts of corner
rose wmk in upper left corner. 
SUPERB & VERY RARE. 750

P µ 1160 26f � Beautiful 50 öre carmine “KARLSTAD 22.1 1875”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB. Bid

Circle Type Perforation 13

P µ 1161 28c * Very beautiful 3 öre in the rare dark orangish brown. Without price for
unused in Facit. One lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB. 200

P µ 1162 28h � A fantastic 3 öre yellow brown “WESTERVIK 29.1 1887”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 150

1155 1156 1157 1158 1160

1161 1162



P µ 1166 30b � An exceptional 5 öre dull bluish green “GAMLEBY 28.12 1880”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 100

P µ 1167 30i * Well centered 5 öre bluish green. F=5.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 3 100

P µ 1168 30k ** Very fresh 5 öre green in block of four. Facit as singles 22.000. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén SUPERB. 400

P 1169 30+33+36 Parcel card with 5, 20 & 50 öre as well as 1 kr. canc. “PITEÅ 31.10 1885” 
� (1,75 kr.). Fold through small part of two stamps hardly shows. 100

P 1163 29v10 � MARGIN ROSE WATERMARK. Beautiful 4 öre with superb canc.
“STOCKHOLM TT 23.5 1884” with small part of corner rose wmk in
top left corner. RARE. 200

P µ 1164 29e+35i Beautiful registered letter to Italy with two copies 4 öre and 30 öre 
� “GÖTEBORG 29.8 1884”, one corner of a 4 öre with light bend. Cert.

Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 100

P 1165 30av12 � MARGIN WATERMARK ROSE. Very beautiful 5 öre grey green
“STOCKHOLM NORR 19.1 1878” with small part of corner rose
wmk in upper left corner. SUPERB & RARE. 250

€uro
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1163 1164 1165

1166 1167 1168



P 1171 32v16 MARGIN ROSE WATERMARK. Beautiful 12 öre 
� with very large part of corner rose wmk in top right

side. VERY RARE. 500

P µ 1172 33a � A wonderful 20 öre in the first shade, dull red “ÖREBRO 12.6 1879”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 150

• P 1173 34g � Well centered 24 öre orange with excellent “TRYSERUM 21.1 1884”.
SUPERB. 100

P µ 1174 34+43 � Unusual form of C.O.D. in the amount of 10 kr. franked with 24 öre
perf. 13 as well as 5 öre with posthorn canc. “STOCKHOLM 11.9 89”.
Arrival canc. “SÖDERHAMN 12.9 1889”. 200

P µ 1175 35h � A wonderful 30 öre black brown “SUNNE 11.10 1883”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 100

P µ 1176 28...36 � EXTREMELY STRONG SET-OFF (spegeltryck) on a set 3-50 öre
(except 6 öre), 8 different. Scarce in this quality. All pictured on our
website. 100

P 1170 31j ** Beautiful 6 öre bluish lilac in block of four. Facit as singles 15.200+. 250

€uro
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1170

1172 1173

1174

1175 Ex 1176



P µ1179 37 � A spectacular and well known copy of the 1 riksda-
ler in perf. 13 with an absolutely perfect canc. from
Gotland “RUTE 30.10 1878”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 1.250

P µ1180 37 � A wonderful 1 riksdaler “STOCKHOLM SÖD. 26.2
1878”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 750

P µ 1181 37 � Perfectly centered 1 Riksdaler with superb “FLODA 21.6 1878”. A
few slightly shorter perf. tips in the upper margin not mentioned in
the certificate. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 250

P µ 1177 37 * Very fresh copy of 1 riksdaler, one lightly bent corner perf. F=19.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 400

P µ 1178 37 * Extremely fresh unused 1 Riksdaler. F=19.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE. 400

€uro

256

1178

1180

1177

1181



P µ 1183 40c+ Very beautiful cover to Egypt with 2 öre single + pair mixed with all 
61-64 � values Bicoloured Numeral superb canc. “MALMÖ 30.7 95”. Cert.

Sjöman. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 150

P 1184 46d ** Very fresh 20 öre dark orange red in block of four. Facit as singles
18.000. SUPERB. 300

P µ 1185 47d � A fantastic 30 öre with a wonderful blue canc. “GNESTA 28.4 1888”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5 100

P 1186 48 ** Very well centered and fresh 50 öre red. F=6.500. SUPERB. 100

P 1187 49 � Money order to USA with 1 kr in pair & single (short corner perf.)
“VRETSTORP 19.12 1906”. SCARCE. Bid

P 1182 38+ Exceptional triple rate cover to Australia with 1 
45-47 kr. mixed with posthorn on back  20 öre (pair), 30 
� öre and 10 öre Oscar II “GEFLE 24.12 1887”. 

VERY RARE. 750

Circle Type with Posthorn

€uro
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1183 1184

1185 1186

1187



P µ 1189 39c ** Well centered 10 öre pale carmine. F=9.500. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 5 150

P µ 1190 45a ** Very well centered 10 öre dull violet carmine with posthorn. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB 4, 4, 5 Bid

P 1191 52vm2 ** Corner block of twelve of 5 öre, 10 stamps with wmk parts of two
crowns. F=1.630+. Bid

P µ 1192 52+57+ Registered cover sent to Sven Hedin in Teheran, Persia franked with 5 
60 � öre, two copies 25 öre and one 1 kr. of which all but one are on the

back. The stamps canc. “STOCKHOLM 1.11.05”. Teheran arrival canc.
on back. Bid

P µ 1188 40..49 Complete set 2 öre - 1 kr. without 5 öre in blocks of four, a few ** and 
**/ * others with 2 stamps **. Facit as single stamps ca 44.000. VERY FINE. 500

Oscar II

€uro
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Ex 1188

1189 1190



P 1196 59 ** A fantastic corner block of four of 50 öre, all per-
fectly centered. F=16.000+. EXCELLENT 500

P 1197 60 ** A very fresh and beautiful corner block of four of 1 kr. F=17.600+. 400

P 1193 55vm2 ** Corner block of ten of 15 öre, 8 stamps with watermark parts of two
crowns. F=8.600+. 200

P 1194 56vm2 ** Corner block of ten of 20 öre, 8 stamps with watermark parts of two
crowns. F=8.600+. 200

P µ 1195 58 � Cover sent to Sven Hedin in Irkutsk in Siberia (Russia) from “STOCK-
HOLM 1.4.97” initially sent registered and a due marking applied but
then forwarded as a normal letter. Redirected with multiple Russian
transit canc. applied on back before being returned to Stockholm and
canc. “STOCKHOLM ANK 28.5 1897” on arrival. Bid

€uro
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1193 1194

1196 1197



Later Issues
€uro
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P 1198 65 ** Post Office 1903 in a very beautiful and perfectly
centered block of four. F=30.000+. EXCELLENT. 500

1198

Lot # 1199 µ
52+59+60+65 �

Beautiful address card for an insured parcel in the amount of Kr.
1.500.000 franked with 83,55 kr. in total consisting of 16 copies of
the 5 kr. Post Office Building stamp as well as one each of 5 and 50
öre Oscar II and a strip of three of the 1 kr. An additional piece of
paper with part of the franking has been attached to the address
card by a string with beautiful red wax seal from the Norrköping
Post Office (4). The card canc. “NORRKÖPING PAK. EXP. 30.8
11”. Cert. Nils Svensson. 

RARE ITEM
€uro 750



P µ 1200 65+77etc An exceptional parcel card from Gothenburg 1914 with insurance of 
� Kr. 2.682.000, an enormous amount at the time. Franked with a 5 kr.

Post Office 1903 and on a large added paper sheet 162 copies 1 kr.
Medallion, mostly in large blocks + single 5 & 20 öre paying the total
postage of Kr. 167,25. For natural reasons some creasing and small
faults of no importance. The whole item, back and front can be 
viewed on our website. 200

P 1201 65+161+ Parcel card for an insured parcel franked with 8,90 kr. incl. a copy of 
168 � the 5 kr. Post Office Building. The stamps canc. “STOCKHOLM 16

RBT. 17.1 23”. 100

€uro
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P 1202 69vm ** INVERTED WATERMARK on a very fresh 2 öre Coat of Arms. Only
priced used in Facit. 400

P 1203 76 � Exceptional pair 10 öre Medallion, very rare with ship cancellation “
ARRIVED IN RIGA/WITH A STEAMSHIP FROM / STOCK-
HOLM”. SUPERB 200

P 1204 79 � Rare “TVÄRÅNA 27.7 15” town canc. (Värmland) tying 5 öre Medallion
to postcard. Facit Postal = 2.500. 100

P µ 1205 79 � Scarce “STOCKHOLM STADION LBR. 16.7 12” used at the 1912 olym-
pics, tying 5 öre Medallion to a beautiful postcard showing the stadi-
um. Facit Postal = 3.500. 100

1200 1201

1202 1203

1204 1205



P µ 1206 85 � Extremely beautiful and rare commercial cover to RIGA with
“ARRIVED IN RIGA/WITH A STEAMSHIP FROM / STOCK-
HOLM” on the 20 öre stamp. Cert. Hellman. SUPERB 500

€uro
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Lot # 1207 µ
92Bz **

VÄRNAMO 55 öre in a perfect copy, rare with watermark letters. Sign. & cert
Kihlblom as well as cert. Franz Obermüller. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

€uro 2.000

Lot # 1208 µ
92 **

VÄRNAMO 55 öre in an exceptional never hinged copy. Sign. Kihlblom & cert.
Obermüller Wilén. EXCELLENT 5, 5, 5

€uro 1.500



P µ1210 94 ** Extremely well centered, never hinged copy of 80
öre black. F=35.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 5 1.000

P µ 1211 94 ** Very fresh never hinged 80 öre black. F=25.000. Cert. Nils Svensson.
VERY FINE. 500

P µ 1209 92 ** Very fresh never hinged 55 öre. F=35.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB 4, 4, 5 750

€uro
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1209 1211

P µ 1212 92+94 ** VÄRNAMO 55 & 80 öre in a very fresh never hinged set. F=50.000.
Certs Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE. 1.000



P µ 1213 136v1 � Inverted 10 öre on 3 öre properly canc. “MALMBERGET 28.6 1920”. A
couple of slightly shorter perf. tips not mentioned in the cert. F=14.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. 200

P 1214 137v1 � Inverted 20 öre on 2 öre on small piece with beautiful “FILIPSTAD 28.10
1920”. F=12.000. A couple of slightly shorter perf. tips. Sign. Harry
Wennberg. 200

P 1215 138v1 � Inverted 50 öre on 4 öre properly canc. Gamleby. F=18.000. 250

P 1216 140Acx ** Very beautiful pair 5 öre Lion type I with wmk KPV. F=3.600+.
SUPERB. 100

P 1217 140Acx ** Pair 5 öre Lion type I with wmk KPV. Dividing line in the middle, the
left stamp situated slightly lower and in remarkably strong colour.
F=3.600++. 100

P 1218 142Abz ** Very fresh and beautiful 5 öre brown type II with wmk KPV. F=7.500.
SCARCE. 100

P µ 1219 142ECz � Used 5 öre with watermark inverted lines + KPV in good appearance
but with some imperfections. Cert. Frahm. Bid

P 1220 144Av2 * Tête-bêche pair 10 öre Lion with the heads against each other. Hardly
visible traces of hinge. F=13.000. 250

€uro
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1213 1214 1215

1216 1217

1218 1219 1220

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 28 februari. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.



P 1222 150P (*) 15 öre colour proof in green colour, without gum. 100

P 1223 151C ** Very beautiful margin block of eight of 20 öre blue in very good cen-
tering, plate No. 1 - 2. F=5.600++. SUPERB. 150

P 1224 151CBz ** Gustaf V en face 20 öre clear wmk KPV with full letters in perfect cen-
tering. F=1.800++. EXCELLENT COPY. 100

P 1225 156cxz ** Very fresh 35 öre Crown & Posthorn with wmk KPV. F=7.000. 
VERY FINE. 100

265

12231222 1224 1225

Lot # 1221 µ
144Av2+175Aa �

A spectacular registered cover with tête-bêche 10 öre Lion toget-
her with 15 öre Gustaf V, the latter with a few short perfs of no
importance. Two very beautiful canc. “DJURSHOLM 10. 2 1925”.
En clo sed also the post receipt. Very rare on envelopes. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. 

VERY FINE

€uro 2.000



P 1227 175Acx � Gustaf V 15 öre scarce with wmk lines. F=8.500. 250

P 1228 179A � Interesting pre-printing fold on a pair of 20 öre on postal money order
canc. “HEDEMORA 27.8”. Bid

P 1229 209 ** UPU Congress 2 kr. in very good centering and perf. SUPERB. 100

P 1230 209 ** UPU 2 kr. in a perfectly centered block of four. F=9.600++. 
EXCELLENT. 300

P 1226 175cx *Beautiful Gustav V 15 öre violet with watermark
lines. F=30.000. Sign. Strandell. 750

€uro
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1227

1228

1229

1230

N.B.! Please note that the auction will take place in our building 
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor! 



P 1232 210 ** UPU Congress 5 kr. in an exceptional block of four.
Rare in this quality. F=18.000++. EXCELLENT. 500

P µ1233 196- Beautiful cpl. set (15) in used blocks of four canc. in 
210 � Korsnäs in 1924. The stamps in very fine or better

centering. F=34.400 as single stamps. 
SCARCE SET OF BLOCKS. 400

P 1234 225 ** UPU 5 kr. in an absolutely perfect copy. F=5.000++. EXCELLENT. 200

P µ 1231 209 � Beautiful insured cover sent to Germany franked with 2 kr. Postal
Congress canc. “VÄSTERÅS 22.9.24. 800

€uro
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1232 Ex 1233



P 1235 225 ** A fantastic block of four of 5 kr. UPU. Each stamp
perfectly centered, it should be observed that the
left stamps are a bit smaller, thus the margins also
smaller, but the same on both sides of each stamp.
F=20.000++. EXCELLENT ITEM. 600

P µ1236 211-25 Cpl. set of 15 in blocks used in Norrköping at vari-
� ous dates. The 2 kr. separated into pairs and held

together by hinges and the 5 kr. lightly reinforced.
F=24.000 as single stamps. SCARCE. 300

€uro
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P µ 1237 1053var Ivar Arosenius in a horizontal strip of nine imperf. vertically between all 
** stamps, margins on each side, these were issued in vertical coil rolls only.

A couple of insignificant fingerprints. SCARCE. 300

P 1238 1474-77 Unlisted variety, block of four 1987 Christmas stamps with both pairs 
var ** imperf. between. SCARCE. 150

P µ 1239 SH6 Booklet Summer in Bohuslän 2002 imperforate block of 10 and as well a
used block of four imperf. canc. in Göteborg. SCARCE. 100

1235 Ex 1236

1238 1239



Official Stamps
€uro
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P 1240 Tj 4e � Very beautiful 6 öre lilac-reddish lilac with excellent “LINKÖPING
31.7 1871”. SUPERB. 100

P µ 1241 Tj 4e � Exceptional 6 öre reddish lilac “HAPARANDA 14.7 1877”. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 4-5, 4-5, 5 Bid

P µ 1242 Tj 9a * Very beautiful 50 öre violetish carmine. F=7.000. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB. 200

P 1243 Tj. 22 B ** Very fresh and well centered, 50 öre type II perf. 13. F=6.500. SUPERB. Bid

Postage Due Stamps

1240 1241

1242 1243

1244 1245

• P 1244 L 1 � Beautiful 1 öre perf. 14 with excellent and rare canc. “WESTRA ENEBY
6.6 1877”. FP=1.000+. SUPERB. 100

P 1245 L 8 � Exceptional 30 öre perf. 14 with excellent “JUNSELE 31.8 1879”.
SUPERB. Bid

P 1246 L11+L15 Parcel card sent from “PITEÅ 5.9 1882”, the postage of 30 öre paid for 
� in the form of six copies of 1 öre as well as a pair of 12 öre Postage Due

stamps by the addressee on arrival in “ARVIDSJAUR 6.9 1882”. 150

P 1247 L13+L18 Parcel card paid for by the receiver on arrival with 90 öre in Postage 
+L19 � Due stamps incl. 30 & 50 öre canc. “ARVIDSJAUR 21.7 1880”. 200

1246 1247



P 1248 MbK5 Very interesting military postcard of 1939-40 which 
� has had a wide paper joint (joining the card in the

middle) in brown colour printed over. VERY RARE. 500

P 1249 MpK1A Unissued military Postcard of 1966 printed in  black
� on yellowish brown paper with nine continuous

squares for the sender’s national registration num-
ber. Unpriced in Facit. 
ONLY A FEW SUCH CARDS KNOWN. 400

P µ 1250 � Cover sent by a German Lieutenant interned in the camp at
Ränneslätt, the cover canc. “STOCKHOLM 90 20.9 45”. Censor strip
sealed with red censor hand stamp on back. 200

Local Post Proof & Olympic Letter Seals

P 1251 Trollhättan Local Stamp Proof 1945 in pair. Very rare. Bid

P µ 1252 ** OLYMPIC GAMES in Stockholm 1912. Labels in cpl. set (16) with all
different languages. Some with bends. SCARCE. 100

Military Mail
Please see also Lot # 990

€uro
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1248 1249

1251 Ex 1252



Unique Shade of 5 on 4 öre

Postal Stationery

271

Essay of the First Envelope

Lot # 1253
Fk 1 

In competition with six other tenderers, Lithografiska Aktie-Bolaget in
Norrköping was appointed as manufacturer for the first Swedish postal statio-
nery. The first order was for stamped envelopes with 12 öre denomination for
the domestic letter rate. This is the first essay presented in 1871 (envelope paper
with watermark lines, small part cut off at left) and differs from the accepted
design issued in 1872.  One of four existing and a milestone item in classic
Swedish philately. 

VERY RARE EXHIBITION ITEM

€uro 1.500

Lot # 1254 µ
Fk 17 IIb 

In a bundle sent to the Post Office in Åtvidaberg with 200 envelopes with 5 öre
green surcharge on 4 öre square impression, 10 envelopes were found instead
surcharged on 4 öre oval impression. These are the only ones known to have
been found. Unique unused  in the brownish grey shade, type II. Cert. Bo Erik
Stavenow. 

SUPERB - EXCELLENT

€uro 1.000



P 1258 bKe 4a Exceptional postcard 10 öre brownish-red to Russia carried by the
steamer Rurik “STOCKHOLM 6.3.1887” and St. Petersburg arr. pmk
on front. Paying the postcard rate within U.P.U.’s 2nd group
(Europe). VERY FINE & SCARCE. 200

P 1259 bKe 5 The rare 15 öre postcard correctly used to China “KALMAR
30.9.1894”. Especially interesting with Singapore transit pmk and a
Chinese private Hankow Missionary mark. SUPERB & RARE. 400

P 1257 bKe 1 Very beautiful postcard 12 öre light-blue “PKXP Nr. 1 NED
26.5.1872” sent to Denmark, arr. pmk “KJØBENHAVN 27.” The 12
öre inland postcard rate was in force only one year from 1.1 -
31.12.1872. The 12 öre rate was also applied to Denmark and Norway,
these usages are very rare. SUPERB. 500

P 1255 kB 24 Very rare letter card 15 on 20 öre blue unused. The black surcharge
was made by the local bank office in Lund of Skandinaviska
Kreditaktiebolaget. F=13.500+. SUPERB. 500

P 1256 kB 29 Very fresh and rare letter card 10 on 20 öre violet, unused. The black
surcharge was made by the local bank office of Jämtlands Folkbank
in Östersund. F=8.500+. SUPERB. 300
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1255 1256

1258 1259
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Complete Sheets

Lot # 1260
55vm2 **

Full sheet of 15 öre Oscar II printed askew resulting in many copi-
es with watermark parts of two crowns vertically and in other pla-
ces some horizontally. Many superb/excellent copies. Facit as nor-
mal copies 70.000++.

€uro 1.000

Lot # 1261
57vm2 **

Complete sheet of 25 öre Oscar II, very fresh, many stamps with
watermark parts of two crowns. Facit as normal stamps 95.000+.

€uro 1.250
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Lot # 1262
58vm2 **

Complete very fresh sheet of 30 öre Oscar II, many stamps
with watermark parts of two crowns. Many superb/excellent
copies in lower and middle part. Facit as normal stamps
180.000++.

€uro 2.500

Oscar II 30 öre
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Watermark Letters (KPV)

Lot # 1263 µ
65 **

A spectacular complete sheet of 50 stamps of the 5 kr. Post Office
Building 1903. The sheet watermark goes slightly into at least the
three bottom stamps at right. This variety is not quoted in Facit
and not earlier known. Further the full sheet is extremely well
centered and all copies qualify at least as superb and the majority
as excellent. Facit for superb singles 375.000++ not counting the
wmk.

EXCELLENT & UNIQUE SHEET

€uro 7.500



P 1265 89Bz Complete sheet of 35 öre Medallion, 10 stamps with 
** wmk KPV. F=43.000. 500

P 1266 90Bz Complete and very fresh sheet of 100 of 40 öre, 20 
** stamps with wmk KPV. Many superb/excellent

copies. F=67.000++. 750

P 1267 91Bz Complete sheet of 50 öre Medallion. Very fresh and 
** unusual with 40 stamps with watermark KPV.

Many superb/excellent copies in the lower half.
Facit for normal quality 178.000++. 2.000

P 1264 77vm2 Complete sheet of 1 kr. Medallion with wmk 
** crown. The majority of the stamps have watermark

parts of two crowns! Facit as normal stamps
180.000++. 2.500

€uro
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1265 1266



Lot # 1268
96Bz **

Complete and fresh sheet of Medallion 1 kr, 30 stamps with water-
mark KPV.  Many superb/excellent copies. Facit for normal quality
210.000.

€uro 2.500

P 1269 138cz Airmail 1920 50 öre in complete sheet, 10 stamps 
** with watermark KPV. F=45.000. 500

277

Gustaf V in Medallion 1 Krona
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1270

Perforation Proofs in Sheets

Lot # 1271 µ
162 P **

Perforation proofs of 60 öre Crown & Posthorn in complete sheet of 100, imperforate
horizontally, worn perfs in the right side. 

VERY RARE

€uro 2.000

Lot # 1270 µ
142 P **

Perforation proofs of Lion Type 5 öre brun in a half sheet of 50 stamps imperforate hori-
zontally. 

VERY RARE

€uro 1.000

Lot # 1272 µ
173 **

Perforation Proofs of 140 öre Crown & Posthorn in complete sheet of 100, imperforate
horizontally, some worn perfs on a few stamps. 

VERY RARE

€uro 2.000

1271 1272



P 1275 H8 O Gustaf V Medallion 10 öre 1917 inverted mounting, small paper slip
on back. F=16.000. 500

P 1276 H11A O Gustaf V Medallion  15 öre in brown cover 1919, inverted mounting.
Extremely fresh. F=20.000. 600

P 1273 H6A3 O Gustaf V Medallion 10 öre 1916, 5 x 4 stamps inverted mounting.
Interesting as the mounting is made 10 mm into the cover. F=23.000. 600

P 1274 H7 O Gustaf V Medallion 5 öre 1917, very fresh with 5 stamps wmk KPV,
inverted mounting. F=17.000+. 500

Booklets
€uro
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1273 1274

1275 1276

P 1277 H12B R Gustaf V Medallion 20 öre blue, upright, mounting, 10 stamps with
wmk KPV. F=20.000+. 600



1280 H35BC+ Dealaware 15 öre, two very fresh booklets BC & CB. F=7.200.
CB 150

1281 H39BC O Gustaf V 10 öre small figures 1939 perf. 3+4 sides, inverted mounting.
F=11.000. 150

280

Ex 1278

Lot # 1279
H22a R

The Royal Palace 1931 5 kr., 40 copies in very fresh and beautiful booklet.
F=100.000.

€uro 2.500

Lot # 1278 µ
H4

Exceptional selection of all the existing controller’s marks K, L, M & N on back
of the booklets Oscar II 10 öre 1913 “Pris 3 kronor”. All very fresh and fine.
F=68.000.

€uro 1.000

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockholm den 28 februari. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.



P 1282 H41A  Linné 15 öre 1939 perf. 3+4 sides, inverted mounting. F=17.000.
BCO 300

1283 H41A Linné 15 öre 1939 perf. 4+3 sides, inverted mounting. F=17.000.
CBO ** 300

Booklets Collections & Lots
1285 Collection of booklets between F. No. H54 and H 308 in three albums. 200

1286 Collection of booklets between Facit No. H33 and H173 as well as a few slot
machine booklets in glassine envelopes. Includes better ones e.g. H33BC, H34BB
and H38BC. F=22.500. 200

1287 Collection of 123 slot machine booklets with Gustaf VI Adolf stamps, in correct
and inverted mounting etc. Bid

1288 Discount booklets, 500 from various years, all good for
Nordic countries. 4.000

1289 Discount booklets, 260 from various years for use in
Sweden. 2.000

€uro
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Lot # 1284
H44C BCR 

The Royal Palace 5 kr. 1941 perf. 3+4 sides. Very fresh and all stamps with good
margins. The top and bottom block with cyls “2”. F=66.000.

€uro 1.500



Collections
12.00 hrs

µ 1290 Very clean unused collection 1858 - 1964 in a Leuchtturm
album. The collection is well filled from Circle Type perf. 13
and onwards incl. Official and postage Due sections, the
later period complete ** incl. BC-CB pairs. F=205.800 accor-
ding to the consignor. Please see sample pictures on our
website. 1.500

1291 Unused collection 1858 - 1961 in a Leuchturm album. Quite well filled from
Circle Type perf. 13 and forward with all stamps from ca late 1920s onwards
being **. Well filled sections of Officials and Postage Due perf. 13 mostly in
very good centering. Total Facit cat. value ca 140.000 according to the consignor. 1.000

µ 1292 Small collection of ** medium and better priced BC-CB pairs, booklets and strips
of five ca 1930s-40s as well as one BC-CB sheet of F. No. 267. Total Facit cat. value
is over 50.000. List of contents on our website. 400

1293 BLOCKS OF FOUR */**. Interesting collection, mostly ** from Circle Type up
to the 1950s incl. good Circle Type, Oscar II, 5 kr. Post Office and Stockholm
Castle 1931, UPU öre values from both sets, BC-pairs etc. Very high cat. value. 500

1294 Clean unused collection 1877 - 1950 in a stockbook. The collection incl. BB-pairs,
Officials and Postage Due stamps, largely **. F=44.000 according to the consignor. 300

1295 Two albums containing a collection of mostly unused 1938 - 1990. Very well fil-
led ** from ca 1940 onwards. 200

1296 Three albums with ** stamps and minisheets, largely cpl. ** 1960-92. Face value
over SEK 3.000 incl. a number of discount stamps. 100

1297 Collection ** 1945 - 2005 cpl. arranged on Visir pages in four albums incl. BB
pairs etc. Total face value alone is over SEK 8.500. 300

1298 Collection complete 1960-2009 in two thick Lighthouse albums (up to 2011) in
good condition. Face value almost 10.000 SEK + expensive albums albums. 400

µ 1299 Very well filled used collection 1858 - 1973 in a Leuchtturm album. Largely
cpl. incl. Officials and Postage Due stamps apart from a few stamps and BC-
CB pairs in the period. Many stamps have beautiful canc. 
PLEASE SEE PICTURES ON OUR WEBSITE. 750

1300 Collection 1858 - 1969 in an old Lindner album. Well filled from Circle Type incl.
Officials, the early part mostly used but mostly unused after that (mostly ** from
1930s onwards). Some stamps are misidentified so please inspect. 200

1301 Used collection 1855 - 1985 in two albums. Starting with 4 Sk. Bco and then very
well filled from 1858 onwards incl. some early issues in diff. shades, 22 BC/CB
pairs etc. 250

1302 Collection 1855 - 1964 in an old KA-BE album starting with 4 Sk. Bco, fairly well
filled up to medium priced stamps incl. BB-pairs and some BC-CB pairs, used
early part and then mostly unused. 200

1303 �Well filled old Harry Wennberg album containing a used collection 1855 - 1943,
with e.g. both UPU sets from 1924 cpl. etc. F=47.500 according to the consignor. 300

1304 Used basic collection 1858 - 1972 in two Verbis albums incl. some early issues in
diff. shades, some BC-CB pairs etc. 200

1305 Used collection in shades 1855 - 1918 in an album. Often many shades of each.
Also some old postcards franked with stamps of the period. 150

€uro
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•Pµ 1313 SUPERB - EXCELLENT CANCELLATION COLLECTION.
A fantastic collection cancellations in a stockbook. Placed
alphabetically G - Ö. Ca 800 stamps CIRCLE TYPE with a
few postage due stamps. In principle all cancellations are
different, some duplication on different stamps. Many
small places and to large extent excellent cancellations. All
available on our website. PLEASE INSPECT. 2.000

µ 1314 OSCAR - CANCELLATIONS. Album containing a collection of close to 400 can-
cellations, seemingly all different (ranging from readable to superb), on various
values of Oscar II. Also some Oscar stamps on pieces from parcel letters. 150

1306 Quite well filled basic used collection 1855 - 1972 in an old album incl. 4 Sk. Bco,
black local stamp (faults) etc. 100

1307 Well filled unused collection 1939-72 in an album incl. BB-pairs, mostly **.
F=16.000 according to the consignor. 100

1308 Collection 1951 - 1970 on specialized pages in three albums containing singles,
BB-pairs, coil strips of five, booklets and in some cases FDC’s. Bid

Specialized Collections
µ 1309 CIRCLE TYPE. Extensive specialized collection in a Visir

album. Some unused, but mostly used incl. a lot of shades
and very large number of superb cancellations, also mul-
tiples incl. blocks of four, variaties etc. Further many
covers incl. a beautiful parcel card with 7 stamps in 4-
colour franking etc. A fantastic base for an exhibition col-
lection. PLEASE INSPECT. 1.000

µ 1310 CIRCLE TYPE. Specialized collection perf. 13 and 13 with posthorn, all used +
more than 10 covers. Specialized in shades and many superb canc. Please
inspect. 200

µ 1311 Provisional Issue 1889 surcharge on Circle Type. Very interesting specialized col-
lection with varieties, multiples, superb canc., 6 covers etc. Please inspect. 200

1312 Large carton containing a clean collection 1855 - 1984 in 12 self made albums.
Early part to ca 1940s mostly used with a number of varieties marked as well as
many nice canc. Mostly collected unused as well as used from mid 1940s
onwards. Worth mentioning is an interesting specialized section of semi-
modern stamps on different fluorescent paper types. Also some stockbooks with
used duplicates in quantities up to ca 1940 etc. 300

€uro
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Ex 1313
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µ 1315 COIL STAMPS. Collection of stamps on different paper
types and with diff. watermarks in selected centering, nearly
every stamp is in at least superb centering and with very
few exceptions **. Facit cat. value is ca 86.000 without pre-
mium for centering according to the consignor. All pictu-
red on our website. 1.000

1316 COIL STAMPS. Specialized collection of used stamps on Visir pages in an
album, collected according to the highly specialized old Swedish stamp cata-
logue of the SFF. Most paper and watermark varieties present except for the
absolutely most expensive ones. Most stamps in good centering and many
with nice cancellations. 600

µ 1317 COIL STAMPS. Unused specialized collection of coil stamps on Visir pages in
an album. Mostly in strips of five or larger, many strips with two stamps hinged
but still plenty of ** strips, arranged by paper type or watermark. Also an album
with coil strips 1941-49 with two hinged stamps each. Very high cat. value. 400

µ 1318 SWEDISH AIRMAIL 1920-1946. Very nicely mounted and described collection
of ca 45 covers incl. many interesting overseas destinations. Please inspect. 250

µ 1319 SMALL OFFICIALS. Exceptional specialized collection with many ** stamps
and blocks of four, also * and used incl. many watermark varieties, also scarce
ones. Further interesting covers incl. reg., C.O.D., express, telegram, money
orders etc. Very nicely mounted with many stamps in very good centering and
with many beautiful canc. Please inspect! 200

µ 1320 Covers Circle Type with posthorn & Oscar II. Very interes-
ting collection incl. many foreign destinations incl. overseas,
insured & reg. covers, parcel cards, money orders, printed
matters, C.O.D., postage due etc. PLEASE INSPECT. 300

Specialized Selections & Lots
1321 POSTAL STATIONERY. Two albums, one with collection old postcards, spe-

cialized with a lot of varieties with many notations made by the collector. The
other a collection of old letter cards, mostly unsued. Please inspect! 250

µ 1322 Remainder lot classic material incl. some unsold auction lots. E.g. 4 Sk. Bco,
brown local stamp on a circular, questionable if it belongs, a beautiful postage
due perf. 14 cover etc. Please inspect! 300

µ 1323 Small lot with seven better classic stamps e.g. 6 Sk. Bco, two copies of 8 Sk. Bco,
17 öre grey etc. All in good appearance but mostly with small imperfections.
Three with certs Obermüller Wilén. All on our website. 300

µ 1324 COAT OF ARMS 12 öre. Very intereresting duplicate lot
with many stamps incl superb and unusual canc., mul-
tiples, interesting pieces etc. Also covers incl. some sent
abroad incl. other stamps. PLEASE INSPECT! 300

µ 1325 Lot with ca 320 copies of 20 öre Circle type with Posthorn with beautiful canc.
incl. many superb strikes on 8 Visir pages. 150
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1327 UPU 1924 & Anniversary 1928. Extensive duplicate stock from estate in a thick
Visir album. Mostly used and all öre values in quantities as well as a few kro-
nor values and some unused. Also large numbers of the 1928 issue. Extremely
high cat. value. Please inspect. 500

µ 1328 CANCELLATIONS. Album with an accumulation of nice canc. from Coat of
Arms onwards to ca 1950s, many beautiful ones included. Also various varieties
and specialities. 400

Coil 1920s Issues in Rolls

Lot # 1326
A fantastic lot of rolls of 100 stamps from these popular issues.
A total of 19 different incl. many good values in good quality.
Facit Nos 144 without wmk, 147, 159, 163, 166, 168, 170, 172,
175, 176, 180, 181a, 183a, 183b, 184, 186, 187a, 189 & 194. Facit
1.213.000.

€uro 7.500

Ex 1329

Pµ 1329 CANCELLATIONS. Accumulation of ca 800 stamps with beautiful cancella-
tions, mostly 1880s-1930s incl. a large number of superb strikes on Circle Type
and Oscar II. Some well centered **/* older stamps incl. as well. All pictured
on our website. 400



€uro
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1330 SUPERB CANCELLATIONS. Thick Visir album with hundreds of stamps,
mostly modern. God variation of cancellations incl. many small places. Please
inspect. 200

1331 SUPERB CANCELLATIONS. Many hundreds of stamps, pairs, blocks etc
with very beautiful cancellations. Mostly modern stamps on Visir pages or
loose. Please inspect! 300

1332 CANCELLATIONS. Thick album containing a large number of stamps with rea-
dable canc. of various types incl. many railway canc., mostly Circle Type
through ca 1950. Please inspect. 150

1333 CANCELLATIONS. Lot from estate in 4 albums and a small box, mostly sorted
for cancellations. Seems to be many small places and many superb canc. Please
inspect. 200

µ 1334 AIRMAIL 1920. Small selection on two stock pages with e.g. all three values *
with inverted overprints, various overprint and watermark varieties, also a
couple of forgeries etc. 300

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
1335 Carton from an estate containing seven Schaubek albums with diff. collec-

tions incl. three with quite well filled early parts incl. a number of Sk. Bco etc.
Also ** stamps and booklets up to the late 1990s etc. PLEASE INSPECT. 750

1336 Accumulation in one carton containing e.g. an album with booklets 1947-67, an
extensive collection of booklets with markings 1976-81 in an album, a shoebox
with coil rolls mostly from the 1970s but with some going back to ca 1940s in a
shoe box as well as ** strips of five from the 1970s in quantities (incl. the higher
values of the era) in three stockbooks etc. Total face value is over SEK 20.000 plus 9
discount booklets (of which 3 are to the Nordic countries). 600

1337 Large duplicate lot used stamps from estate. Partly sorted in envelopes in 4
boxes up to Facit No. 1955, not much early stamps. Further in envelopes in
small boxes, many thousands of stamps in bundles, 6 albums incl. one with
stamps from 2007 onwards as well as some paper bags full of loose stamps.
All in two moving cartons. Please inspect. 500

1338 Duplicate stock 1911- 1960 mostly ** in a stockbook incl. many BB pairs as well
as BC/CB pairs. F=102.000 according to the consignor. 100

1339 Carton from an estate containing a number of stockbooks with various duplica-
tes in quantities both ** as well as used from ca 1900 up to ca 1950. 200

1340 Carton containing ** and used stamps in stockbooks incl. one stockbook with
readable canc. on Oscar II, small box with ca 250 booklets, bundles of FDC’s etc. 200

1341 GRETA GARBO MINISHEETS. 19 ** copies of the Greta Garbo minisheet of four
issued in 2005 (Facit No. SS3). F=19.000. 200

1342 FACE VALUE. Carton containing a duplicated range of ca 60-70 year sets ca mid
1970s up to 1991, some booklets in albums and small boxes from the same era
and a subscription of modern stamps in envelopes up to mid 2000s. 250

1343 FACE VALUE. Small carton with some older year sets, some booklets from the
1980s-90s etc. Total face value is ca SEK 6.800 plus 2 discount booklets to the
Nordic countries. 200

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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Covers & Postal History
1344 Exceptional cover lot in one box and 6 albums. Starting

with Circle Type, and followed by good sections Oscar II,
Medallion, coil stamps etc. A lot of interesting items incl.
much destinations incl. outside of Europa. Well over 100
items, e.g. reg., insured, C.O.D., money orders incl. tele-
gram, express, parcel cards, airmail etc. PLEASE INSPECT. 500

1345 STEAMBOAT CANCELLATIONS. Group of 79 postcards and covers with
steamboat canc. (ångbåtsstämplar), mostly on Oscar II and Medallion issues. 200

1346 EXTENSIVE COVER LOT from an estate in 15 cover
albums containing around 1.000 covers and cards mostly
interesting or unusual ones. Starting with an album prep-
hilately with various canc. followed by an album Oscar II -
coil stamps with insured, reg. and express covers,
Medallion an album reg. covers and another with destina-
tions incl. Algeria, Egypt, Chile, East and several South
India, Japan, Cyprus, Monaco etc. Further insured letters
Medallion and coil, an album Money Orders Circle type,
Oscar II, Medallion, coil, UPU etc., many albums coil stam-
ps incl. reg., insured, express, postage due, return, airmail,
destinations incl. Baltic states, Bulgaria, Hungary, Monaco,
Spain, Canada, Mexico, Argentina, India, China etc.
Another album ca 1940 - 1950s with mainly airmail e.g. to
Bulgaria, USA, Curacao, Cuba, Brazil, India etc., an album
small officials incl. a telegram etc. PLEASE INSPECT! 1.000

1347 Covers & cards 1790 - ca 1900, small lot of ca 35 items incl prephilately and vari-
ous other items. Please inspect. 200

µ 1348 LANDSTORM. Album with ca 70 covers and cards incl. some Airmail 1920. A
great variety of frankings incl. Landstorm II 24 & 30 öre. Please inspect. 300

µ 1349 Almost 20 covers 1920s & 1930s, reg., express, destinations etc. incl. Gustaf
Vasa 110 öre single, good UPU 1924 covers as well as 1936 Postal Jubilee.
Please inspect. 400

µ 1350 AIRMAIL covers etc mostly 1938-1939 with various coil stamps incl. different
posthorn values. Some very good destinations incl. 24 letters addressed to The
Navigating Officer Gustaf Eng, most of them to Cape Town of which many
were forwarded to Durban in Natal. All sent from his wife with the interes-
ting contents included. Also the sad letter (without envelope) from the shi-
powner informing his wife about the telegram explaining that his steamship
had been wrecked. These 24 covers can be viewed on our web. Please inspect. 250

µ 1351 Covers & cards, more than 100 franked with BC-pairs incl. many sent abroad.
Incl. Gustaf 10 öre small and large figures. Berzelius, Linné, many Gustaf V 80
years anniversary etc. 500

µ 1352 LARGE OFFIFICALS. Ca 50 covers with stamps incl. some perf. 14 and further
some multiple frankings, registered as well as two telegrams. Please inspect! 400
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1353 POSTAL STATIONERY. Very interesting group of over 100 postal stationery
cards with watercolored pictures on the reverse by artist Märta Broberg
Gustavsson sent during the 1950s. 100

1354 Lot of more than a hundred old and semi modern covers, Swedish or sent to
Sweden incl. a correspondence from USA in the 1890s. Many interesting
items. Please inspect. 200

1355 Two albums containing e.g. various FDC’s from the 1930s-40s, some interesting
old covers etc. Also an album containing various local stamps and covers, vari-
ous charity seals and labels etc. 150

1356 Covers and cards ca 1900-1978 in a thick album. Many interesting items incl.
postage due, foreign destinations, incoming mail, airmail, censor etc. Probably
around 150 items incl. many unusual ones. Further in a box a few hundred other
items from the same period. Please inspect. 300

1357 COVERS - DEALER STOCK. Two retail boxes containing an estimated ca 750
items mostly ca 1900 up to 1950s, each item in individual plastic sleeve. 
PLEASE INSPECT. 500

1358 COVERS & CANC. Large carton containing several hundred parcel cards/let-
ters from the early 1980s with a wide range of frankings, some other older to
modern covers and cards incl. interesting usages such as Swedish UN military
mail etc. Also three stockbooks containing a large quantity of canc. from early to
modern, from readable to superb. 250

Picture Postcards
1359 Beautiful old collection of Stockholm and surrounding areas in five albums.

Ca 630 old format cards mostly franked with Oscar II stamps. 400

1360 Old collection in 7 albums containing a large number of cards incl. hundreds
of nice topographic and town view cards (all in old format), many beautiful
seasonal greetings cards, ships and aeroplanes in a separate album (incl. some
foreign), Swedish regional costumes etc. Mostly used in the Oscar II and
Gustaf V periods. 300

1361 Three retail boxes mostly with topographic cards of the old format. Estimated to
be between 1500 and 2000 cards, mostly 1930s-40s but also some older as well. 150

Coins, Banknotes etc.
µ 1362 BANKNOTES. Small collection mostly in an album 1950s-70s with most notes

being uncirculated incl. a beautiful 1000 kr from 1973. 100

Lunch
ca 12.30 hrs

A light lunch will be served
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Finland
13.30 hrs

Please see also Lots # 521, 827, 840

Prephilately

P 1365 FK1 W1 Very beautiful PORTO STEMPEL type 2 with wmk “JCF & S” “HEL-
� SINGFORS 29 FEB 1848”. Facit without price. Thin line at right side

from moisture. SCARCE. 250

P 1366 FK1 W3 Very beautiful PORTO STEMPEL 10 kop in type II with wmk 
� JUVANKOSKI and low boxed “KUOPIO 19 NOV 1849” canc.

Addressed first to WIBORG and re-directed to WILLMAN-
STRAND. F=10.000++ SUPERB & RARE 400

P 1363 � Domestic desinfected cholera letter with full contents dated
December 17th 1831 sent to Winkilä. SCARCE. 300

P µ 1364 � Interesting cover from “WASA 7 DEC 1857” sent to Newcastle via
London as per “LONDON PAID” on front, then re-addressed and sent
to London franked with a single One Penny red canc. “NEWCASTLE
DE 26 1857”, finally “LONDON DE 28 57” arrival canc. on back. The
stamp with hardly visible bend. SCARCE ITEM. 300

Postal Stationery Envelopes

1363 1364

1365 1366
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P µ 1369 FK8II Beautiful envelope with 5 kopek large pearls and wmk French lily 
WII � “HELSINGFORS 18.11.1858” and pen cross. F=10.000. 

VERY FINE & SCARCE. Ex. Gummesson 200

P µ 1370 � Postal Stationery cutouts 5 kopek roulette issue, two copies on a
cover “WASA 6 JUN 1862”, the two short back flaps missing  Cert.
Schwenson. VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 200

P 1371 LAPE 1860 5 kopek stationery envelope type I on TERVAKOSKI laid paper. 
10B � Very beautiful “EKENÄS 12 NOV 1860” and “ANK 13/11 on back.

Small closed tear down on the front side. VERY FINE 200

P µ 1367 FK3 � An exceptional cover franked with a cutout 5 kopek without pearls
with ink crosses and at side light “TAMMERFORS 23 MAJ 1858”.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 200

P µ 1368 FK7 � Very beautiful 10 kop on greyish blue very thin letter-paper “TAM-
MERFORS 18 MARS 1850”. Inside reduced (size 210 x 270 mm).
Certificate Gummesson. F=10.000. 250

1367 1368

1369 1370
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• P µ 1373 1I � Beautiful cover with 5 kopek small pearls, cut to shape. Low boxed
“BORGÅ 17 NOV. 1856”. F=18.000. Cert. APS. 400

• P µ 1374 2 � 10 kopek with wide margins, low boxed canc. “KARIS OCT. 1858” as
well as ink cross and charter no. “1”. Cert. Gummesson. 
VERY FINE - SUPERB. 200

• P µ 1375 2Iv1 � Beautiful 10 kop. on narrow laid paper with very fine margins and well
placed low boxed “BORGÅ 16 NOV 1858”. Cert. Gummesson. 250

• P µ 1376 2ev2 � 10 kop. red carmine on wide laid paper. Octagonally cut, canc. with low
boxed “ULEÅBORG 10 SEPT 1859” and ink cross. Cert. Gummesson. 300

P 1372 LAPE  Very beautiful 40 penni red stationery envelope (144x79 mm) on 
22IIA � smooth paper. Superb “POSTKUPE 25.11.1879”. LAPE Euro 600+. Ex.

Gummesson. SUPERB 100

Oval Type

1374 1375 1376

Viewing in Helsinki at Original Sokos Hotel Vaakuna, Asema-aukio 2
Friday 9 March 12.00-18.00. For more information please see page 5 & 15.



P µ 1378 6v3C1+ A wonderful strip of three of the scarce roulette I of 8 penni together 
8v2C1 � with 20 p. roulette I on a small piece. Very beautiful and well placed

“WIBORG 5.9 1873”. Very rare multiple of this scarce stamp. Cert.
Gummesson. SUPERB. 600

Roulette Issues
€uro
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P µ 1377 3C1Kb � Beautiful cover with two copies 5 kopek green blue roulette I with ink
crosses and at side “WIBORG 20.5 1861”. Cert.Oesch. VERY FINE. 200

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when 
booking through us. Please contact us for information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning 
sker genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!

See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels just meters from our office:

www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se



P µ1380 7v5C1 Beautiful domestic cover with 10 kopek in strip of 
� four with complete roulettes “ÅBO 23.8 1873”. Cert.

Gummesson. VERY FINE & RARE 750
293

Unique Shipletter to Copenhagen

Lot # 1379 µ
6v1C3+8v2C3 �

A wonderful green envelope matching the four 8 penni stamps placed
in each corner on the back with a 20 penni blue laying in the middle. To
Copenhagen via Sweden and all stamps with rectangular “STOCK-
HOLM 14 JUN 70”. A few short perfs mainly on the 20 p. of no impor-
tance. Cert. Schwenson, who comments that it is the only paid letter he
has seen carried by the Steamer Wiborg. 

A STUNNING EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 2.000



P 1381 8v2C3 � A wonderful 20 penni roulette III “JAKOBSTAD 2.12 1872”. 
EXCELLENT. 150

P 1382 8v1C3 � A wonderful cover with a pair of 20 penni roulette III on lilac blue
paper “ÅBO 18.6 1875”. SUPERB. 100

€uro
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1381 1382

Unique 2½ Double Rate

Lot # 1383 µ
8v1C3+9v1C3 �

A wonderful cover “ULEÅBORG 11.11 1869” on 20 penni blue and
a pair of 40 penni carmine, all in roulette III. Very good condition
with all perfs even if cert. Schwenson indicates that of one corner
perf is partially missing, which is debatable. Noted as unknown in
Facit. 

SUPERB & RARE

€uro 2.500



• P µ 1384 9v1C1a � Beautiful 40 penni of the rare first printing, carmine on ordinary pale
rose paper in roulette I with excellent canc. “ALAVO 13.4 1869”.
Rounded perfs. at upper left corner. Cert. Gummesson. 300

P 1385 10 E Essay in lilac by Tilgmann for the 1 mark roulette in a corner copy. Ex.
Mertens & Fabergé. 100

€uro
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13851384

Cover with 1 Mark Roulette II

Lot # 1386 µ
10C2 �

A spectacular single franking of 1 Mark in the rare roulette II on a
domestic cover with superb canc. “ULEÅBORG 10.5 1875”. A few
tears in the envelope only and just a few short or missing perfs
which is common for roulette II. Facit with  out price. Very few covers
exist. The Gummesson collection contained many rare multiples of
roulette II, but not any covers! Cert. Gummesson.

EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 6.000



Coat of Arms
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1387 1388

P 1387 15Lb ** Very fresh margin block of four of 10 penni yellow brown. F=7.000.
VERY FINE. 100

P 1388 17LC2c ** Very fresh block of six 25 penni red anilin. F=4.500+. VERY FINE. Bid

P 1389 17Ld ** An extremely fresh quarter sheet (25) of 25 p. red with full margins.
F=18.750+. 200

µ 1390 14+17+ REPRINTS in complete sheets of 8, 25 & 32 penni, each with 25 ** stamps,
18N some perf. splits. Notations of some interesting plate errors in the sheets

of 8 &  25 p. Facit for * 17.500+++. 150

P 1391 19L ** Well centered and very fresh sheet margin copy of 1 mark lilac. Scarce
mint never hinged. F=7.000++. SUPERB. 200



P 1392 19L ** Well centered and very fresh sheet margin block of
four of 1 mark lilac. Rare mint never hinged. Pos.
29-30/39-40. F=25.000++. SUPERB. 1.000

µ 1393 20 ** Almost full sheet of 96 stamps. very fresh with a few faults. F=29.800 +
for blocks. 200

µ 1394 22 ** HALF SHEET of 20 penni orange 1885, very fresh with 48 ** stamps.
F=19.700 + for blocks. 200

Later Issues
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P 1395 R32b � Parcel card franked with 3 rubel and 67 kopek incl. a strip of three of 1
rubel dark brown and red canc. with trilingual “HELSINKI 24.VII.17”.
Arrival canc. “TURKU 25.VII.17” on back. The 2 kopek stamp with
faults. 200

P 1396 54 ** A very beautiful copy of 1 mark 1901 never hinged and in good cen-
tering. F=7.500. SUPERB. 200



P µ 1397 154+236 Water damaged censored crash post airmail letter sent to Sweden from 
� “TURKU 7.XI.41”, three line hand stamp on front indicating that the

cover has been damaged in an airplane crash. The back flap has beco-
me loose. 150

P µ 1398 1-8 � AUNUS 1919 cpl set (8) on a philatelic cover with back dated canc. acc.
to the literature. Cert. Schwenson. 250

Collections & Mixed Lots
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Ex 1399

1397 1398

P µ1399 Extensive specialized collection 1875-1911 incl.
Russian stamps used in Finland in two thick
albums. Starting with 32 p. Copenhagen printing
cert. Gummesson, 10 p. perf. 11x12½ and diamond
perf. at right (!) cert. Gummesson, 1 m. perf. 11x12½,
5 & 10 mark, Russian Types with rings incl. high
values etc. The Coat of Arms section is very specia-
lized with shades, perf. varieties, multiples, canc.
etc. Some pages on our website. Please inspect! 1.000

µ1400 */ �/ � Exceptional remainder from exhibition collection,
mostly nicely described on album pages. Starting
with two feather covers from 1811, one with white
and another with black feather and a cover from
Constatinople 1867 to Finland. Further Serpentine
Roulettes incl. various roulettes, shades, cancella-
tions many covers etc., quality mixed as usual and
some Coat of Arms incl. “SPECIMEN”, two beauti-
ful covers with Russian Type with rings 1891.
Please inspect! 1.000



µ1401 � Very fine old used collection 1856-1918 with many
better stamps and beautiful cancellations. Also
some Baltics. Please inspect. 800

1402 ** Very well filled ** collection 1917 - 1991 in a Leuchtturm album (only a
couple of * stamps noted). A few stamps prior to that time as well as
some ** Åland also included. Facit cat. value is ca 27.000. 250

1403 **/ * Very clean collection from 1922 up to 2001 in a Leuchtturm album,
missing only a couple of stamps after 1928. The collection is ** except
for a handful of stamps in the very beginning. Very high cat. value. 250

µ 1404 */ � Collection in an old home made album 1856 - 1962, starting with both
ovals (5 kopek with faults and 10 kopek cut close), all roulettes (mixed
quality) and then very well filled onwards incl. 32 penni Copenhagen
printing and most Russian type high values. Please see sample pictu-
res on our website. 300

1405 **/ */ � Two collections, each in one album relatively well filled ca 1900 up to
ca 1960 incl. some bus parcel stamps etc. 100

1406 **/ */ � Mostly unused accumulation of various issues ca from 1940s onwards
to 2000s incl. a number of minisheets in a 32 page stockbook with only
light duplication. Bid

µ 1407 � Used collection1856-1916 in small binder with seven visir pages.
Cancellations, some specialities and also ship mail and local post
stamps. 200

1408 � ÅLAND. Thick album containing a used collection of single stamps,
minisheets and booklets 1984-2002 as well as gutter pairs of the same
period. 100

µ 1409 � POSTAL STATIONERY. Very interesting remainder from exhibition
collection incl, Facit FK 3 & FK 8 continuing up to Coat of Arms incl.
postcard 8+8 p. domestic use etc., all on album pages, mostly described. 300

µ 1410 FK1+2+5 PORTO STEMPEL REPRINTS. Small lot “stamp prints” of the first
postal stationery values 10 & 20 kopek incl. strips of 10 of 10 kopek red
and 20 kopek black. Further a lot of singles on various papers incl.
some on laid paper. Also some with ink crosses. Also 5 copies 20 kopek
black, FK5. Please inspect. 100

1411 � Lion type 25 p. 1929 F. No. 111 in a full sheet of 100 canc. on each block
of four “TAMPERE 3.1 30”. F=75.000+. Further 12 copies of 25 mark F.
No 134 with Helsingfors canc. type used during the time, but with no
date or year. From the Gummesson inventory. Bid

1412 **/ � Carton containing various FDCs, maxicards, ** sets, minisheets and
booklets from a subscription ca 1982-2000. 100

µ 1413 � Interesting little cover lot, mostly 1875-1920 incl. reg., destinations,
railway canc. etc. Please inspect. 100

1414 � COVERS - DEALER STOCK. Three retail boxes
with an estimated ca 1.200 items, mostly individu-
ally placed in plastic sleeves and priced according
to a lettering system A-Z. Mostly ca 1900 up to 1950s
in very good variety incl. much Saarinen issue etc.
PLEASE INSPECT. 1.000

€uro
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Viewing in Helsinki at Original Sokos Hotel Vaakuna, Asema-aukio 2
Friday 9 March 12.00-18.00. For more information please see page 5 & 15.
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Postiljonen 1968 until today
Postiljonen AB was founded by Claes
Arnrup in 1968 and was first located in a
small office with a stamp shop at Dalaplan
on the outskirts of central Malmö.

The first auction was held in 1970 in Falsterbo, a small
town outside the city, due to the city auction monopoly
in Malmö. A private bus was chartered to bring auction
visitors from the company’s premises in Malmö to
Falsterbo. The auction contained 545 items with a
focus on the Scandinavian countries and had a total
starting price of just over 20 000 Euro at today’s
exchange rate.

The auctions quickly grew bigger and by auction
number four, one year later, the number of items had
tripled and the auction had to be extended over two
days. In the autumn of 1971 the stamp shop had been
closed as the company moved to a large office space in
the heart of Malmö city, now focusing only on
auctions. By auction number seven, in the spring of
1972, the total starting price reached one million
Swedish kronor for the first time and by then
Postiljonen had made an agreement with the city of
Malmö allowing them to arrange the auctions within
the city limits of Malmö at a reasonable cost.

Postiljonen mail order business and retail shop

 Moving the safes into the new office at
Södra Tullgatan thru the roof terrace Auction Viewing at Södra Tullgatan
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The first auctions in Malmö were held at Hotel Kramer but soon afterwards
Postiljonen established a long-term relationship with Savoy Hotel where the auctions
were held for the next 40 years. Over the years thousands of clients have stayed,
visited and celebrated at the hotel during the auctions. In 2006 Postiljonen again
moved to larger premises in the expanding harbour area in Malmö, as the office
building now accommodates its own conference venue this is where the auctions are
conducted nowadays.

Postiljonen has ever since the beginning
been a very active participant at national
and international exhibitions all around the
world. In 1973, Postiljonen’s first auction
viewing at an international exhibition was
held at IBRA´73 in Munich and since then
the Postiljonen stand has been an
established Meeting Point for all
philatelists. The company has also become
well-known in philatelic circles around the
world for organizing philatelic seminars
with participants from all over the world
attending.

In 1977 The Postiljonen Challenge Trophy was established.
”The SilverPostiljon” was awarded as a National Grand Prix
trophy by the jury to the exhibitor with the best display. In 2016
the SilverPostiljon was moved up to Nordic exhibition level and
is now a Nordic Grand Prix. The trophy consists of a mail
carrier on horseback made up of three kilos of sterling silver.

Busy auction room at Savoy Hotel in 1978

Attending FINLANDIA 2017:  Steinar Fridthorsson
Philatelic Expert, Gunnar Lithén Editor of Facit Förlags,

Claes Arnrup Founder and Chairman of the board and
Lars-Olow Carlsson Managing Director
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Postiljonen has held auctions in all Nordic capitals except Reykjavik during
international exhibitions as well as on other occasions and is active in Denmark
through Postiljonen A/S, Copenhagen (earlier Skandia-Postillonen A/S). It was also
the first philatelic auction house to organize ”Two-room auctions” simultaneously
in two cities.

The company has since the start sold a number of famous exhibition collections. The
collectors below have all been awarded Large Gold Medals and many of them Grand
Prix at international exhibitions as well.

Otto J. Bruun Norway, Denmark & Sweden, 1977-78
Lauson Stone Greenland 1978 & Yugoslavia, 1997
Holger Crafoord Iceland, 1985-86
Christian Andersen Denmark, 1988-89
”Per Fossum” Norway, 1990
Arnold Nyman Norway, 1997
Olof Höglund Sweden, 1999
Gene Scott Denmark, 1999-2000
Knud Mohr Denmark, 2000
Bruno Sabattini Haiti, 2000-2001
Indriði Pálsson Iceland, 2016-2017
Wolfgang Weigel Denmark, 2016
Rolf Gummesson Finland, 2016-ongoing
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Denmark, ”The mint block of 4” Ex. Ferrari.
Sold 1989 for 2 530 000 SEK

Unique cover from Norway to Königsberg with 12 copies of No. 1.
Sold 1990 for 2 185 000 SEK

The most fantastic Norwegian ship letter. Sent to Amsterdam and
cancelled on board the steamer Jupiter.
Sold 1990 for 820 000 SEK

The Danish ”Birth Certificate”.
Sold 1999 for 330 000 Euro

Denmark, the unique 2 RBS used block of four
Sold 2000 for 300 000 Euro

And in more recent years:

Hungary, registered cover to Russia
Sold 2008 for 137 000 Euro

Sweden, Skilling Banco cover to the Papal States
Sold 2011 for 117 000 Euro

The Japanese ”Tama 6 yo”
Sold 2012 for 130 000 Euro

Double rate cover from Iceland to Denmark
Sold 2016 for 162 000 Euro

Iceland, 4 sk. domestic cover
Sold 2016 for 112 000 Euro

Iceland, 8 sk. double domestic rate
Sold 2017 for 117 000 Euro

Iceland, ”The Granton Cover”
Sold 2016 for 112 000 Euro

Sweden, ”The Argentina Cover”
Sold 2017 for 156 000 Euro

Finland, Cover with 5 kopek tête-bêche
Sold 2017 for 100 000 Euro

Finland, Cover with 5 & 10 kopek
Sold 2017 for 106 000 Euro

During the years Postiljonen has sold many Scandinavian and international
rarities, some with amazing provenances, here are some examples:
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The celebration continues this autumn!
International Auction 21-22 September

50501
9

6
8

-2
0

1
8

Never hinged 5.5.5.
Never hinged 5.5.5.

Never hinged 5.5.5.

Never hinged 5.5.5.

Never hinged, original
Never hinged, light blue A2 paper

Never hinged, inverted opt.

You are welcome to join as consignor!
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With English text!

FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537, SE-201 25 Malmö, Sweden

info@facit.se, www.facit.se

All Nordic stamps up to 1951 with
varieties and specialties.

NEWS:

Facit Special Classic 2018

• Sweden, Essays, Proofs. REVISED
• Sweden, New shade classifications
   for F14A (article). NEW
• Sweden, Shade news for delivery
   11 of F2 (article). NEW
• Sweden, Stamp booklets. REVISED
• Norway, 124 stamp pictures REPLACED
• Greenland, Pakkeporto
   stamp & cancellations. REVISED
• Greenland, Postal history. NEW
• Greenland, Uses of pakkeporto
   stamps (article). NEW
• Danish West Indies, Christian X
   1915-1916. REVISED
• Finland, Collecting Classic Finland
   (1856), (article). NEW

Out now!

Ask your stamp dealer or
order it directly from us:
www.facit.se

Retailers may order it by
contacting our wholesalers:

Collectia AB
Box 43
310 20  KNÄRED
0430-50743
info@collectia.se
www.collectia.se

SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23  HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se
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With English text!

FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537, SE- 201 25 Malmö, Sweden

info@facit.se  www.facit.se

Out now!

All Nordic stamps from 1951 onwards with varieties, the period before 1951 is
described with issue and denomination, without varieties. Also a complete listing
of booklets from each of the Nordic countries.

NEWS:

Facit Norden 2018

Ask your stamp dealer or
order it directly from us:
www.facit.se

Retailers may order it by
contacting our wholesalers:

Collectia AB
Box 43
310 20  KNÄRED
0430-50743
info@collectia.se
www.collectia.se

SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23  HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se

• Sweden, Machine-produced booklets
   H52-H212. REVISED
• Sweden, Slot-machine
   booklets. REVISED
• Sweden, Magasin Copenhagen
   FDC cachets. NEW
• Sweden, Forged stamps
   2004-2015. REVISED
• Norway, 992 stamp pictures REPLACED
• Danish West Indies, Christian X
  1915-1916. REVISED
• Iceland, Last validity date for
   stamps. NEW
• Iceland, Sheet-booklets. NEW
• Iceland, Gift & Special folders. NEW
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Postiljonen AB will celebrate its 50th Anniversary in 2018,
as part of a larger partner agreement, by being the Main
Commercial Partner in the organization of the binational
exhibition MALMEX 2018.

Meet Postiljonen at the bilateral exhibition
MALMEX 2018 in Malmö Sweden,
31 August - 2 September,
with both Swedish and Danish national status.

As usual Facit will have representation at our stand
where their catalogues will be offered for sale.

Promotion at the exhibition and also auction viewing of the
international autumn auction during MALMEX 2018 will be
a great opportunity to get fantastic exposure for your items.
Consign today!
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Welcome to

www.malmex2018.se

A Bilateral Exhibi on in Malmö
Welcome to a Stamp and Postcard exhibi on with both Swedish and Danish na onal status.

The exhibi on is organized by a number of philatelic clubs, the Danish and Swedish 
Philatelic Associa ons and will take place at MalmöMässan conven on center.

The exhibi on is supported by:

Main Commercial Partner
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Nordic Stamp Exhibition in Garðabær,
Iceland, 8-10 June 2018

From June 8th to June 10th,
2018, the Icelandic Philatelic
Federation will host the Nordic
philatelic exhibition that will be
held in the sport´s hall Ásgardur
in Garðabær. We welcome you
all to Iceland in June!

More information on www.nordia2018.is
Postiljonen is proud sponsor of NORDIA 2018
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Postiljonen the Main Commercial Partner
in cooperation with Spink & Philasearch

Postiljonen has been joined by the internationally recognized auction house SPINK, as

well as the renowned international internet auction portal PHILASEARCH in supporting

all three events. Postiljonen looks very much forward to an exciting cooperation with these

two international leaders in their field, and with the exhibition managements of the

arrangements.

Postiljonen AB will celebrate its 50th Anniversary in 2018 by being the Main

Commercial Partner in the organization of the binational exhibition MALMEX 2018.

The supporting of the exhibition is part of a larger partner agreement which in total
includes three large philatelic events to take place in Postiljonen’s home city of Malmö

during the next few years.

The Swedish Philatelic Federation’s Congress of 2018, 6 - 8 April

MALMEX 2018, Binational Exhibition, 31 August - 2 September

NORDIA 2020, Nordic Exhibition, 4 - 6 September 2020
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Märket för köptrygghet!

Sveriges Frimärkshandlareförbund
www.stampdealers.se
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Facit Sverige 2017
The catalogue featuring all
Swedish stamps in colour.
Also Swedish local post.

Facit Postal IX
The invaluable
catalogue for
collectors of
Swedish town
cancellations and
postal history.

All catalogues with English text!

Facit Special Classic 2018
All Nordic stamps up to 1951
with varieties and specialties.

Facit Norden 2018
All Nordic stamps from 1951
onwards with varieties, the
period before 1951 is
described with issue and
denomination, without varieties.
Also complete list of booklets
from all Nordic countries.

Ask your stamp dealer or
order it directly from us:
www.facit.se

In Sweden order it by
contacting our wholesalers:

Collectia AB
Box 43
310 20  KNÄRED
0430-50743
info@collectia.se
www.collectia.se

SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23  HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se

FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537, SE-201 25 Malmö, Sweden

info@facit.se, www.facit.se
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VOCABULARY – WÖRTERVERZEICHNIS –
ORDLISTE – ORDLISTA

above                                         oben                                           foroven                                      ovanför
acceptable copy                                                                            akseptabelt eks.                        godtagbart ex
accumulation                            (grosser) Posten                       (stort) parti                                (stort) parti
average                                      durchschnitt                              gennemsnit                               genomsnitt
beautiful                                    schön                                          smuk                                          vacker
bisect                                          Halbierung                                halvering                                   halvering
below                                         unten                                          forneden                                    nedanför
booklet                                       Heftchen                                    hæfte                                          häfte
bundle                                       Bündel                                       bundt                                         bunt
cachet                                         (Sonder)Stempel                      (sær)stempel                             (special)stämpel
cancellation                               Stempel                                      stempel                                      stämpel
charity                                        Wohltätigkeit                            velgørenhed                              välgörenhet
chalky paper                             Kreidepapier                             kridtpapir                                  kritpapper
clean                                           sauber                                        ren                                              ren
close cut                                     eng geschnitten                        tæt klippet                                 nära klippt
coat of arms                              Wappen                                     våbentype                                 vapentyp
coil (stamp)                               Automatmarke                         rulle (mærke)                            rulle (bandmärke)
commercial cover                     Gebrauchsbrief                         brugsbrev                                  bruksbrev
comprehensive                         ausgedehnte                             omfattende                                omfattande
corner                                         Ecke                                            hjørne                                         hörn
counted                                     gezählt                                       talt                                              räknat
cover                                          Brief                                            brev                                            brev
crease                                         Bug                                             fold                                             veck
crown & posthorn                    Posthorn                                    posthorn                                    postemblem
cut into                                      beschnitten                                beklippet                                   inklippt
definitives                                 Dauerserie                                 brugsmærker                            bruksmärken
early                                           früh                                            tidlig                                          tidig
entire                                          Brief mit Inhalt                         brev med indhold                    brev med innehåll
error                                           Fehler                                         fejl                                               fel
exception                                   Ausnahme                                 undtagelse                                 undantag
expensive                                  teuer                                           dyr                                              dyr
few                                             einige                                         enkelte, nogle                           fåtal, några
fake                                            Fälschung                                  forfalskning                              förfalskning
fine copy                                                                                       godt eks                                     gott ex
forgery                                       Fälschung                                  forfalskning                              förfalskning
frame                                         Rahmen                                     ramme                                       ram
front                                           Vorderseite                               forside                                        framsida
gum disturbance                      Gummifehler                            gummifejl                                  gummit påverkat
hinge                                          Falz                                             hængsel                                     fastsättare
ink                                              Tinte                                           blæk                                           bläck
insured cover                            Wertbrief                                   værdibrev                                 ass brev
inverted                                     kopfstehend                              omvendt                                    omvänt
issue                                           Ausgabe                                    udgave                                       utgåva
item                                            Marke, Los                                mærke, lot                                 märke, objekt
letter                                           Brief                                            brev                                            brev
lot                                               Los                                              lot                                               objekt, parti
margin                                       Rand                                          rand                                           marginal
mini sheet                                  Block                                          miniark                                      miniatyrark (block)
mixed                                         gemischte                                  blandet                                       blandad
normal mounting                     oben eingeklebt                        normal indklæbning               rätvänd infattning
numeral type                            Ringtype                                    ringtype                                     ringtyp
official                                        Dienst                                        tjeneste                                       tjänste
overprint                                   Überdruck                                 overtryk                                     övertryck
perfectly placed canc.                                                                  retvendt stempel                      rätvänd stämpel
perforation                                Zahnung                                    takning                                      tandning
pin hole                                     Nadelstich                                 nålestik                                      nålstick
plate flow                                  Plattenfehler                             pladefejl                                     plåtfel
postage due                              Porto                                          porto                                          lösen
postal stationery                      Ganzsache                                 helsag                                         helsak
postmark                                   Stempel                                      stempel                                      stämpel
pre-philately                             Vorphilatelie                             førfilateli                                    förfilateli
printing error                            Fehldruck                                  fejltryk                                       feltryck
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rare                                             selten                                          sjælden                                      sällsynt
re-entry                                      Doppeldruck                            dobbelttryk                               dubbeltryck
registered                                  R-Brief                                        anbefalet                                    rek brev
reprint                                        Neudruck                                  nytryk                                        nytryck
repair                                         Reparation                                reparation                                 reparation
reverse                                       Hinterseite                                bagside                                      baksidan
rouletted                                    durchstochen                            gennemstukken                        genomstucken
scarce                                         ungewöhnlich                          usædvanlig                               ovanlig
selection                                    Auswahl                                    udvalg                                       urval
several                                       mehrere                                     flere                                            åtskilliga
sheet                                           Bogen                                         helark                                         helark
short                                           kurz                                            kort                                             kort
size                                             grösse                                         størrelse                                     storlek
slot machine booklet               Automathäft                             automathæfte                           automathäfte
spot                                            Fleck                                           plet                                             fläck
stamp                                         Briefmarke                                frimærke                                    frimärke
strip                                            Streife                                         stribe                                          strip
superb copy                                                                                  pragteks, luxus                         praktex, lyxex
surcharged                                überdruckt                                overtrykt                                   påtryckt
tear                                             Riss                                             rift                                               riss
territorial defence stamps       Landsturmmarken                   Landstormmærker                   Landstormsfrimärken
thin                                             dünn                                          tynd                                            tunn
touched                                     berührt                                       berørt                                         nära klippt
value                                          Wert                                           værdi                                         värde
variety                                       Variant                                       variant                                       variant
very fine copy                                                                              meget godt eks                         mycket gott ex
vendor                                       Einlieferer                                 indleverer                                  inlämnare
weak                                          schwach                                     svag                                            svag
weight                                        Gewicht                                     vægt                                           vikt
wrapper                                     Streifband                                 korsbånd                                   korsband

Abbreviations – Abkürzungen – Forkortelser – Förkortningar
P(+lot no.)      photo                                   Photo                                 foto                                   foto
µ                    extra internet scans           extra internet scans          extra internet scans        extra internet scans
**                     mint never hinged             postfrisch                          postfrisk                           postfrisk
*                       unused with gum              ungebraucht                     ubrugt                              ostämplat
(*)                    unused no gum                 ohne Gummi                    uden gummi                   utan gummi
�                      used                                     gebraucht                          stemplet                           stämplat
�                      cover                                    Brief                                   brev                                  brev
�                      on piece                               Briefstück                          brevstykke                       brevklipp
cds                  circular date stamp           Rundstempel                    datostempel                    datumstämpel
c.o.d.               cash-on-delivery                Nachnahme                      postopkrævning             postförskott
cto                   cancelled to order              Gefälligkeitstempel         lejlighedsstempel           orderstämplat
cert                  certificate                            Attest                                 attest                                 attest
horiz               horizontal                           wagrecht                           vandret                            vågrätt
imperf            imperforated                      ungezähnt                         utakket                             otandat
inv                   inverted                              kopfstehend                      omvendt                          omvänt
Ms                   mini sheet                           Block                                  miniark                            miniatyrark (block)
optd                overprinted                        überdruckt                        overtryk                           övertryckt
perf                 perforated                           gezähnt                              takket                               tandat
pl                     plate                                     Platte                                  plade                                plåt
pmk                postmark                            Stempel                             stempel                            stämpel
PS                    postal stationery                Ganzsache                         helsag                               helsak
R                      rare                                      selten                                 sjælden                             sällsynt
reg                   registered                            Einschreiben                     anbefalet                          rekommenderat
vert                 vertical                                senkrecht                           lodret                                lodrätt
wmk               watermark                          Wasserzeichen                 vandmærke                     vattenmärke

CATALOGUES – KATALOGEN – KATALOGER
F                                                  = Facit
GF                                               = Wowern
Mi                                               = Michel
Sc                                                = Scott
SG                                               = Stanley Gibbons
SpC                                            = Speciale Catalogus
Z                                                 = Zumstein
Y                                                 = Yvert
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Conditions of Sale

1, The auction is voluntary and lots are sold on behalf of the vendor to the highest bidder.
The prices indicated against each lot are starting prices and not minimum prices. It must,
however, be pointed out that the starting prices should reflect a low commercial value.

2, All bids must be submitted in Euro to which is added 25% commission incl. Swedish
V.A.T. Lots not picked up, are shipped on buyers risk. Postage, transport, insurance
and bankcharges or charges on creditcard payments will be added.
Exception: Only 20% commission, excl. Swedish V.A.T.,  only for
a. Export to countries outside of EU.
b. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU, but outside of Sweden, who forward their V.A.T. 

registration number in good time before the auction.
Lots marked • in front of the lot numbers are subject to import V.A.T. 12% will be
added to the hammer price, except for a and b above. Invoicing instructions must be
received before or during the auction. Invoices can not be changed afterwards.
The bids are increased as follows: Below Euro 500,-    Euro 10,-
                                                                     500,-–2000,-              50,-
                                                                    above 2000,-           ca 5%
Bids not corresponding with these steps might be reduced.

3, Bids submitted are binding, and cancellation is only acceptable if received 
simultaneously with the bid. If bids are given on behalf of others, then the bidder is
himself responsible for the fulfilment of the conditions of sale. The bidder is 
responsible for faulty mail bids and the same applies in misunderstandings in bids
submitted by telephone or fax. The bidder is personally responsible for any and all 
his purchases in the auction.

4, Mail bids are dealt with conscientiousness, but without further responsibility to the 
auctioneer. The auctioneer reserves the right to regroup, split up or withdraw lots and
can in case of misunderstandings or disagreements annul the bids and restart the 
bidding. The auctioneer can also withhold the assignment to undesirable persons or
refuse them admittance to the auction-room without explanation. In case of two 
equal mail bids for the same object, this will be sold to the bidder whose bid was the
first received. The mail bidder can write alternative bids and/or indicate a total 
maximum purchase limit.

5, Payment is made in advance based on an advance invoice. The ownership of the
objects remain with the vendor until the full invoice amount has been paid. If pay-
ment is not received 8 days from the invoice date, 2% interest per month is charged
together with a fee of Euro 10,-. To this may be added additional documented expen-
ces. Has payment not been received 30 days after the invoice date or has the buyer
refused to pay, then the objects in question can, without further notification, be re-
auctioned at the expense of the buyer.

6, Lots are conscientiously described but faults may occur. Claims must be made at the
latest 10 days after receipt of the lot and full payment has been made with 
reference to the invoice number. If a claim is accepted, the full hammer price + com-
mission and eventual V.A.T. is refunded. Interest compensation can not be made.

7, Request for extension must be made immediately and within 8 days from receipt.
Certifier must be approved by the auctioneer. In case of a claim the auctioneer may
demand a certificate from a well-known expert. Objects with certificates may, if the auc -
tioneer regards it as justified, and if the original certifier is approved by the 
auctioneer, only be returned if two other well-known experts have certified a different
opinion. Stamps with visible defects on photo (such as cuts, perforation, centering, can -
cellations etc.) can not be claimed. Returned objects must be in the same condition as
when received. Lots of more than three stamps can not be claimed if one of the stamps
has a minor defect. Large lots may contain both mint and used material. Collections and
mixed lots are sold as is. A difference of approx. 10–20% must be accepted by the buyer.

8, Submission of verbal or mail bids means that the bidder has accepted above conditions.
9, Swedish law is applicable.
Catalogue numbers next to the object number is based on FACIT for Scandinavia and
MICHEL for the rest of the world, if nothing else is stated.
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Försäljningsvillkor
1. Auktionen är frivillig och sker för inlämnares räkning. Objekt tillfaller den köpare

som avgivit högsta bud. Angivna utropspriser är ej minimipriser men är satta så att
de skall avspegla ett mycket lågt beräknat handelspris.

2. Alla bud skall ges i Euro. Köparen skall till auktionären betala en provision på 25% 
på auktionspriset inkl. moms. Om objektet inte hämtas, sker leverans på köparens
risk. Porto, transportförsäkring och bankavgifter/kreditkortsavgift tillkommer.
Köparprovision 20% exkl. moms gäller endast i följande fall:
a. Vid export till länder utanför EU.
b. Vid försäljning till moms-registrerade handlare inom EU, men utanför Sverige, som

uppger moms-registreringsnummer i god tid före auktionen.
För objekt markerade med • före objektnumret tillkommer 12% importmoms på 
klubbslagspriset, dock med undantag för a och b ovan. Instruktioner om fakture -
ringen skall ske före eller under auktionen. Fakturor kan inte ändras efteråt.
Vid auktionen tillämpas följande fasta höjningar av buden:
                                              under Euro 500,-  med Euro 10,-
                                              500,- till 2000,-      med           50,-
                                              över 2000,-            med        ca 5%

3. Avgivet bud är bindande och budgivaren är personligt ansvarig för samtliga av
honom gjorda inrop. Annullering av bud kan ej ske, såvida den inte är oss tillhanda
senast samtidigt med buden. Vid bud för annans räkning ansvarar budgivaren för att
försäljningsvillkoren uppfylles, som vore det eget bud. Budgivaren är också ansvarig
för av honom gjorda fel i auktionsuppdraget. Likaså vid obekräftade telefon- och 
faxbud svarar budgivaren för ev. fel och missuppfattningar.

4. Auktionsuppdrag behandlas så omsorgsfullt som möjligt, dock utan några andra 
åtaganden från auktionärens sida. Auktionären äger rätt att ej godtaga bud, samt att
dra tillbaka, omgruppera eller dela objekt. Auktionären har också rätt att avvisa 
personer från auktionen och avböja bud utan att ange skäl härför. Han förbehåller sig
rätten att vid missförstånd eller meningsskiljaktigheter utlysa ny budgivning. Vid två
eller flera lika bud på samma objekt från uppdragsgivare, tillfaller objektet den som
först inkommit med bud. Vid auktionsuppdrag kan reservobjekt medtagas, eller 
också kan den totala köpesumman begränsas till visst belopp.

5. Betalning sker kontant, mot postförskott eller mot förskottsfaktura. Objekten förblir
säljarens egendom tills full likvid erlagts. Likvid skall erläggas inom 8 dagar från 
fakturadatum. Vid senare betalning debiteras ränta med 2% per påbörjad månad, räknat
på fakturabeloppet, samt kravavgift med Euro 10:–. Dessutom kan ytterligare kravkost -
nader tillkomma. Har likvid ej inkommit 30 dagar efter fakturadatum eller om köparen
vägrar betala, kan objekten utan ytterligare meddelande säljas på köparens bekostnad.

6. Objekten är omsorgsfullt beskrivna, dock kan smärre fel förekomma. Ev. reklamation
måste göras senast 10 dagar efter det att objektet levererats. Vid all korrespondens bör
fakturanummer anges. Vid godkänd reklamation återfår köparen auktionspris plus pro-
vision och eventuell moms. Räntegottgörelse kan ej påräknas.

7. Begäran om förlängd reklamationstid för att köparen önskar sända objekt för 
expertundersökning, måste ske omgående och inom 8 dagar efter mottagandet av
objektet. Experten måste godkännas av auktionären. Auktionären kan vid 
reklamation kräva intyg från en opartisk, välkänd expert. Objekt med äkthetsintyg
kan, om auktionären så anser befogat, och om det ursprungliga intyget är utfärdat 
av en godkänd expert, endast returneras om minst två opartiska och välkända 
experter har en avvikande mening. Defekter synliga på foto (klippning, tandning,
centrering, stämpling etc.) kan inte ligga till grund för reklamation. Reklamation kan
ej heller ske om objekt eller märke förändrats genom någon slags behandling. Objekt
innehållande fler än 3 märken kan inte returneras på grund av smärre defekter på
enstaka märke. Stora objekt kan innehålla både stämplade och ostämplade märken.
Samlingar, partier, massvara, kilovara etc., säljes i befintligt skick och kan inte 
returneras. En differens på 10–20%  måste kunna accepteras av köparen.

8. Avgivande av muntligt bud eller auktionsuppdrag innebär godkännande av ovan-
stående villkor.

9. Svensk lag gäller.
Katalognummer och -värden är hämtade ur FACIT för Norden samt MICHEL för alla
andra länder och områden, om inget annat anges.
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Next

POSTILJONEN AB
Box 537, S-201 25 Malmö, Sweden.
Visiting address: Hans Michelsensgatan 9
In Malmö Tel. +46 40-25 88 50
Fax: +46 40-25 88 59
In Stockholm: Tel. +46 8-32 70 70
In Copenhagen: Tel. +45 33 91 52 00
stampauctions@postiljonen.se
www.postiljonen.com

We feel sure that these events will be great philate-
lic feasts, and do hereby invite you to take part as
consignor. Please contact us already today for a
discussion about your holdings, an early consign-
ment will allow us to include YOUR material in
our international pre-marketing.

Vi räknar med att dessa arrangemang kommer att bli
stora filatelistiska fester, och inbjuder Er redan nu till
att deltaga som inlämnare. Kontakta oss redan idag för
en inledande diskussion, en omedelbar inlämning un-
derlättar för oss att inkludera ERT material i vår inter -
nationella marknadsföring och förhandsannonsering.

INTERNATIONAL
SPRING AUCTION

29–30 March 2019

INTERNATIONAL

AUTUMN AUCTION

21–2
2 Sep

tember 2
018



There’s Always a
New Auction!

Join in!

Consignments accepted now!
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